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ABSTRACT 
 
Experimental studies of the articulation, acoustics, and perception of nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants and adjacent vowels were conducted to investigate nasality in Moroccan 
Arabic (MA).  The status of nasality in MA is described as coarticulatorily complex, where two 
phoneme types (pharyngeal segments and nasal segments) yield similar non-contrastive 
coarticulatory information (nasality) on adjacent vowels.  The production and perception of the 
coarticulatory complexity of nasality in MA is the focus of this dissertation. 
An aerodynamic study demonstrated that nasal airflow is reliably present during the 
production of pharyngeal consonants, yet to a degree less than nasal consonants.  This study also 
indicated this nasality is coarticulated on vowels adjacent to pharyngeal and nasal consonants.  
An acoustic study confirmed the patterns of coarticulatory nasality from nasals and pharyngeals 
and explored how nasality as a coarticulatory complex feature, a feature associated with two 
distinct segment types, affects its patterning in the language.   
This study reveals that vowel nasality is perceptually associated with pharyngeal, as well 
as nasal, consonants in MA, as evidenced by faster reaction times when vowel nasality was 
present in a lexical repetition task, compared to a condition where there was no vowel nasality, 
evidence that non-contrastive coarticulatory information is indeed perceptually informative not 
only in the context of phonologically nasal segments, but also in the context of pharyngeal 
consonants.  Furthermore, there is evidence of perceptual compensation for nasality, wherein in 
the context of pharyngeal consonants listeners show patterns that suggest they do not “hear” 
vowel nasality but rather attribute it to its source.  Together, this is evidence of partial 
compensation since listeners retain sensitivity to and facilitation from vowel nasality, revealed 
by faster response times in the lexical repetition task.  
The results of the experiments outlined in this dissertation suggest 1) that nasality is a 
property of pharyngeal consonants and adjacent vowels that is highly controlled by speakers in 
order to maintain distinctiveness between pharyngeal and nasal consonant nasality and 2) that 
nasality is being utilized as a secondary, enhancement feature for pharyngeal consonants, 
potentially to maintain the distinctiveness of pharyngeal segments from the other guttural 
phonological class consonants in MA. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION !
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
This dissertation examines two different sources of consonant-to-vowel coarticulation in 
Moroccan Arabic: pharyngeal consonants and nasal consonants.  Nasal coarticulation occurs 
when the velum lowers during vowel articulation in anticipation of, or carryover from, an 
adjacent nasal consonant; for example, /ban/ ‘he appeared’ may be phonetically realized as [bãn] 
with some degree of nasality on the vowel resulting from the overlap of articulations during 
speech.  Pharyngeal coarticulation occurs when the back of the tongue is retracted towards the 
pharyngeal wall during vowel articulation in anticipation of, or carryover from, an adjacent 
pharyngeal consonant; for example, /ba#/ ‘he sold’ may be phonetically realized as [ba$#] with 
some degree of pharyngeal constriction and tongue root contraction spanning the articulation of 
the vowel in anticipation of the upcoming pharyngeal segment. 
Interestingly, a number of studies have observed substantial velum lowering during the 
articulation of the pharyngeal consonants, /" #/, cross-linguistically.  For example, an articulatory 
investigation of the pharyngeal consonants in Iraqi Arabic and Kurdish using transillumination 
revealed that “these consonants are seen to be always produced with a substantial velo-
pharyngeal opening. . . [and] the ‘nasality’ exhibits a coarticulatory spread to adjacent vowels” 
(Bladon and Al-Bamerni, 1982: S104).  Similar results for the pharyngeal consonants in 
Egyptian Arabic were found by Elgendy (2001) using fiberscopic monitoring.  The prediction of 
this dissertation, based on these physiological studies, is that nasality is present during 
pharyngeal articulation and this nasality is realized on adjacent segments as coarticulation due to 
the nature of the velum lowering gesture found to be associated with this articulation.  
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Specifically, it is predicted that in Moroccan Arabic e.g. /ba#/ ‘he sold’ would be phonetically 
realized as [bã!#], with some degree of both pharyngeal coarticulation and nasality present during 
the articulation of the vowel due to the articulatory nature of the adjacent pharyngeal consonant.  
Furthermore, it is predicted that listeners exploit this fact such that nasality is perceptually 
associated with the pharyngeal segments in Moroccan Arabic.  The acoustic and perceptual 
effects of this observed velum lowering during and adjacent to pharyngeal segments have not 
been examined previously in any language.   
The implication of the physiological studies is that the velum lowers during pharyngeal 
articulation and this nasality overlaps as coarticulation on adjacent vowels.  Further, I will show 
that the velum lowering gesture for nasal consonants in MA overlaps as coarticulation on 
adjacent vowels.  Thus, the status of nasality in MA is described here as coarticulatorily 
complex, where two phoneme types (pharyngeal segments and nasal segments) yield similar non-
contrastive coarticulatory information (nasality) on adjacent vowels.  The production and 
perception of the coarticulatory complexity of nasality in MA is the focus of this investigation.  
2. GOALS OF THIS DISSERTATION 
The situation of nasality in MA raises many intriguing questions.  Hence, there are 
several aims of the present study: 
With respect to production, what is the measurable level of nasality on vowels adjacent to 
pharyngeal and nasal segments?  And, how does this coarticulatory complexity affect the 
language-specific patterns of coarticulation in MA?  This study investigates the aerodynamic and 
acoustic effects of pharyngeal and nasal consonant articulation with respect to degree and extent 
of nasality that occurs as a consequence of velopharyngeal opening associated with these 
segment types in MA.  This study also explores how these two coarticulatory facts are organized 
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with respect to one another; in other words, whether the presence of two different phonemic 
sources of a similar coarticulatory signal (nasality) affects the language-particular coarticulatory 
patterns in MA.  
With respect to perception, is nasality perceptually associated with pharyngeal, as well as 
nasal, segments in MA?  If so, are listeners aided or hindered by the coarticulatory information in 
the language?  The previous physiological research on pharyngeal consonants, where pharyngeal 
articulation is produced with nasality, suggests that in Arabic coarticulatory nasality has two 
distinct sources (pharyngeal and nasal segments), and this may be potentially ambiguous, or 
misleading, to listeners.  Hence, this study investigates whether the coarticulatory complexity of 
nasality in MA results in perceptual confusability between pharyngeal and nasal segments.   
Finally, the implications of this research to the role of sub-phonemic information in the 
phonetic grammar are explored.  For example, if nasality is associated with the production and 
perception of pharyngeal consonants, should it be considered a part of the phonological 
representation of these segments?  If not, where in the phonetic grammar does nasality belong?  
The theoretical implications of this research are an important focus of this dissertation, as well.  
3. BACKGROUND 
3.1. PHARYNGEAL COARTICULATION 
Traditionally, pharyngeal consonants are described as being produced with the primary 
place of articulation at the pharyngeal wall, with the root of the tongue as the active articulator. 
Pharyngeal consonants are distinct from pharyngealized consonants, which are produced with the 
primary place of articulation in the oral tract (usually a coronal place of articulation, but bilabial 
pharyngealized segments are also found, i.e. /m%m%wi/ ‘mother’ in MA) while a secondary 
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constriction is made with the root of the tongue retracting toward the pharynx region. There is an 
important distinction in Arabic between pharyngeal consonants and pharyngealized consonants 
in both their articulation and their coarticulatory extent.  
 
3.1.1. PHARYNGEAL VS. PHARYNGEALIZED CONSONANTS 
Pharyngealization, as a secondary contrastive feature, is used contrastively in all dialects 
of Arabic (Watson, 1999).  The physiology of “emphatic” (or pharyngealized) consonants 
consists of a primary coronal constriction and a secondary constriction between the tongue root 
and the pharyngeal wall.  Ohala and Ohala (1993) state that the velum must be closed during any 
obstruent where the place of articulation is further forward than where the velic valve joins the 
nasal and oral cavity in order to build up enough air pressure required for such a segment (p. 
227-8).  Thus, it is not predicted that nasality co-occurs with pharyngealized segments in Arabic 
due to this articulatory principle. In fact, an articulatory investigation of these sounds found no 
“significant effect on the degree of velic opening compared to that displayed during their non-
emphatic (plain) counterparts” (Elgendy, 2001: 55).  On the other hand, pharyngeal obstruents 
have a primary place of articulation further back from where the velic valve joins the oral cavity; 
therefore, there is no articulatory constraint against the velum being lowered during the 
production of these segments: sufficient build up of air pressure would not be hindered by a velic 
opening.  Physiological investigations of these segments have found significant velum lowering 
during the production of these segments and have argued that this velum lowering to mechanical 
effects of the articulation and not an active gesture (Elgendy, 2001: 81). 
Acoustically, the main effect of pharyngeal consonant coarticulation that has been 
observed is a raising of the first formant (F1) by about 100 Hz, as measured in steady-state 
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portions of an adjacent vowel (McCarthy, 1994: 194).  Alwan (1989) conducted several 
perception experiments to determine the main perceptual cues to place of articulation for /#/ in 
the context of /aa/ using synthesized tokens.  By manipulating F1 and F2 trajectories, as well as 
bandwidth size for F1 and F2s, she found that listeners prefer an (F2-F1) value that is lower for 
pharyngeals and the lower F2 onset values received the highest naturalness ratings for 
pharyngeals, i.e., optimal pharyngeal candidate has an F2 close to F1; F2 bandwidth was found 
to be an insignificant cue to the pharyngeal consonant.  The acoustic consequences of emphatic, 
or pharyngealized consonants, on neighboring vowels have been widely studied (e.g., Ghazeli, 
1977; Card, 1983).  Emphatic consonant-to-vowel coarticulation is exemplified with a lowering 
of F2 in adjacent vowels in Palestinian Arabic (Card, 1983).  Articulatorily, this follows from the 
backing of the tongue root, which would cause adjacent vowel articulations to be produced 
further back in the mouth than canonical, or “plain,” vowels adjacent to non-pharyngealized 
consonants.  Data from MA confirm that pharyngeal consonants have similar coarticulatory 
patterns to pharyngealized consonants with respect to vowel quality, but the evidence suggests 
the effect is not identical.  Heath claims that pharyngeal consonants “have no appreciable 
lowering effect on following high vowels /i u/, and do not fully back a preceding or following 
/a/” compared to pharyngealized consonants (Heath, 1987: 307).  
Where pharyngeal and pharyngealized segment effects further differ is in their 
coarticulatory extent.  Phonologically, emphasis has been viewed as a suprasegmental feature 
that affects “not merely a single consonant but a sequence of segments and syllables” 
(Hoberman, 1989: 73).  Meanwhile, the effects of the pharyngeal consonants in MA “are always 
local and there are no parallels to the long-range effects” of the emphatic segments (Heath, 1987: 
307).  
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3.1.2. PHARYNGEAL CONSONANTS IN MA 
Notably, while the consonants in Arabic transcribed as /" #/ have been conventionally 
categorized as “pharyngeal,” suggesting a place of articulation at the pharyngeal wall, recent 
articulatory evidence suggests that “epiglottal” is a more accurate term for these sounds because 
the epiglottis functions as the passive articulator1 (Esling, 1999: 369).  Furthermore, the ‘default’ 
laryngeal setting for these sounds is a raised larynx position and when these sounds are 
articulated with a lowered larynx, the more appropriate term is “pharyngeal” since the posterior 
pharyngeal wall is the passive articulator in these cases (Ibid.).   
Articulatory studies of the pharyngeals consonants in MA have revealed that they can be 
most accurately described as approximates.  For example, measures of airflow for the 
pharyngeals revealed that they were much higher than for non-pharyngeal fricatives (Yeou and 
Maeda, 2011).  As discussed earlier, the place of articulation for pharyngeal consonants in MA, 
specifically, has been shown through fiberscopic analysis to be better described as epiglottal, the 
source of turbulence produced from the aryepiglottal sphincter (Zeroual, 2001: 172).  Zeroual et 
al. (2002) used fiberscopic data to analyze pharyngeal consonants in MA, specifically, and they 
concluded that these sounds can clearly be categorized as the “epiglottal” consonants [& '] and 
are characterized by two constrictions: epiglotto-pharyngeal and aryepiglottal.  For our purposes, 
the segments termed in this study as “pharyngeal,” following convention, are more accurately 
considered epiglottal consonants. 
Nonetheless, precise categorization of these segments in MA as “epiglottal” does not 
preclude the hypothesis that they are articulated with velopharyngeal port opening.  X-ray !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!More technically: “pharyngeal articulations are accomplished by retracting the tongue root (with the attached 
epiglottis) towards the back of the pharynx, raising the larynx and approximating the cuneiform cartilages of 
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tracings for these segments in MA from Zeroual et al. show a closed velum, but the status of the 
velum was neither discussed nor an object of focus for their study (2002).  Similarly, Elgendy 
(2001) discusses several articulatory studies of the pharyngeal consonants in various dialects of 
Arabic where reports about the state of the velum and how it is represented in x-ray tracings are 
not consistent.  For example, Elgendy discusses a study by Boff Dkhissi (1983) of Moroccan 
speakers of Standard Arabic where x-ray tracings of these segments do not indicate any velum 
lowering, even in the context of a nasal consonant where “it is unlikely that the traced pictures of 
Boff Dkhissi reliably reflect the state of the velopharyngeal port during pharyngeal articulation” 
due to the coarticulatory nature of the upcoming nasal segment (2001: 39).  Also, Delattre, as 
reported in Hetzron (1969), observed an Iraqi Arabic speaker with a degree of velum lowering 
for /#/ that was comparable to that of a nasal consonant; yet, this was not reported in the x-ray 
tracings published in Delattre (1971) (Elgendy, 2001).  Thus, it is evident that studies 
investigating the precise articulatory nature of the pharyngeal segments have either overlooked 
or not consistently reported the status of the velum during the production of these sounds as it 
was not their objective, with the exception of the critical studies that do show velum lowering in 
pharyngeals.  
 
3.2. NASAL COARTICULATION 
Nasalization on vowels is found both contrastively and non-contrastively, cross-
linguistically.  Nasalization on vowels adjacent to nasal consonants is a ubiquitous coarticulatory 
process and has been observed in e.g. Iraqi Arabic (Bladon and Al-Bamerni, 1982).  Articulatory 
and physiological data support this (Chafcouloff and Marchal, 1999). Acoustic studies have 
found that the presence of extra spectral peaks correlate to vowel nasalization (Chen, 1996, 
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1997).  Nasalized vowels have additional spectral peaks occurring before the first formant peak 
and between the first and second formant peaks.  Since the introduction of spectral information 
from the nasal cavity reduces the intensity of the resonances of in the oral cavity, the amplitudes 
of these “nasal” resonant peaks (P0 and P1, respectively) relative to the amplitudes of the “oral” 
formant frequencies can be used to calculate a nasality measure (Ibid.).  Furthermore, 
nasalization has been shown to have an effect on the quality of vowels. The addition of acoustic 
information due to nasalization skews formant information towards the lower frequency ranges 
which would have an effect to systematically raise vowel height (i.e. lower F1), also potentially 
causing less acoustic distance between vowels, in general (Hajek, 1997). 
 
3.2.1. NASALITY ASSOCIATED WITH PHARYNGEALS AND OTHER NON-BUCCAL OBSTRUENTS 
There is an association in the literature between nasality and pharyngeal obstruents.  One 
source of this association is an example of a diachronic sound change whereby pharyngeal 
segments developed into nasal segments.  Hetzron (1969) explains the presence of non-
etymological [n] occurring at the end of certain words in East Gurage (Ethio-Semitic) that 
evolved due to contact with the Cushites.  According to Hetzron, the Cushites living in the east 
Simdomo region tried to learn words borrowed from the Semitic language with pharyngeal 
segments but they were instead borrowed as nasalized laryngeal segments [!" h!].  Later, the 
nasalization was reanalyzed as a property on the vowel and eventually again reanalyzed as a 
nasal consonant: #[# "] VC ! #[!" h!] VC ! #nVC (Hetzron, 1969; Leslau, 1970).  Furthermore, 
in some regional dialects in certain areas of the Arabian Gulf, e.g., contemporary Iraqi Arabic of 
Baghdad, it was observed that the voiced pharyngeal /#/ in a word like /()#t$)/ “he gave” is 
replaced with a nasal consonant—the word will be pronounced as /()nt$)/ (Elgendy, 2001: 29).  
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It is also documented that in the Comorian language loanwords from Arabic that contain the 
voiced pharyngeal /#/ is borrowed as a nasalized vowel (Rombi and Alexandre, 1982; Ahmed-
Chamanga, 2010).  For example, Arabic !id “holiday” ! Comorian !di; Arabic !ud “wood” ! 
Comorian !di “lute” (Ahmed-Chamanga, 2010: 19). 
In addition, Elgendy makes another observation regarding the association between 
nasality and pharyngeal articulation: native Arabic speakers with a specific language disorder 
called dyslalia, wherein phonological substitutions are continued into late language development, 
consistently substitute the pharyngeal segments with a nasalized, pharyngealized dental fricative 
[s !"] (2001: 30).  Thus, there is evidence of both a diachronic and a pathological association 
between pharyngeal obstruents and nasality in several cases. 
Additionally, there is evidence in the literature of an association between nasality and 
glottal obstruents, known as rhinoglottophila2 (Hajek, 1997).  Articulatorily, Ohala and Ohala 
(1993) state that the velum must be closed during any buccal obstruent (= place of articulation 
further forward than where the velic valve joins the nasal and oral cavity) and give examples 
where glottal fricatives do not block nasalization spread where buccal obstruents do (p. 227-8).  
Pharyngeal consonants /" #/ can be classified as non-buccal consonants, similar to glottal 
consonants, in that the place of articulation is further back in the oral cavity from where the velic 
valve joins the nasal and oral cavity.  Thus, evidence that the velum is lowered during production 
of pharyngeal consonants would draw a connection between pharyngeal and glottal consonants, 
both non-buccal, in their association with nasality.   
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!#!Present in languages such as Thai and Piraha, where vowel nasality is not phonemic, nasality on vowels adjacent 
to the glottal fricative /h/ has been reported to occur either systematically or in free variation, e.g. Thai /ha:/ ‘five’ is 
realized as [hã:] (Matisoff, 1975; Hajek, 1997).!
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3.2.2. DIRECTIONALITY 
Whalen (1990) investigated whether there is a fundamental difference in the nature of 
carryover (preservative) coarticulation and anticipatory coarticulation.  He examined the 
difference in degree and extent of coarticulation between speakers who knew what they were 
going to say before they began speaking an utterance and speakers who did not.  Whalen found 
that carryover coarticulation was present both when speakers knew the following segments and 
when they did not before beginning utterance onset.  Thus, he concluded that this type of 
coarticulation is potentially purely mechanical in nature.  On the other hand, anticipatory 
coarticulation was seen in greater magnitude and extent of influence when segments were known 
in advance, thus an acoustic cue to upcoming segments being consciously regulated by speakers.  
The results regarding anticipatory coarticulation have been confirmed regarding its use as a 
perceptual cue to upcoming segments used by listeners (Manuel, 1986).  
Regarding nasal coarticulation, specifically, it has been shown that anticipatory nasal 
coarticulation is a perceptual cue to an upcoming nasal segment (Krakow and Beddor, 1991) and 
that its extent is not limited to a single adjacent consonant, but that even in a CVVn sequence the 
velum lowering could be initiated as early as the first consonant (Moll and Daniloff, 1971).  The 
research suggests that for nasal coarticulation there are different anticipatory and carryover 
production patterns.  Thus, for the purposes of this study, both directions will be explored 
regarding nasality coarticulation in MA.  
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3.3. COARTICULATION 
 
Coarticulation refers to the fact that speech often displays features of multiple segments 
simultaneously, even if the phonological representations of these segments are distinct.  
Traditionally, coarticulation was viewed as purely physiologically determined resulting from the 
articulatory implementation of adjacent segments (Chomsky and Halle, 1968).  Yet, subsequent 
research suggests that coarticulation patterns are language-specific and therefore must be 
specified in the grammar (Beddor, Harnsberger and Lindemann, 2002; Manuel, 1990; Oh, 2002; 
Keating, 1990).   
There are two competing perspectives in the literature about the role of coarticulation in 
speech perception: one is purely speaker-centered while the other considers the systematic 
variability found in coarticulation to be partially for the benefit of listeners.  The first, most 
notably from Lindblom (1990), is that coarticulation is a result of “target-undershoot” which 
increases “in magnitude in connected, spontaneous speech” (Farnetani, 1997: 383-4).  From this 
viewpoint, coarticulation is manifested to a lesser degree when the needs of the listener are 
weighted more heavily than the needs of the speaker (i.e., hyperspeech) and to a greater degree 
when the needs of the speaker are weighted more heavily than the needs of the listener (i.e., 
hypospeech).  In other words, coarticulation is detrimental to listeners and decreased in 
magnitude aid perception.  On the other hand, coarticulation can be viewed as “the systematic 
acoustic consequences of overlapping articulations [which] are perceptually informative variants.  
That is, coarticulation structures the acoustic signal in ways that assist listeners in determining 
what speakers are saying and in making linguistic decisions” (Beddor, 2009: 787).  From this 
viewpoint, coarticulation is informative and helpful to listeners whose goal is to successfully 
parse the speech signal.  This study can shed light on the role of coarticulation in speech 
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communication—whether coarticulation is simply a result of the articulatory constraints on the 
speaker, thus not critical to perception, or whether coarticulation is indeed perceptually 
informative, resulting in a more robust speech signal.  
It has also been argued that coarticulation, in general, conflicts with the tendency of 
language sound systems to try to make the contrastive features sufficiently perceptually 
dispersed (Liljencrantz and Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom, 1982).  According to this view, language 
systems will be organized to maximize a perceptual space and keep contrastive sounds as 
perceptually and articulatorily distinct as possible (Flemming, 2004).  Coarticulation may reduce 
the perceptual distance between contrastive sounds and, thus, might be constrained (Manuel, 
1990).  Relevant literature on this issue has examined language systems where there are similar 
acoustic cues to two contrastive features on a vowel: for example, contrastive tone and 
contrastive non-modal phonation types in the Otomanguean languages.  The tonal-phonation 
interaction in the Otomanguean languages has been described as laryngeally complex (cf., 
Silverman, 1997).  It has been demonstrated that tonal and non-modal phonation properties are 
kept perceptually distinct in these languages through different timing patterns on the vowel.  
The case examined here is that in MA where nasality on vowels is non-contrastive, but a 
potential acoustic effect and/or perceptual cue to two distinct segment types.  This situation can 
be described as coarticulatorily complex, in parallel to the situation in the Otomanguean 
languages, since there is a single acoustic feature that can be attributed to two distinct 
phonological representations.  A similar coarticulatorily complex situation potentially exists in 
other languages.  For example, it has been shown that the low vowel [a] is produced with a lower 
velum height than other oral vowels (Moll, 1962; Clumeck, 1973).  Maeda (1993) measured the 
perceptual consequences of this articulatory fact. The study used synthesized vowels on a 
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continuum from oral to nasal and tested for perception of nasality.  Perceptual tests showed that a 
substantially larger velopharyngeal port opening, manifested as synthesized nasality on the 
vowel, was necessary for a low vowel [a] to be perceived as nasal compared to a high vowel [i] 
(1.6 cm2 vs. .4 cm2).  Furthermore, Hajek and Maeda outline evidence that long vowel duration 
also is associated with perceived nasality (2000).  The perception of nasality associated with long 
low vowels was demonstrated by Whalen and Beddor to explain the ‘intrusive nasal’ in certain 
Eastern Algonquian languages: where a nasal vowel developed from a long low vowel /a:/ 
regardless of consonantal context (1989: 457).  Thus, coarticulatory complexity involving non-
contrastive nasality is potentially present cross-linguistically where velum lowering is associated 
with low and/or long vowels, in addition to vowels adjacent to nasal consonants.  
 
 
3.3.1.  LANGUAGE-SPECIFIC PATTERNS OF COARTICULATION 
Language-specific patterns of coarticulation have been much addressed in the literature.  
One question arises from discovery of these varying degrees of coarticulation: what affects the 
different patterns of coarticulation found cross-linguistically?  
Manuel (1990, inter alia) proposes that the phonemic distinctions in a language affect 
patterns of coarticulation.  My prediction from this hypothesis is that if a language has a 
phonemic contrast for a feature, the degree of coarticulation of this feature will be minimal and 
less extensive; on the other hand, if a language does not make a phonemic contrast for a feature, 
the degree of coarticulation of this feature will be greater and more extensive.  Manuel and 
Krakow (1984) found that the degree of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation in a language was related 
to the number and distribution of contrastive vowels in that language.  Specifically, they found 
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that Shona and Swahili (both 5 vowel systems) exhibit greater vowel-to-vowel coarticulation 
than English (considerably more phonemic vowels).  
Meanwhile, Huffman (1988) tested this prediction by comparing degree and timing 
(extent) of nasal coarticulation in two languages that differed in the phonemic status of vowel 
nasalization (Akan vs. Agwagwune).  She found that the role of phonemic contrast in timing of 
nasal coarticulation is not direct: the languages differed not in extent of nasal coarticulation, but 
in where peak nasalization occurred.  Other studies have suggested that something other than a 
direct correlation between phonological contrast and extent and degree of coarticulation is what 
causes these language-specific patterns.  For example, Farnetani (1990) found that contextual 
nasal coarticulation in Italian is very restricted, despite the fact that there is no phonemic nasal-
oral vowel contrast in that language.  
There have been other studies that shed further light on what governs the different 
language-specific patterns of coarticulation.  Scarborough (2004) examined nasal coarticulation 
in English and French and found that one indicator of degree of coarticulation was the 
organization of the lexicon.  She found that words from highly dense phonological 
neighborhoods (“hard” words) exhibit more coarticulation than words from less dense 
phonological neighborhoods (“easy” words); this pattern held across two types of coarticulation 
(nasal and vowel-to-vowel), both directions (anticipatory and carryover), and two languages that 
differ in the phonemic status of vowel nasalization (English and French).  Cho (2002, 2004) 
found that vowel-to-vowel coarticulation varies depending on the type of prosodic boundary a 
sequence overlaps: more coarticulatory resistance for sequences spanning larger prosodic 
boundaries than for sequences spanning smaller prosodic boundaries.  These studies, along with 
Manuel (e.g., 1990), compare patterns of coarticulation cross-linguistically by examining 
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languages based on phonological organization of a feature in question (i.e., vowel inventory, 
nasal vowels).   
In MA, nasalization on vowels is not phonemic—thus, we would expect a greater degree 
and more extensive nature of nasality on vowels in nasal contexts, compared to a language like 
French, with contrastive vowel nasalization. But, there is another potential source of nasality—
pharyngeal consonants.  Now, nasality is no longer only a coarticulatory effect for a nasal 
consonant.  How does the presence of these factors affect the degree and extent of nasality in 
MA?  This study aims to provide more evidence as to what affects language-specific 
coarticulation patterns.  
 
3.3.2. COARTICULATION AND DISTINCTIVENESS 
The situation in MA is there are potentially two distinct sources of nasality on vowels: 
pharyngeal consonants and nasal consonants.  Thus, nasality could result in similarity between 
nasal and pharyngeal segments.  However, one goal of linguistic communication is to “avoid 
perceptually confusable realizations of distinct categories” (Flemming, 2004: 232).  In other 
words, the goal of the speaker is to produce speech sounds that are sufficiently distant (cf. H&H 
Theory, Lindblom, 1990; Lindblom, 1986).  Coarticulation facts, in general, conflict with the 
prediction that speakers try to maximize the acoustic distinctiveness of the sound system’s 
contrastive features.  The articulatory facts about MA will reveal that it is a coarticulatorily 
complex language, with respect to nasality.  In other words, there exists coarticulatory nasality 
information on vowels that may be a cue to two distinct and contrastive surface sources.  How 
does this coarticulatory complexity maintain acoustic distinctiveness? 
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One case in the literature where speakers maintain distinctiveness is when two distinct 
phonological categories have similar acoustic information.  For example, the interaction between 
contrastive phonation types and tone occurs in the Otomanguean language group in southern 
Mexico.  In these languages, contrastive lexical tone and contrastive non-modal phonation (i.e., 
breathiness or creakiness) requirements must be simultaneously realized on vowels in certain 
contexts. The dual laryngeal requirements on vowels in these languages, where both a specific 
vocal fold vibration rate to signal the lexical tone and the non-modal phonation to signal the 
vowel type, leads to a potential problem of distinctiveness—how are similar acoustic realizations 
to separate underlying linguistic categories kept articulatorily and perceptually distinct in a 
language?  The Otomanguean speakers, as have been reported, use different timing patterns to 
keep the non-modal phonation properties and the tonal properties on a vowel distinct and 
perceptually salient (Silverman, 1997: 236; Keating and Esposito, 2007).  For example, in Jalapa 
Mazatec, contrastive laryngealization precedes tonal information in a vowel (Silverman, 1997: 
236).  
The evidence suggests that there are grammar-specific patterns that dictate how a similar 
acoustic feature that is associated with two phoneme types is realized in a language.  In the 
Otomanguean languages, there is a constraint on speakers to realize two distinct properties (tone 
and phonation) on a vowel with a similar articulatory action (vocal fold vibration).  This was 
reconciled through different timing patterns.  A parallel grammar-specific pattern might be 
predicted for speakers of MA.  Speakers have to realize two distinct phonemic segment types 
(pharyngeals and nasals) as coarticulatory information on a vowel with a similar articulatory 
action (velum lowering).  This study investigates whether MA speakers employ different patterns 
of nasality for pharyngeal and nasal segments to keep these properties acoustically distant in the 
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language, or whether there is no distinction in the coarticulatory patterns of nasality between 
these segments.  
 
3.4. COARTICULATION AND PERCEPTION 
There is a debate about the role of coarticulation in speech perception: on the one hand, 
coarticulation provides perceptually informative variants and makes speech beneficially 
redundant, while on the other hand, coarticulation provides non-canonical variation that needs to 
be factored out by listeners in order to parse the signal. 
Many studies provide evidence in support of the perceptual benefit of coarticulation.  For 
example, when a final nasal or non-nasal consonant was removed from a monosyllabic word, 
listeners could reliably predict the missing segment in the remaining part of the word (Ali et al., 
1971).  Also, listeners can identify whether a vowel in isolation is nasal coarticulated or not 
(Bond, 1975).  More recently, a visual world paradigm (eye-tracking) was used to examine the 
time-course of perceptual activation of CVNC or CVC lexical items in English (Beddor, 2009).  
It was found that the presence of nasality does indeed facilitate early activation of a word with an 
upcoming nasal.  
Furthermore, research has also shown that if misleading coarticulatory information is 
present in the speech signal, listeners react more slowly when parsing that speech signal.  For 
example, Martin and Bunnell (1981; replicated by Whalen, 1984) cross-spliced initial vowels 
from VCV disyllables so that the coarticulatory information on the first vowel about the final 
vowel was misleading.  This resulted in slower response times and higher error rates.  The same 
results were found for initial vowel coarticulatory information on the final vowel for vowel-to-
vowel coarticulation (Fowler, 1984).  Thus, coarticulatory perceptual cues are utilized by 
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listeners in both anticipatory and carryover contexts, and misleading coarticulatory cues from 
both directions result in slower reaction times.   
Additionally, there are some perception studies examining what listeners do when they 
encounter potentially lexically ambiguous perceptual cues, such as vowel nasality in a language 
with both contrastive and coarticulatory nasality, and how listeners’ processing of a cue such as 
nasalization unfolds over time.  The classic studies looking at the perceptual time course for 
vowel nasalization used a gating methodology where a word is segmented at various increments 
and then these word portions are played to listeners who are asked to identify the word.  For 
example, Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (1991) examined Bengali, where vowels can have 
contrastive nasalization or occur as an oral vowel with anticipatory nasal coarticulation before a 
nasal segment.  They found that when presented with an oral vowel with anticipatory nasal 
coarticulation, listeners initially interpreted the sequence as an underlying nasal vowel until they 
got information about the nasal consonant.  In other words, the evidence from Lahiri and 
Marslen-Wilson indicates that listeners use acoustic information as soon as they receive it and 
this could lead to confusability, for example, in Bengali *N is interpreted first as just an 
underlying nasal vowel, then as an oral vowel with a nasal consonant.  
In contrast, coarticulation can be argued to be not critical, or even detrimental, to 
perception.  Nasality in MA may not be critical to perception of nasal or pharyngeal consonants, 
since it is not a contrastive feature.  Additionally, since nasality is only present on vowels 
adjacent to nasal or pharyngeal consonants, listeners may factor out the nasality on the vowels 
and attribute it only to the consonant, again since vowel nasality is not contrastive.  For instance, 
the nasality present on the vowel due to overlap with the adjacent pharyngeal in a MA word like 
ba! ‘he appeared’ is not critical because there is not a minimal pair of words [ba#] and [bã#] 
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whose discrimination relies on hearing the nasality; the acoustic consequences of the nasality 
might make the word sound “bad” to a listener and thus harder to interpret.  There is some 
evidence of this in studies of perceptual compensation wherein listeners compensate for the 
acoustic effects of coarticulation by associating these effects with their coarticulatory source 
(Krakow and Beddor, 1991; Manuel, 1995).  In other words, listeners do not always, or 
accurately, judge a vowel in the context of a nasal consonant as nasalized.  The previously 
mentioned visual world paradigm measuring listeners’ lexical activation of CVNC vs. CVC 
English words, where it was found that vowel nasalization facilitates activation of CVNC, also 
found that lack of vowel nasalization was not similarly informative (Beddor, 2009).  This was 
taken to indicate that oral vowels equally activate CVC and CVNC lexical items due to 
perceptual compensation where English listeners perceive a nasal vowel to be oral in the context 
of a nasal consonant.  These studies highlight the importance of examining how listeners react to 
time-varying contextual information when there is the potential for lexical ambiguity.  
The present study aims to examine a non-contrastive coarticulatory feature in Moroccan 
Arabic, vowel nasality, and whether coarticulatory nasality is helpful or detrimental to perception 
of nasal and pharyngeal consonants.  
 
3.4.1. PERCEPTION OF PHARYNGEALS  
The perception of the voiced pharyngeal consonant /#/ has been examined by, for 
example Alwan (1989).  She found with synthesized speech that the primary perceptual correlate 
to coarticulation on a vowel for a pharyngeal segment was a high F1 and a low F2.  She did not 
manipulate (or examine) nasality in this context.  Similar results are reported by El-Halees 
(1985).   
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The perception of nasality in Arabic, as either a cue to a nasal or a cue to a pharyngeal 
consonant, has never been examined previously, to my knowledge. Thus, the co-occurrence of 
velum lowering with pharyngeal segments is examined from the perception standpoint as well in 
this work.  First, is nasality perceptually associated with the pharyngeal segments and nasal 
segments, in MA?  Second, what do listeners do when they get coarticulatory information which 
can be potentially attributed to two different sources in the speech signal?  For example, do MA 
listeners use the fact that nasality may have different patterns from pharyngeal and nasal 
consonants?  Exploring these issues in a coarticulatorily complex situation, as that found for 
nasality in MA, contributes to our understanding of the role of coarticulation in speech 
perception. 
 
3.5. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES AND QUANTAL THEORY 
Bladon and Al-Bamerni suggested that pharyngeals “should be specified as [+nasal]” 
since the articulation of pharyngeals in Iraqi Arabic included a velum lowering gesture (1982: 
S104).  However, if nasality is found to be consistently associated with the pharyngeal segments 
in MA, as it is in Iraqi Arabic, does this constitute evidence that pharyngeal consonants have 
[+nasal] as one of their distinctive features?  
In Quantal theory (Stevens, 1972, 1989), articulatory-acoustic relations are quantal and 
the “relatively stable acoustic attributes” along an articulatory parameter define the presence or 
absence of a distinctive feature (Stevens and Keyser, 2010: 11).  Quantal theory also proposes 
enhancement features which are additional acoustic or articulatory attributes added to a defining 
feature to increase its perceptual saliency.  With respect to pharyngeal consonants, specifically, 
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Stevens suggests that the high F1 and low F2 of pharyngeals together form a strong spectral 
region, which contributes to the stability of these segments (1972: 18).   
Keyser and Stevens propose two ways that enhancement gestures may be added to a 
distinctive feature:  first, an enhancement feature can be superimposed to increase the perceptual 
distance between the distinctive feature and its neighbors;  and second, an enhancement feature 
can introduce a new acoustic attribute which adds perceptual cues to the distinctive feature. 
Nasality with pharyngeals in MA can be hypothesized as the second type of enhancement 
feature.  We can hypothesize that nasality with pharyngeals provides an additional perceptual cue 
that is used by a listener to identify the segment type and should not be considered a distinctive 
feature for pharyngeals.  Following the characterization that pharyngeals have a quantally strong 
F1-F2 spectral region, nasality, which has the acoustic effect of lowering the first formant, could 
potentially enhance this property by making the prominent spectral area wider.  
However, while this nasality enhancement feature may be useful for identifying 
pharyngeals, it may also be interfering with the perceptual saliency of pharyngeals since it would 
decrease the perceptual distance between pharyngeal and nasal segments.  Stevens and Keyser 
state that in cases such as this, the timing and extent of the enhancement attribute is “under 
speaker control” in order to maintain perceptual distance.  They cite examples of Australian 
aboriginal languages with nasal murmur, and examples were discussed above, such as the tone/-
non-modal phonation interaction in the Otomanguean language group, where timing and extent 
of a feature is controlled by the speaker.  Hypothetically, different degree and timing patterns of 
nasality may be employed by speakers of MA to keep enhancement nasality distinct from 
distinctive nasality.  The scope of this study can shed light on the theoretical discussion of how 
phonetic information is represented at the phonological level.  
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4. TARGET LANGUAGE – MOROCCAN ARABIC 
The target language for this study is dialectal MA.  Most notably, it is most appropriate to 
examine coarticulatory patterns within a contemporary vernacular dialect of Arabic, as opposed 
to Modern Standard Arabic, because there is evidence that the regional dialects of Arabic each 
have distinct coarticulatory and pronunciation patterns, and native speakers of Arabic employ the 
coarticulatory patterns of their native regional dialect when speaking Modern Standard Arabic 
(e.g., Embarki et al., 2007; Alghamdi, 1998; Ghazali et al., 2002).  
The previous studies that have focused on nasality associated with the pharyngeal 
consonants have examined other dialects of Arabic—Iraqi (Bladon and Al-Bamerni, 1982) and 
Egyptian (Elgendy, 2001).  In both studies, the degree of v-p opening observed during the 
production of pharyngeal consonants was reported to be substantial, e.g, similar to that of nasal 
consonants.  This suggests that the patterns of coarticulatory nasality might be similar, and thus 
confusable.  The patterning of coarticulatory nasality, either from pharyngeal or nasal 
consonants, has not yet been examined in any language.  It would be informative to examine the 
patterns of nasality from pharyngeals in a different dialect for comparison with the patterns 
found previously and to contribute to our knowledge about the range of patterns across languages 
of nasality associated with the pharyngeal consonants.   
The previous studies that have explicitly examined nasality associated with the 
pharyngeal consonants have been limited, as is discussed further in Chapter 2.  This study is a 
more comprehensive investigation of pharyngeal nasality, including an articulatory, acoustic and 
perception component.  The target language of this study was MA—one of the major reasons for 
selecting this language as the target language was that is was the dialect of Arabic that the 
researcher was most familiar with and had best access to native speakers.  Incidentally, this study 
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provides data on the patterns of nasality from yet another dialect of Arabic, contributing to our 
knowledge of the structure of dialectal Arabic.   
MA patterns similarly to other dialects of Arabic with respect to the phonemic 
consonants in the language.  The main distinction of MA compared to the other dialects is the 
addition of a contrastive emphatic (pharyngealized) rhotic /r$/ and the partial loss of the glottal 
stop.  A summary of the contrastive consonants in MA is provided in Figure 1-1.  
 
 
Figure 1-1: The consonant distinctions in MA.  Adapted from Heath (1987). 
  
The vowel system of MA is somewhat debated.  The main points of controversy lie in 
whether MA has retained the phonemic vowel length distinction typical of other dialects and 
whether the vowels [e], [o], and [+] are phonemic.  See Heath (1987) for an in-depth discussion 
of these issues and the distribution of vowel qualities in MA.  For the purposes of this 
dissertation, we will consider the vowel system of MA to be a three vowel system /a, i, u/, with 
no length distinction.   
5. OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION 
This dissertation explores the potential presence of nasality originating from a segment 
type not normally considered a source of this type of coarticulation: pharyngeal consonants.  
Chapter 2 describes the articulatory patterns of nasality for nasal consonants, pharyngeal 
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consonants, and contextual vowels with an airflow study.  Chapter 3 presents the findings from 
an acoustic study to investigate the acoustic patterns of coarticulatory nasality from nasals and 
pharyngeals and explores how nasality as a coarticulatory complex feature in MA affects its 
patterning in the language.  Chapter 4 presents the results of several perception experiments 
which address whether nasality is perceptually associated with nasal and pharyngeal consonants 
in MA, as well as whether the coarticulatory complexity of nasality results in confusability 
between nasal and pharyngeals.  This research contributes to several aspects of theoretical 
discussions, which are explored in detail in Chapter 5.  This discussion explores how the 
coarticulatory complexity in MA, whereby the coarticulatory feature of nasality originates from 
two distinct phoneme classes in the language (pharyngeal consonants and nasal consonants), 
informs our understanding of what shapes language-specific coarticulation patterns, the 
relationship between production and perception of coarticulation, and how this relationship 
informs our understanding of the role of coarticulation in speech.  Chapter 6 sums up the 
findings of the dissertation and the general implications. 
Together, the practical and theoretical insights offered by exploring the association of 
nasality and pharyngeal articulation can contribute to our knowledge of the nature of linguistic 
communication.  One main goal of this work is to draw connections between the phonetic, 
phonological, and perceptual aspects of a language system, in addition to describing the 
patterning of coarticulatory nasality in a language that can be characterized as being 
coarticulatory complex.  
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CHAPTER 2 - THE AERODYNAMICS OF NASALITY IN MOROCCAN 
ARABIC !
1. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents an aerodynamic study of the production of pharyngeal and nasal 
consonants and adjacent vowels in Moroccan Arabic.  
It has been argued that nasalization systematically co-occurring with a non-nasal 
obstruent cannot exist: in order to build up or maintain sufficient air pressure required to produce 
oral stops or fricatives the velum must remain closed.  Yet, there is potentially no articulatory 
constraint on velum closure during the production of consonants that are articulated further back 
from the position of the velum, also known as non-buccal consonants, since air pressure build-
up/ maintenance would be unaffected by velum activity.  Indeed, studies have found spontaneous 
nasalization in vowels adjacent to glottal consonants in various languages, though notably this is 
usually restricted to low vowels (e.g., in Thai and Piraha: Hajek, 1997).  More relevant to this 
work, however, are situations where non-buccal consonants have been shown to be 
systematically and reliably produced with velum lowering, even in non-nasal contexts.  The 
pharyngeal consonants, in particular, have been shown in numerous articulatory studies to be 
systematically produced with velopharyngeal port opening.  
The focus of the current study is the articulation of velum lowering with the pharyngeal 
consonants in Moroccan Arabic (MA).  Previous articulatory studies have found consistent 
velopharyngeal port opening with the production of these consonants in other dialects of Arabic 
and other languages.  Yet, this has never been explicitly examined in MA.  More important, 
however, is examining the production of nasalization as a systematic, sub-phonemic property of 
consonants where it is neither articulatorily precluded nor possibly phonemically contrastive.  
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Velopharyngeal activity can be examined articulatorily in numerous ways.  One can 
investigate the muscle activity, movement patterns, and aerodynamic consequences of velar 
movement.  Of these three types of articulatory techniques, an aerodynamic methodology would 
be most appropriate for the goals of this dissertation for several reasons.  First, while nasal 
airflow is an indirect measure of velum activity, it is the most linguistically relevant articulatory 
measure in that it is an indirect measurement of a gesture that has acoustic consequences that can 
he heard in the signal.  Consequently, airflow measurements are relevant to the scope of this 
dissertation to the extent that we are concerned with nasality as it is used in speech 
communication.  Furthermore, aerodynamic data collection procedures are generally 
noninvasive, cause no discomfort, and are safe for subjects.  In contrast, direct measures of 
velum activity are either highly invasive (e.g., fiberscopic endoscope), uncomfortable (e.g., 
MRI), or not safe for subjects (e.g., X-ray) (Krakow and Huffman, 1993).  
When the velum lowers during speech, air flows through the nose and can be measured.  
If the velum is lowered, even to a small degree, fundamental principles of aerodynamics cause a 
detectible amount of air to flow through the nose.  Thus, nasal airflow is a reliable articulatory 
measure of velopharyngeal activity and can be used to shed light on the linguistic or 
physiological factors affecting velum movement.  
Further, this study informs our understanding about what may be perceived as nasality, 
since as air flows through the nose the sounds that are being produced may be perceived by the 
listener as nasal.  Specifically, one aerodynamic measure examined in this study, nasalance, or 
the proportion of nasal airflow to total (nasal + oral) airflow, has been strongly correlated with 
perception of nasality.  Specifically, nasalance is a measure that has been used for decades in 
clinical studies of individuals with pathologies such as a cleft palate, which causes hypernasality 
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(Fletcher, 1973; Baken and Orlikoff, 2000).  Numerous clinical studies have demonstrated a 
strong correlation between nasalance and perception of nasality.  For example, in children with 
cleft palate resulting in various levels of hypernasality the nasalance measure was strongly 
correlated with identifications of highly nasal by the listener (Fletcher, 1976; Sweeny and Sell, 
2008) and in individuals with dysarthria following Traumatic Brain Injury the measure of 
nasalance most accurately reflected listener perception of nasality (McHenry, 1999).  
Linguistically, nasalance has been correlated to the degree of nasality that varies by vowel 
quality intrinsically in Mandarin Chinese (Shi et al., 2011) and the degree of contextual nasal 
coarticulation that varies by context and vowel quality in French (Delvaux et al., 2008).  Hence, 
nasalance is becoming an increasingly proven measure of nasalization. 
The goal of this chapter is to describe any systematic nasal airflow and, indirectly, velum 
lowering during the production of the pharyngeal consonants in MA.  Further, since any velum 
lowering gesture would presumably also be realized on adjacent vowels due to coarticulatory 
overlap, another aim of this study is to determine if there is systematic nasal airflow on vowels 
adjacent to pharyngeal consonants in MA.   
 
1.1. PREVIOUS ARTICULATORY STUDIES OF ARABIC PHARYNGEALS 
A number of experimental studies have dealt with the production of Arabic pharyngeal 
consonants in various dialects used physiological methods such as X-ray or fiberscopic video 
monitoring.  Here, I summarize the relevant findings regarding velum activity during the 
production of the pharyngeal consonants.  According to the lateral X-rays tracings of the vocal 
tract outlines for one Lebanese speaker (Delattre, 1971) and one Tunisian speaker (Ghazeli, 
1977), two points of constriction were observed, one was at the hard palate (about 6 centimeters 
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from the lips) while the other was located at the level of the epiglottis (about 3-4 centimeters 
above the glottis).  Also, the larynx was observed to raise by about 9 mm relative to the default 
position (Ghazeli, 1977).  Ghazeli’s tracings show no velum lowering.  Delattre (1971) published 
tracings of the shape of the vocal tract during the production of various back consonants in Iraqi 
Arabic do not show any velum lowering either, although it was mentioned in Hetzron (1969) that 
Delattre observed that one speaker of Arabic from Iraq showed a degree of velum lowering 
during the production of the voiced pharyngeal /#/ similar to that during nasal consonants.  El-
Halees (1985) shows an image of a lowered velum during the production of the voiceless 
pharyngeal /"/ by an Iraqi Arabic speaker.  Critically, while there are inconsistent reports of 
velum activity across data and dialects, none of these studies explicitly aimed to explore nasality 
associated with pharyngeals. 
On the other hand, Elgendy (2001) used fiberscopic monitoring on nine Egyptian Arabic 
subjects and had a main goal to observe velum activity during the production of pharyngeal 
consonants.  He reported the velum lowered substantially for the pharyngeal consonants for all 
subjects in non-nasal contexts.  Elgendy also reports extreme jaw lowering associated with the 
pharyngeal consonants compared to all other segment types, including vowels.  Elgendy’s results 
provide the most in-depth picture of the role of velum lowering co-occurring with pharyngeals 
preceding the current study.  Elgendy observed velum lowering associated with pharyngeal 
consonants initiated at the onset of the preceding vowel, varying systematically in degree by 
vowel quality, and varying systematically in degree by phonetic context.  Yet, his explanation is 
that velum lowering is a mechanical activity—a result of the musculature involved in the 
pharyngeal articulation. This claim is revisited in the discussion section of this chapter after the 
results of this study are presented.  
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Three studies report some data on the aerodynamics associated with pharyngeal 
consonant production in other dialects of Arabic.  Ghazeli (1977) conducted a study examining 
mainly oral airflow during the production of these consonants.  Yet, no information was given as 
to the method or the technique used to obtain the values on the airflow.  He reported that no 
leakage of airflow through the velopharyngeal port was observed.  Al-Bamerni (1983) measured 
nasal and oral airflow for pharyngeal consonants.  His study investigated Iraqi Arabic and 
Kurdish, both of which have pharyngeal consonants.  Al-Bamerni's study did not report any 
quantitative measurements for the nasal or oral airflow.  However, it reported that the velum is 
lowered to various degrees during the production of pharyngeal consonants in one Iraqi Arabic 
speaker and one native Kurdish from Iraq even in non-nasal contexts.  Butcher and Ahmad 
(1987) used a pneumotachgraph system to examine the airflow rates of the pharyngeal 
consonants for three Iraqi Arabic speakers.  With respect to nasal airflow, they report a 
maximum peak nasal airflow during /"/ of 240 cm3/s (.24 liters/second) but do not further 
comment on the nasal flow rates and report that the other speakers did not produce nasal airflow 
(p. 167).  
2. METHODS 
2.1. SPEAKERS 
 Two native MA speakers (both male, aged mid-late 30s) participated in this experiment.  
Both speakers reported no physiological impairments that would hinder the flow of air from 
either the nose or the mouth.  Subjects were offered 5$ cash for their participation. 
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2.2. STIMULI 
 26 monosyllabic CVC words were elicited for this study, controlled for vowel (/a/, /i/, 
/u/), target consonant direction (word-final, word-initial) and consonant type (/#/, /"/, /n or m/, 
and oral).  All non-target consonants were controlled for place of articulation (either bilabial or 
alveolar) to avoid interaction with the velum.  The stimuli were repeated twice around a carrier 
phrase, gul ___ daba “say ___ now,” designed to contain no nasal segments that may interfere 
with velum activity during the target consonants. 
 
2.3. EQUIPMENT 
 Nasal and oral airflow data is obtained by channeling the air into a device that measures 
pressure and converts it to a time-varying digital signal (Krakow and Huffman, 1993).  An oro-
nasal dual chamber pneumotachgraph mask (split mask) was connected to two separate oral and 
nasal Glottal Enterprises PT-2E wide-band transducers, as shown in Figure 2-1.  The oro-nasal 
mask was designed to be circumferentially vented to reduce voice muffling (Rothenberg, 1977).  
The oro-nasal mask was designed to fit over both the nose and mouth and measure separate oral 
and nasal airflow while reducing the cross-leakage of sound between the oral and nasal 
chambers.  Both pressure transducers were connected to a Glottal Enterprises MS-110 transducer 
A-D converter unit, which was connected directly to a computer where recording was initiated, 
as illustrated in Figure 2-1.  
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Figure 2-1: An oro-nasal dual chamber pneumotachgraph mask (split mask) connected to two Glottal 
Enterprises PT-2E wide-band transducers. Glottal Enterprises MS-110 transducer A-D converter unit, 
connected directly to a computer. 
 
Airflow signals were segmented from differentiated flow signal. This differentiated 
signal was sufficient for segmentation of the aerodynamic signal.  
 
2.4. PROCEDURES 
 Nasal airflow is an indirect measure of the size of the velopharyngeal port opening.  Oral 
airflow data is necessary in the study of nasal airflow since amount of nasal airflow may be, in 
some contexts, directly related to the amount of air flowing through the mouth, as well.  Hence, 
both nasal and oral airflow were collected. 
Calibrations were performed for each transducer before the recording of each subject.  
Calibration of the pressure transducers was accomplished using a flow rate of .140 l/s delivered 
by a compressed air supply and rotameter.  The zero level was adjusted by the experimenter at 
the beginning of every recording session and checked regularly during the session.  
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Unfortunately, during the zero setting for some word elicitations the zero was set with some 
degree of drift resulting in the collection of negative airflow measures.  These measurements 
were not included in analysis. 
The oro-nasal mask was fitted with a handle that the speaker could control, rather than 
head straps or harnesses, to reduce discomfort of the speaker.  Care was taken to ensure that the 
oro-nasal mask sealed around the subject’s face for each recording to prevent leakage of airflow 
during elicitation.  If the mask slipped in any observable way, or if the speaker pointed their head 
downward causing the mask to be tilted which may affect the pressure signal collected by the 
transducers, the recording of that token was repeated.  
 
Figure 2-2: Speaker 1 illustrating usage of the oro-nasal mask. 
 
After recording, the output of both transducers was low-pass filtered at 40 Hz, with a 
smoothing of 5 Hz, in Praat.  Nasal and oral airflow measures for each segment were 
automatically segmented into seven equally spaced intervals and the values of oral and nasal 
airflow at each time point were automatically collected.  These seven equidistant time point 
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measures were taken in order to analyze the aerodynamic data from all segments over the same 
relative duration.  
 
2.5. MEASUREMENTS 
 Two types of aerodynamic parameters are reported in this study: airflow (nasal airflow, 
oral airflow, and total (nasal + oral) airflow) and nasalance (the proportional nasal airflow 
calculated as the proportion of nasal airflow to total (nasal + oral) airflow).  
Airflow is measured in terms of the volume of air that passes a point over some period of 
time (Ladefoged, 2003).  The units used in the present study are liters per second (l/s).  Nasal 
airflow measures were collected in order to estimate the relative degree of velopharyngeal port 
opening at any point in time.  Oral airflow measures were collected since they can complement 
nasal airflow data when comparing sounds with different oral configurations.  Average nasal and 
oral airflow values taken over the seven segment time points were examined. 
 Another important measure which can reflect the degree of the velopharyngeal port 
opening during speech is the proportion of nasal airflow compared to the amount of overall 
airflow.  This ratio, referred to as nasalance, is calculated by nasal airflow/(nasal airflow + oral 
airflow) (Krakow and Huffman, 1993; Rothenberg, ms.).  Variations of overall airflow can vary 
by speaker (due to difference in lung capacity, cf. Baken and Orlikoff, 2000), as well as due to 
contextual effects such as stress (Krakow and Huffman, 1993) or oral tract configurations 
(Delvaux et al., 2008).  Nasalance reflects changes in velum height or oral closure, but remains 
unaffected by overall airflow changes.  On the other hand, nasalance is a measure that is only 
informative for sounds that do not involve complete oral closure.  For example, a nasal stop (e.g., 
/m/) will have 100% nasalance regardless of overall airflow since the contribution of oral flow to 
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total flow will be zero and thus all flow will be nasal.  Changes in nasal airflow during 
consonants such as these will not be reflected in the nasalance measure.  Thus, nasalance is a 
measure that is considered when examining the velum movement properties of vowels in the 
context of various consonant types. 
 These aerodynamic measures were collected over the duration of each target segment at 
seven equally-spaced time points over each segment for normalized time comparison.  
 
2.6. STATISTICAL ANALYSES 
All results were analyzed using linear mixed-effects models with the lmer function in the 
lme4 package for R.  P-values were obtained using the pvals.fnc function in the LanguageR 
package for R (Baayen, 2008).   
3. RESULTS 
3.1. CONSONANTS 
 The average and standard deviation values for nasal and oral airflow by subject for each 
segment type are listed in Table 2-1. 
 
 Nasal Airflow (l/s) Oral Airflow (l/s) 
S 1 S 2 Total S 1 S 2 Total 
Mean 
(SD) 
Oral 0.0043 
(0.0018) 
0.0169 
(0.0165) 
0.0087 
(0.0115) 
0.0202 
(0.0266) 
0.0244 
(0.0332) 
0.0179 
(0.0221) 
Nasal 0.025 
(0.0107) 
0.0565 
(0.0517) 
0.0372 
(0.0365) 
0.0052 
(0.0062) 
0.0357 
(0.0643) 
0.017 
(0.0428) 
Pharyngeal 0.0054 
(0.0045) 
0.059 
(0.0745) 
0.0254 
(0.0525) 
0.1081 
(0.0968) 
0.1792 
(0.1436) 
0.1346 
(0.1213) 
Table 2-1: Average and Standard Deviation nasal and oral airflow values by subject for nasal, oral and 
pharyngeal consonants. 
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 The differences between and among speakers appear to be large, and there appears to be 
great variability.  Figure 2-3 illustrates the differences in nasal and oral airflow between speakers.  
  
Figure 2-3: Average nasal airflow (left) and oral airflow values for each consonant type by speaker. 
 
Speaker 1 appears overall less nasal.  Comparing nasal airflow values for nasal 
consonants from both speakers, speaker 1 has much less nasal airflow during the production of 
nasals.  Though, the oral airflow values are much smaller in speaker 1, as well, suggesting 
overall less total airflow in the production of his speech during airflow collection.  Another 
interesting across-speaker difference is how nasal airflow values for the pharyngeal consonant 
pattern.  For speaker 1, it appears that pharyngeal nasal airflow patterns with oral consonants—
very little.  Meanwhile, for speaker 2, pharyngeal nasal airflow patterns with nasal consonants—
there is a lot.  
The nasal airflow values were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model with 
consonant type (oral, nasal, pharyngeal) as the fixed effect and speaker as a random effect. Table 
2-2 shows the summary statistics of the model coefficients.  
 
 
 
Predictor "  Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 0.0134917 0.0205053 0.658 0.5902 
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Nasal 0.0269658 0.00405 6.658 0.0001 
Pharyngeal 0.0157259 0.0035559 4.422 0.0001 
Table 2-2: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the consonant type nasal airflow linear 
mixed-effects model.  The model is based on 728 nasal airflow measurements of 26 token types.  “!” denotes 
the mean estimation of the coefficient; “Std.  Error” denotes the standard error in the estimation of the 
coefficient.   
 
The consonant type nasal airflow model computes positive coefficients for nasal (" 
=0.0269) and pharyngeal consonants ("=0.0157), which have high t-values, indicating nasal 
airflow is significantly greater during the production of these consonants compared to oral 
consonants.  Additionally, the coefficient for nasal consonants is larger than that for pharyngeal 
consonants, indicating nasal consonants have greatest degree of nasal airflow.  This model 
indicates that pharyngeal consonants are produced with reliably more nasal airflow than oral 
consonants.  Nasal consonants are also produced with more nasal airflow than oral consonants 
and the coefficients suggest than nasal consonants have significantly more nasal airflow than 
pharyngeal consonants.  Figure 2-4 shows the average nasal airflow for each consonant type.  
 
 
Figure 2-4: Average nasal airflow (in liters/second) produced during the production of nasal consonants (N), 
oral consonants (O), and pharyngeal consonants (P).  
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Next, the oral airflow values were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model with 
consonant type (oral, nasal, pharyngeal) as the fixed effect and speaker as a random effect.  Table 
2-3 shows the summary statistics of the model coefficients.   
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 0.036634 0.02589 1.415 0.5258 
Nasal -0.005033 0.009427 -0.534 0.577 
Pharyngeal 0.113231 0.008277 13.68 0.0001 
Table 2-3: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the consonant type oral airflow linear 
mixed-effects model.  The model is based on 728 oral airflow measurements of 26 token types.  “!” denotes 
the mean estimation of the coefficient; “Std.  Error” denotes the standard error in the estimation of the 
coefficient.   
 
The consonant type oral airflow model computes a positive coefficient for pharyngeal 
consonants ("=0.1132), which has a high t-value, indicating oral airflow is significantly greater 
during the production of pharyngeal consonants compared to both oral and nasal consonants.  
Meanwhile, the model reveals that there is not a difference in the amount of oral airflow between 
nasal and oral consonants.  Figure 2-5 displays the average oral airflow for each consonant type.  
 
 
Figure 2-5: Average oral airflow produced (in liters/second) during the production of nasal consonants (N), 
oral consonants (O), and pharyngeal consonants (P). 
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The statistical analyses of nasal and oral airflow data support the prediction that 
pharyngeal consonants in MA are produced with some degree of velum lowering and this results 
in airflow through the nasal passage.  While the amount of nasal airflow during a pharyngeal 
segment is significantly more than that present for an oral segment, the statistical analysis 
indicates that it is significantly less than the nasal airflow during a phonemically nasal segment.  
In other words, the results indicate that there are different degrees of nasality associated with 
phonemically nasal consonants compared to the pharyngeal consonants where a contrast for the 
feature nasal is not presumed possible.  
The analysis also revealed that pharyngeal segments are produced with substantial oral 
airflow compared to oral and nasal consonants.  This is significant for two reasons. First, in 
contrast to nasal consonants where there is a constriction in the oral tract diverting airflow 
primarily through the nose and to oral consonants where there is closure of the velum diverting 
airflow primarily through the mouth, pharyngeal consonants appear to have airflow through both 
the nasal and oral cavities.  
 
3.1.1. PHARYNGEAL RESULTS BY VOICING 
 Nasalization is overwhelmingly associated with voiced consonants, cross-linguistically 
(Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996).  Yet, in MA we have been examining nasality produced 
during both the voiced and the voiceless pharyngeal consonant.  It is relevant to investigate 
whether the patterns of nasality associated with pharyngeals differs based on the voicing status of 
the segment.  Also, previous studies have found variation in the amount of nasal airflow and/or 
velum lowering based on word position (Butcher and Ahmad, 1987; Elgendy, 2001).  Hence, 
Figure 2-6 provides average nasal airflow values for the voiced and the voiceless pharyngeal 
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separately, and in word-initial and word-final position, as well as the total combined from both 
these positions.   
 
Figure 2-6: Average nasal airflow (in liters/second) produced during the production of the voiceless 
pharyngeal (/"/) and the voiced pharyngeal (/#/) in word initial position, word final position, and both 
positions.  
 
 A linear mixed-effects model was computed to test the effects of pharyngeal consonant 
voicing (voiced /#/, voiceless /"/) and word position on nasal airflow, with speaker as a random 
effect.  Table 2-4 shows the summary statistics of the model coefficients. 
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 0.031885 0.026960 1.183 0.3158 
h 0.009306 0.005533 1.682 0.0926 
WordInitial 0.014996 0.005533 2.710 0.0078 
h:WordInitial -0.047344 0.008179 -5.789 0.0001 
Table 2-4: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the pharyngeal consonant-position 
linear mixed-effects model.  
 
  For this model, there is a marginal significant main effect of pharyngeal consonant 
voicing, as the predictor for the voiceless pharyngeal consonants is associated with a positive 
coefficient ("= 0.009) and a marginally significant t-value.  There is an interaction with 
consonant voicing and word position: the voiceless pharyngeal in word initial position is 
associated with a negative coefficient ("= -0.0473) and a large t-value, indicating that nasal 
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airflow is significantly less in this position for this consonant.  Note that the main effect of word 
position is associated with a positive coefficient ("=0.0149) and a large t-value, which suggests 
that nasal airflow is greater in this position; yet, based on the significant interaction of word 
position and consonant voicing the significant main effect of word position reflects the large 
average nasal airflow for voiced pharyngeal consonants in initial position, as illustrated in Figure 
2-6.   
 These results indicate that in word initial position, the voiced pharyngeal has 
substantially more nasal airflow compared to the voiceless pharyngeal.  Meanwhile, in word-
final position the voiceless pharyngeal has marginally significantly more nasal airflow than the 
voiced pharyngeal.  
 
3.2. VOWELS 
 We now turn our attention to the aerodynamics of vowel production in MA and how that 
may vary as a function of consonantal coarticulation.   
 Table 2-5 lists the average and standard deviation nasal and oral airflow values by speaker 
for vowels adjacent to the relevant consonant types. 
 
 Nasal Airflow (l/s) Oral Airflow (l/s) 
  S1 S2 Total S1 S2 Total 
 
M  
(SD) 
Oral-adjacent 0.0017 
(0.0046) 
0.0263 
(0.0624) 
0.0099 
(0.0378) 
0.0443 
(0.0262) 
0.1525 
(0.0758) 
0.0804 
(0.0704) 
Nasal-adjacent 0.0037 
(0.0071) 
0.0365 
(0.0527) 
0.0164 
(0.0368) 
0.0452 
(0.0315) 
0.0896 
(0.0754) 
0.0624 
(0.0571) 
Pharyngeal-adjacent 0.0045 
(0.0052) 
0.0523 
(0.0794) 
0.0223 
(0.0538) 
0.051 
(0.0399) 
0.0963 
(0.0716) 
0.0679 
(0.0582) 
Table 2-5: Average and Standard Deviation of Nasal and Oral airflow by Speaker for vowels adjacent to each 
segment type.  
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Similar to the consonant airflow data, the differences between and among speakers 
appear to be great, as well as the variability.  Figure 2-7 illustrates the average nasal and oral 
airflow in vowels adjacent to the target segment types, by speaker. 
 
  
Figure 2-7: Average Nasal (left) and Oral (right) airflow in vowels adjacent to target consonant types. 
 
 Similar to the consonant airflow data, speaker 1 appears to have overall much lower 
airflow values than speaker 2.  However, both speakers pattern similarly with respect to airflow 
in vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants—nasal airflow is overall greatest in pharyngeal-
adjacent vowels.  
 Two linear mixed-effects models were computed for nasal airflow and oral airflow 
during vowel production, with the summary statistics for the models coefficients listed in Table 
2-6 and Table 2-7, respectively.  For each model, airflow was the dependent variable and 
consonant type was the fixed effect.  Speaker was set as a random effect. 
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Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 0.016562 0.02045 0.81 0.4728 
Nasal 0.004382 0.004859 0.902 0.3632 
Pharyngeal 0.010822 0.004352 2.487 0.0118 
Table 2-6: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the Nasal Airflow for Vowels linear 
mixed-effects model. The model is based on 728 oral airflow measurements of 26 token types.  “!” denotes the 
mean estimation of the coefficient; “Std.  Error” denotes the standard error in the estimation of the 
coefficient.   
  
 The nasal airflow model for vowels reports a high t-value for nasal airflow in vowels 
adjacent to pharyngeal consonants, which is associated with a positive coefficient ("=0.0108).  
This indicates that vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants have reliably more nasal airflow 
than vowels adjacent to both oral and nasal consonants.  That nasal-adjacent vowels are not 
associated with significantly larger coefficients is either indicative of the variability in the data or 
the systematic change in nasal airflow rates over time in nasal-adjacent vowels, which is 
investigated in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 0.089403 0.027546 3.246 0.0438 
Nasal -0.020914 0.006044 -3.46 0.001 
Pharyngeal -0.014633 0.005414 -2.703 0.0072 
Table 2-7: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the Oral Airflow for Vowels linear 
mixed-effects model.  
 
 All the predictors in the oral airflow model for vowels have high t-values, indicating a 
significant main effect of consonant type of adjacent vowel oral airflow.  Pharyngeal-adjacent 
vowels are associated with a negative coefficient (-0.0146), which is larger than the negative 
coefficient associated with nasal-adjacent vowels (-0.0209), indicating pharyngeal consonants 
have more oral airflow than nasal consonants.  Figure 2-8 illustrates the average nasal and oral 
airflow values for vowels adjacent to the different consonant types in question: oral (O), nasal 
(N), and pharyngeal (P).  
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Figure 2-8: Average nasal and oral airflow values (in liters/second) for vowels adjacent to nasal, oral, and 
pharyngeal consonants. 
 
It can be observed that vowels adjacent to pharyngeal and nasal consonants show the 
greatest degree of nasal airflow.  Vowels adjacent to oral consonants have the least amount of 
nasal airflow.  Further, while vowels adjacent to oral consonants have the greatest amount of oral 
airflow, pharyngeal-adjacent vowels have the next largest amount of oral airflow.   
Cross-linguistically, consonant-to-vowel coarticulation has been shown to vary by 
direction: languages show distinct patterns of coarticulatory extent and degree based on whether 
the consonant precedes the vowel (carryover coarticulation) or follows the vowel (anticipatory 
coarticulation).  Hence, the airflow data for the vowels will be analyzed separately by 
coarticulatory direction.  Separate analyses and statistical modeling for anticipatory and 
carryover data were computed since the patterns may appear as mirror images which might 
cancel out any effect of change over time if both directions were included in a single model.  
 
3.2.1. CARRYOVER (CV) 
 The nasal and oral airflow averages, over normalized time, for vowels following oral, 
nasal and pharyngeal consonants are displayed in Figure 2-9.  
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Figure 2-9: Average Nasal airflow (top) and Oral airflow (bottom) (in liters/second) over normalized time for 
vowels following oral (O), nasal (N), and pharyngeal (P) segments over normalized time. 
 
 The data indicate that vowels following word-initial pharyngeal consonants display 
consistently greater nasal airflow than vowels following oral consonants.  Vowels following 
nasal consonants show a large amount of nasal airflow at the beginning, adjacent to the nasal 
consonant, but then the nasal airflow drops steadily to the opposite end of the vowel duration 
where the level of nasal airflow is similar to that of oral vowels.  With respect to oral airflow, 
oral and nasal vowels show the reverse of the nasal airflow pattern—oral vowels have the 
greatest level of oral airflow and nasal vowels have the lowest degree of oral airflow.  
Meanwhile, pharyngeal-adjacent vowels have greatest degree of oral airflow directly following 
the pharyngeal consonant and a large drop in oral airflow at the end.   
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 It is worth noting that nasal airflow in vowels following nasal consonants is different 
from, i.e., greater than, nasal airflow in oral consonants for only about half the vowel duration.  
 The distinct patterns of oral and nasal airflow for vowels adjacent to the different target 
consonant types suggest that nasalance (proportion of nasal to total airflow) is an important 
measure for vowels since it can reflect changes in nasal airflow compared to overall airflow.  
Figure 2-10 displays the average nasalance values for vowels following nasal and pharyngeal 
consonants over normalized time.   
 
 
Figure 2-10: Nasalance over normalized time for vowels following nasal consonants and pharyngeal 
consonants. 
 
 The patterns of nasalance in vowels following nasal consonants follows from what we 
might expect—nasalance is greatest directly following the nasal consonant and decreases 
steadily over the duration of the vowel.  On the other hand, the nasalance pattern for vowels 
following pharyngeal consonants is unexpected—nasalance is low directly following the 
pharyngeal consonant and increases to become greatest on the point of the vowel furthest away 
from the pharyngeal consonant. 
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A linear mixed-effects model was computed for nasalance on vowels with carryover 
consonant type (oral, nasal, pharyngeal) and time point set as fixed effects and speaker as a 
random effect.  Table 2-8 lists the summary statistics for the coefficients of this model. 
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 13.6358 7.8652 1.734 0.2992 
NVC 37.8322 5.5838 6.775 0.0001 
PVC -1.6749 4.7623 -0.352 0.7258 
Timepoint 0.6583 0.8416 0.782 0.4278 
NVC:Timepoint -6.7042 1.2483 -5.371 0.0001 
PVC:Timepoint 2.6643 1.0645 2.503 0.011 
Table 2-8: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the Carryover Nasalance linear mixed-
effects model.  The model is based on 336 nasalance measurements of 12 token types.  
  
 The carryover nasalance model computes a positive coefficient for nasal-adjacent vowels 
("=37.83), which has a large t-value.  This indicates nasal-adjacent vowels have overall greater 
nasalance than other vowels. Meanwhile, there is a significant interaction between nasal 
adjacency and pharyngeal adjacency and time: NVC by time is associated with a negative 
coefficient ("=-6.70) while PVC by time is associated with a positive coefficient ("=2.66), 
which have high t-values.  These coefficients indicate that nasalance is decreasing (becoming 
less nasal) over time in vowels following nasal consonants while nasalance is increasing 
(becoming more nasal) over time in vowels following pharyngeal consonants.  
 
3.2.2. ANTICIPATORY (VC) 
  Figure 2-11 displays the average nasal (top) and oral (bottom) airflow values for vowels 
preceding target consonants.  The nasal airflow patterns in vowels with anticipatory pharyngeal 
consonants are greater than the nasal airflow patterns in vowels with anticipatory oral 
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consonants.  Both patterns are relatively stable across the duration of the vowel.  Vowels 
preceding nasal consonants have greatest nasal airflow directly adjacent to the nasal consonant, 
which drops towards the oral consonant portion of the vowel to be similar to that found in solely 
oral-adjacent vowels.  Vowels with anticipatory nasal consonants differ from oral vowels with 
respect to nasal airflow for about half the duration of the vowel, similar to carryover nasal 
coarticulation.  Oral airflow pressure is overall greatest in the oral-adjacent vowels.  With respect 
to the CVP and CVN syllable types, some had an initial oral stop consonant which might affect 
the initial increase in oral airflow pressure.  
 
 
Figure 2-11: Average Nasal airflow (top) and Oral airflow (bottom) (in liters/second) over normalized time 
for vowels preceding oral (O), nasal (N), and pharyngeal (P) segments over time. 
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Figure 2-12 displays the average nasalance values for vowels preceding nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants over normalized time. 
 
 
Figure 2-12: Nasalance over normalized time in vowels preceding nasal consonants and pharyngeal 
consonants. 
 
A linear mixed-effects model was computed for nasalance on vowels with anticipatory 
consonant type (oral, nasal, pharyngeal) and timepoint set as fixed effects and speaker as a 
random effect.  Table 2-9 lists the summary statistics for the coefficients of this model. 
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 13.1815 6.2895 2.096 0.282 
CVN -13.9846 4.3829 -3.191 0.0014 
CVP 6.8106 3.6655 1.858 0.0626 
Timepoint 0.6583 0.6722 0.979 0.3226 
CVN:Timepoint 4.0111 0.9799 4.093 0.0004 
CVP:Timepoint -0.864 0.8196 -1.054 0.2956 
Table 2-9: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the Anticipatory Nasalance linear 
mixed-effects model.  
  
 Anticipatory nasal consonant predictor is associated with a negative coefficient, which is 
significant, yet the interaction of CVN and time is associated with a positive coefficient 
("=4.01), which is significant, indicating that nasalance increases (indicating greater nasality) 
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over time.  Anticipatory pharyngeal consonant predictor is associated with a positive coefficient 
("=6.81), which is marginally significant, indicating vowels preceding pharyngeal consonants 
have greater nasalance.  
 
3.2.3. NASALANCE BY VOWEL QUALITY 
Figure 2-13 illustrates the differences in percent nasalance by vowel and coarticulatory 
direction for nasal contexts. 
 
 
Figure 2-13: Nasalance over normalized time by vowel type for anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) nasal 
consonants. 
 
 It appears that /u/ has overall greatest nasalance in anticipatory contexts while /i/ has 
overall more nasalance in carryover contexts.  The vowel /a/ appears to have the lowest overall 
nasalance.  In general, the patterns of nasalance by vowel are similar to the overall patterns of 
nasalance, wherein nasalance is greatest at points directly adjacent to the nasal consonant and 
generally decreases (or becomes less) further away from the nasal consonant.  
 Figure 2-14 displays the nasalance patterns by vowel type in pharyngeal-adjacent contexts.  
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Figure 2-14: Nasalance over normalized time by vowel type for anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) 
pharyngeal consonants. 
 
 For most vowel qualities, nasalance is greatest the point in the vowel opposite the actual 
pharyngeal segment.  Overall, Figure 2-14 suggests that percent nasalance is greatest for the vowel 
/u/.  In the carryover direction, /i/ has greatest overall nasalance, while in the anticipatory 
direction /u/ has greatest nasalance. 
 A linear mixed-effects model was computed on nasalance for the effects of vowel type 
(/a/, /i/, /u/), consonant type (pharyngeal, nasal) and coarticulatory direction (carryover, 
anticipatory).  The summary statistics for this model are listed in Table 2-10.  
 
 
 
 
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 16.090 8.986 1.790 0.4902 
Voweli 1.299 8.194 0.158 0.864 
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Vowelu 19.447 9.826 1.979 0.0488 
P 7.869 7.126 1.104 0.2684 
Carryover -1.021 8.096 -0.126 0.892 
Voweli:P -16.931 9.926 -1.706 0.0936 
Vowelu:P -11.988 10.819 -1.108 0.2802 
Voweli:Carry 38.240 12.110 3.158 0.001 
Vowelu:Carry -2.799 12.160 -0.230 0.8372 
P:Carry 4.993 9.639 0.518 0.6036 
Voweli:P:Carry -15.223 14.735 -1.033 0.2942 
Vowelu:P:Carry 4.905 14.093 0.348 0.7422 
Table 2-10: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the Vowel Type Nasalance linear 
mixed-effects model.  
  
 The main predictor of vowel type /u/ is associated with a positive coefficient ("=19.45), 
with a significant t-value, indicating nasalance is greater (more nasal) for this vowel overall.  
Interestingly, the main predictor of pharyngeal consonant type has a very low t-value, indicating 
overall nasalance is not different for vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants than for vowels 
adjacent to nasal consonants.  The coefficient associated with the interaction of vowel type /i/ 
and carryover context is associated with a positive coefficient ("=38.240), which is significant, 
indicating in carryover position /i/ has much greater nasalance (is more nasal).  
 The vowel type model indicates that the vowel /u/ has significantly more nasalance, in 
both pharyngeal and nasal contexts; thus, /u/ is a categorically nasalized vowel in contexts 
adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal consonants.  Meanwhile, /i/ has significant nasalance only in 
carryover direction, in both pharyngeal and nasal contexts.  Hence, /i/ is categorically nasal when 
following nasal and pharyngeal consonants.  It does not appear that /a/ occurs with reliable 
nasalance when occurring in these contexts.  
 
3.3. TWO COARTICULATORY SOURCES OF NASALITY 
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Nasality in MA is described in this work as coarticulatorily complex, where two phoneme 
types (pharyngeal segments and nasal segments) yield similar non-contrastive coarticulatory 
information (nasality) on adjacent vowels.  Thus far, we have examined the specific nasality 
coarticulatory patterns in MA for each distinct segment type, pharyngeals and nasals, yet we 
have not examined a context where a vowel might contain nasality simultaneously from both a 
pharyngeal consonant and a nasal consonant.  This is hypothesized to be a critical context where 
speakers must realize two distinct phonemic segment types (pharyngeals and nasals) as 
coarticulatory information on a vowel with a similar articulatory action (velum lowering).  If 
pharyngeal-associated nasality and nasal-associated nasality are perceptually critical and 
speaker-controlled, as hypothesized, then the nasality patterns in vowels adjacent to both a 
pharyngeal and nasal consonant would need to be categorically different from the nasality 
patterns in vowels adjacent to just one of these segment types, analogous to the Otomanguean 
tone-phonation case.  
Hence, data containing two different sources of nasality flanking a single vowel were 
examined.  Words containing both a pharyngeal and a nasal consonant (e.g., !am “year” or na# 
“he wailed”) on either side of the vowel are predicted to have greater measurable nasality 
compared to words where only one of these sources of nasality is present.  Furthermore, based on 
the coarticulatory complexity of MA, it is predicted that there might be special timing patterns of 
nasality in vowels that have dual nasal and pharyngeal coarticulatory nasality requirements to 
keep these separate sources distinct and salient.  The conditions examined here include vowels 
with a preceding pharyngeal consonant and a following nasal consonant (PVN), and vowels with 
a preceding nasal consonant and a following pharyngeal consonant (NVP).  The data examined 
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in this section only contain the vowel /a/, since a balanced wordlist containing these conditions 
was only produced for this vowel. 
Figure 2-15 displays the nasalance results for the vowel /a/ in NVP and PVN contexts.   
 
 
 
Figure 2-15: Nasalance over normalized time for vowel /a/ with both a flanking nasal and pharyngeal 
consonant.  
 
Comparing the average nasalance results for /a/ with two sources of nasality to the 
nasalance results for /a/ in Figure 2-13 and Figure 2-14 (nasal-adjacent and pharyngeal-adjacent 
contexts, respectively), nasalance is greater both overall and at the highest point for /a/ in words 
with both a nasal and pharyngeal consonant.  
Table 2-11 lists the results of a linear mixed-effects model computed to test the effect of 
one coarticulatory source of nasality compared to two coarticulatory sources of nasality on 
nasalance with speaker set as a random effect. 
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 20.316 5.621 3.614 0.1836 
TwoSources 9.673 1.780 5.435 0.0001 
Table 2-11: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the Two vs. One Source Nasalance 
linear mixed-effects model for the vowel /a/.  
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 The summary statistics for the Two vs. One source Nasalance model indicate that the 
vowel /a/ adjacent to both a nasal and a pharyngeal consonant have significantly more nasality 
that the vowel /a/ adjacent to just one of these segment types (Two Sources: "=9.67, t=5.435).  
 
3.4. TOTAL AIRFLOW 
 Interestingly, to compare the consonant and vowel airflow data it can be observed that 
pharyngeals have more total (nasal + oral) airflow than any of the other segments, including 
vowels.  This is counter-intuitive considering consonants, by definition, have categorically more 
constriction resulting in less airflow than vowels.  Figure 2-16 illustrates the average total airflow 
values for each segment type by speaker and Figure 2-17 displays the average total airflow values 
overall.  
 
Figure 2-16: Average total airflow (nasal airflow + oral airflow) for all segment types by speaker. 
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Figure 2-17: Average total airflow (nasal + oral) in liters/second for all segment types. 
 
 Table 2-12 lists the results of a linear mixed-effects model run testing the effect of segment 
type (oral consonant, nasal consonant, pharyngeal consonant, and vowel) on total airflow with 
speaker set as a random effect.  
 
Predictor " Std. Error t-value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 0.0652349 0.0418078 1.560 0.3196 
Nasal 0.0006703 0.0054421 0.123 0.8838 
Pharyngeal 0.1026017 0.0045367 22.616 0.0001 
Vowel 0.0306610 0.0037517 8.173 0.0001 
Table 2-12: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the Total Airflow linear mixed-effects 
model.  
 
 Both pharyngeal consonant and vowel are associated with positive coefficients and 
significant t-values, confirming that they are produced with greater overall airflow.  Yet, 
pharyngeal consonants are associated with a much larger coefficient ("=0.1026) than that for 
vowels ("=0.0307), indicating pharyngeals have systematically more total airflow than vowels. 
 Pharyngeal consonants were reported to be produced with systematic nasal airflow, as 
were vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants.  Yet, the nasal airflow values in vowels were 
consistently larger than for the actual pharyngeal consonant.  This would not be consistent with 
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nasality in vowels being coarticulation from adjacent pharyngeals.  However, if we consider that 
pharyngeal consonants are produced with considerably more overall airflow than vowels, and 
studies have shown the pharyngeal segments to be produced with greater jaw opening than 
vowels (Elgendy, 2001) then the velum lowering associated with this segment would have 
diminished nasal airflow relative to the velum lowering associated with adjacent vowels since 
the total airflow is greater and more airflow is being diverted out of the mouth.  
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1.1. AIRFLOW 
This aerodynamic study indicates that there is indeed nasal airflow during the production 
of pharyngeal segments.  Relative to oral consonants, pharyngeal segments have been shown to 
be articulated with a systematically and reliably greater amount of nasal airflow.  This indicates 
that there is indeed velum lowering during the production of pharyngeal segments in MA.  
Furthermore, unlike nasal stops, which have the greatest amount of nasal airflow, pharyngeal 
segments are shown be produced with a high amount of oral airflow. Pharyngeal consonants in 
MA are produced with consistent and reliable nasal airflow, without being in the context of a 
nasal segment, and a high amount of oral airflow.  
There were some differences between the two speakers who participated in this study.  
Speaker 1 appeared to have much less nasal airflow than speaker 2 during pharyngeal consonant 
production, yet speaker 1 had overall less total airflow than speaker 2.  It appeared that speaker 
1’s pharyngeal consonant production patterned with oral consonants with respect to nasal 
airflow.  Yet, speaker 1 had nasal airflow patterns for vowels similar to speaker 2’s, although 
less in magnitude, whereby pharyngeal consonants showed greater nasal airflow than oral 
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consonants.  The difference in speaker 1’s nasal airflow patterns between consonants and vowels 
could be explained by the total airflow patterns—wherein pharyngeal consonants have greater 
total airflow than vowels, thus, more airflow is being diverted out of the mouth despite a 
velopharyngeal port opening—as well as the fact that speaker 1 appears overall less nasal than 
speaker 2.  Further comparisons of speaker differences are illustrated in Appendix 4. 
With respect to the patterns of oral airflow associated with the pharyngeal consonants and 
adjacent vowels, it is documented that the jaw is actively involved in the production of the 
pharyngeal consonants in Arabic.  Specifically, it has been reported that there is an extreme 
degree of jaw opening during the articulation of the pharyngeal consonants in Egyptian Arabic 
(Elgendy, 2001).  This was shown to be greater than jaw opening for the other consonants in 
Arabic and greater than that for vowels (p. 91).  Yet, this jaw lowering was found to have 
coarticulatory influence on adjacent vowels (p. 117).  The lowered positioning of the jaw 
accounts for the substantial amount of oral airflow reported in the present study for the 
pharyngeal consonants.  Furthermore, it is consistent with the explanation of the nasalance 
patterns of vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants, wherein the jaw opens over the duration of 
the vowel toward to pharyngeal consonant resulting in greater oral airflow relative to nasal 
airflow.   
The total airflow patterns reveal that pharyngeals are produced with greatest overall 
airflow, even greater than vowels.  Along with evidence from Elgendy (2001) that pharyngeal 
segments are produced with greatest degree of jaw lowering, total airflow data indicates that 
there is more airflow diverted through the mouth in pharyngeals.  This accounts for greater nasal 
airflow during vowels adjacent to pharyngeals compared to during pharyngeal consonants—
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vowels have more oral constriction, more raised jaw height, than pharyngeals, so more airflow 
can be diverted through the nose.  
With respect to coarticulatory overlap of the velic opening, vowels adjacent to nasal 
consonants show substantial nasal airflow, which decreases further away from the nasal 
segments.  In nasal-initial words, the velum lowers for the production of the nasal segment and 
remains lowered during the production of the subsequent vowel, yet raises to close the 
velopharyngeal port as the vowel progresses.  In nasal-final words, the velum begins to lower 
during the production of the vowel and continues to lower in anticipation of the upcoming nasal 
consonant.  These patterns of coarticulation are consistent with those found cross-linguistically.  
For both speakers, vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonant show a steady overall level 
of nasal airflow greater than in vowel adjacent to oral consonants.  However, what is unique 
about the airflow patterns in pharyngeal-adjacent vowels is not the change in nasal airflow, but 
the change in proportion of nasal airflow to overall airflow.  This measure, percent nasalance, 
changes over the course of the vowel duration in pharyngeal contexts.  Interestingly, percent 
nasalance is greatest at the point opposite the actual pharyngeal segment, due to a substantial 
decrease in oral airflow at that point.  
This study found nasal airflow during the production of pharyngeal consonants, 
indicating that the velum is lowered during pharyngeal articulation in MA. Furthermore, the 
results indicated that there was less nasality present for pharyngeal consonant production than 
nasal consonant production. However, unlike nasal stops, pharyngeal consonants are not 
produced with full closure—they have been described as approximates in MA (Yeou and Maeda, 
2011), and this study indeed reported substantial oral airflow during pharyngeal consonants. 
Thus, it may be that the velum lowering gesture present during the production of pharyngeal 
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consonants is not categorically different in degree than that for nasal consonants, since the lack 
of complete oral closure could be diverting air from a similarly-sized velopharyngeal port 
opening resulting in less net nasal airflow.  That pharyngeal consonants are produced with 
greatest total airflow supports this explanation.  Nonetheless, the amount of nasal airflow present 
during the production of pharyngeal consonants is systematically less than that for nasal 
consonants, but systematically more than for oral consonants, thereby providing a finding of 
systematically gradient degrees of nasal airflow during consonant production.  
 
4.1.2. NASALANCE AND VOWEL-SPECIFIC PATTERNS 
With respect to overlapping velum lowering from pharyngeal consonants, nasal airflow 
was found during production of adjacent vowels in addition to vowels adjacent to nasal 
consonants.  Yet, for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels we observe a steady, flat pattern of nasal 
airflow—not the dynamic pattern of nasal airflow on vowels adjacent to nasal consonants where 
the amount of nasal airflow increases steadily towards the nasal segment.  So, is the velum 
lowered before the onset of the pharyngeal-adjacent vowel and then does not move for the 
duration of the vowel?  No—when we look at the patterns of nasal and oral airflow together we 
can shed light on the interaction of velum movement and oral constriction that results in this 
pattern.  
Critically, oral airflow is changing over the duration of the pharyngeal-adjacent vowel in 
a way that suggests that there is an opening of the oral cavity towards the pharyngeal segment.  
This is intuitive when we consider that the jaw is lowered during the production of the 
pharyngeal consonant—coarticulation would result in this jaw lowering to overlap on the 
production of adjacent vowels.  The greatest degree of oral constriction on the other side of the 
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pharyngeal consonant is the most non-coarticulated portion of the vowel.  Yet, while the opposite 
side of the pharyngeal-adjacent vowel has the least degree of jaw lowering, there is still some 
degree of velum lowering in anticipation of (or carryover from) the pharyngeal.  This is evident 
since we have nasal airflow at this position.  
This study has shown that over the production of the vowel towards the pharyngeal, the 
velum lowers while the jaw lowers, opening the oral cavity.  Hence, oral airflow increases, 
which subsequently prevents increased airflow to leave the increasingly larger velopharyngeal 
port opening (the oral cavity is larger than the v-p port opening).  The velum is moving in 
anticipation (or carryover) for an adjacent pharyngeal consonant—the change in the amount of 
oral airflow is telling us that there is a change in overall airflow, but it is being diverted from the 
oral cavity to the nasal passage. Essentially, what we observe is a trade-off between oral 
constriction and velum lowering which makes nasal airflow appear steady. 
The current study reports nasal airflow on vowels adjacent to the pharyngeal consonants, 
and this appears to be a steady flow of air that would suggest an unchanging degree of 
velopharyngeal port opening over the duration of pharyngeal-adjacent vowels. This is counter-
intuitive, since most nasal airflow reports of nasal coarticulation describe a dynamic pattern of 
nasality which ascends towards the consonantal source of the nasality as the velum is lowering in 
anticipation of or carryover from this consonant (as observed in this study on vowels adjacent to 
nasal consonants).  
On the other hand, the pharyngeal-adjacent vowels display oral airflow patterns that 
decrease away from the pharyngeal consonant—oral airflow is greatest on the portion of the 
vowel adjacent to the pharyngeal but decreases steadily away from the target consonant.  What 
this pattern of oral airflow suggests is that during the articulation of vowels adjacent to 
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pharyngeal consonants there is a vocalic obstruction preventing airflow from the escaping the 
oral cavity.  The combination of oral and nasal airflow together show 1) oral airflow decreases 
over the vowel away from the pharyngeal; and 2) rather than an unchanging velopharyngeal port 
opening, the velum is dynamic and changing (i.e., in the process lowering in anticipation of or 
carryover from the pharyngeal articulation) during the articulation of vowels, but since an 
increasing amount of airflow is being diverted through the velopharyngeal opening as the oral 
cavity is being obstructed the nasal airflow remains constant.  This interpretation would account 
for the nasalance results, where pharyngeal-adjacent vowels have greatest nasalance on the 
portion of the vowel opposite the actual pharyngeal segment.  
This finding makes the measurement of nasalance relevant for linguistic analysis of 
nasality in vowels.  If we observe only the nasal airflow data for vowels, which differ 
dramatically in the positioning of the tongue in the oral cavity, we are potentially missing 
information about velum movement.  For example, a first glance at the nasal airflow data for 
pharyngeal-adjacent vowels might suggest a lowered, but unmoving, velum.  Yet, airflow data is 
indirect information about articulation and there are other articulatory factors that need to be 
considered.  With the nasalance measure, we get a dynamic (yet, still indirect) picture of 
articulation and potentially a better understanding of nasality from the listener’s perspective—as 
numerous clinical studies suggest.   
The analysis of the interaction of velum movement and oral constriction also accounts for 
the vowel-specific patterns we observe in pharyngeal-adjacent vowels.  X-ray studies have 
shown that the velum is intrinsically lower for low vowels than for high vowels due to the 
physiological connection of the soft palate and the jaw—when the jaw lowers, the velum 
lowers—so we might predict a low vowel to have greater nasal airflow than the high vowels.  
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However, the finding was a greater proportion of nasal airflow in the high vowels /u/ and /i/, 
compared to the low vowel /a/, in pharyngeal contexts.  This is consistent with the interpretation 
that greater degree of oral constriction results in more airflow through the nose when the velum 
is lowered.  Also, the same basic vowel-specific patterns were observed in the context of nasal 
consonants, further confirming that greater proportion of nasal airflow to overall airflow is 
relevant to oral constriction required for the vowel. 
In this study, the high vowels /i/ and /u/ showed the greatest average amount of nasal 
airflow, compared to the low vowel /a/, in contextual nasal and pharyngeal conditions.  This is a 
different pattern reported in Elgendy (2001)—he found that /a/ had the greatest degree of 
velopharyngeal port opening in the context of a pharyngeal, followed by /u/, then /i/.  Previous 
results, with respect to variations in the degree of velopharyngeal port opening by vowel height, 
report that e.g. in English non-high vowels (/a/) have inherently lower intrinsic velum position 
than higher vowels (e.g., /i/)—when the jaw is lowered as required by a low vowel, the soft 
palate is intrinsically lower, too (Moll, 1962).  Along these lines, Elgendy reports that velum 
lowering varied by vowel type, with /a/ observed to have the greatest degree of velum lowering, 
/u/ next greatest, and /i/ the least amount of velum lowering (p. 71).  
Yet, in MA, both the nasal airflow and nasalance patterns are greater for the high vowels 
than the low vowel and I argue that this pattern is language-specific.  Similar results for 
nasalance have been reported in other languages.  For example, Delvaux et al. (2008) examined 
nasalance patterns in French for both contextual and contrastive nasalization.  They reported high 
vowels have a greater degree of nasalance, greater amount of nasal airflow, and lower amount of 
oral airflow compared to the non-high vowels (p. 590).  Similar results are reported for Gujarati 
and Hindi (Al-Bamerni, 1983).  The trade-off between nasal and oral airflow in high vowels is 
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consistent with the interpretation of nasalance and airflow during vowel production that I 
provide—the greater degree of constriction in the oral cavity for high vowels results in a 
diminution of oral airflow and augmentation of nasal airflow.   
 
4.2. SPEAKER-CONTROLLED VELUM LOWERING DURING PHARYNGEALS 
 I argue that velum lowering during the articulation of pharyngeal consonants in MA is, at 
least somewhat, under speaker control based on evidence observed in this study.  The previous 
account of velum lowering during pharyngeal production is counter this claim.  
 
4.2.1. ELGENDY (2001) 
As mentioned previously, Elgendy (2001) was the most comprehensive study predating 
the current one that observed velum lowering associated with the pharyngeal consonants in non-
nasal contexts.  He argues that velum lowering during the production of the pharyngeal 
consonants is a passive gesture, mainly due to mechanical effects (p. 81).  His argument is that 
pharyngeal articulation mirrors the activity observed during swallowing on two accounts: velum 
lowering and simultaneous epiglottal lowering.   
 First, Elgendy cites sources that report that during the pharyngeal phase of swallowing, 
the velum lowers (p. 207).  Thus, he claims that pharyngeal consonant articulation is 
mechanically parallel to the pharyngeal phase of swallowing and the velum lowering movement 
is a result of similar passive musculature involved in both these activities.  Next, Elgendy cites 
sources that report that the epiglottis tilts downward at the same time that the velum lowers in 
swallowing.  His fiberscopic monitoring study also observed epiglottis activity during the 
production of pharyngeal consonants—confirming the results of other studies of e.g. Moroccan 
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Arabic reporting epiglottal activity during pharyngeal articulation.  The parallel epiglottal 
movement in swallowing and pharyngeal consonant production is evidence he uses to support his 
interpretation that velum lowering during pharyngeal articulation is a passive, mechanical 
activity.  
Yet, Elgendy reports evidence that conflicts with this interpretation.  He reports 1) that 
“the velum is much more lowered once the initiation of the vowel prior to the pharyngeal 
consonant starts and then it moves upward gradually after the offset of the pharyngeal 
consonant” (p. 55); 2) “the degree of velic lowering was found to be affected by the presence of 
other consonants in the vicinity of [it], e.g., /s/, /m/, /n/” (although he does not provide any 
relevant examples, p.55); and 3) there was “a more significant degree of velopharyngeal port 
opening during” a geminate /##/ (p. 54).  In other words, Elgendy observed both coarticulatory 
spread of the velum lowering gesture (which is not described in the summary of swallowing 
musculature) and variation based on phonetic context.  These facts would not support a purely 
passive explanation of velum lowering during pharyngeal consonant production. 
 
4.2.2. ARGUMENT COUNTER ELGENDY (2001) 
 Counter Elgendy, I argue that the evidence supports velum lowering during the 
production of pharyngeal consonants in Arabic having a mechanical origin, yet actively used by 
speakers as a sub-phonemic, non-contrastive gesture associated with pharyngeal segments.  This 
claim is supported by the fact that in both the Elgendy study and the current study degree of 
velum lowering varied by context—specifically, whether there were one or two sources of 
nasality.   
 As this study demonstrated, vowels in between both a pharyngeal consonant and a nasal 
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consonant exhibit greater nasalance than vowels adjacent just one of these segments.  
Coarticulation, as the overlapping of discrete components in speech, is a result of the articulatory 
limitations on speech production: transitions between individual segments are physically 
required in natural speech.  Yet, that we observe systematic differences in degree of 
coarticulatory overlap suggests that the extent to which one segment overlaps with another can 
be somewhat varied by speakers for communicative purposes.  The overlap of the velum 
lowering gesture observed in vowels adjacent to nasal segments is physiologically prescribed.  In 
MA, this study demonstrated that the same is true in vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants.  
However, the velum lowering gesture is augmented when both of these segments simultaneously 
flank a single vowel.  If the velopharyngeal port opening observed during pharyngeal consonants 
was a purely mechanical and passive gesture, it would follow that the degree of velum lowering 
present during a vowel adjacent to just a nasal segment would not be different from that present 
during a vowel adjacent to both a nasal and a pharyngeal segment—since the velum is lowered 
(or lowering) due to overlap with the nasal segment any passive musculature for pharyngeal 
velum lowering would already be set in motion.  Instead, we observe an augmentation of the 
degree of nasalance, hence velum lowering, in these contexts.  This is interpreted as evidence 
that the velum lowering during pharyngeal consonants, and overlapping on adjacent segments, is 
an active gesture.  Furthermore, this gesture is augmented in contexts where it might otherwise 
be masked (e.g., in a word with a nasal consonant).  This interpretation suggests that the nasality 
present during the production of pharyngeal consonants is not only under speaker control, but 
that it is also used by speakers for communicative purposes.  The implications of this 
interpretation are examined in a perception study later in this work.   
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A point highlighted by this study is that while the feature nasal is often considered 
simply a categorical property of segments, it is has gradient phonetic realizations that can be 
systematically associated with non-phonemically nasal segments.  Since the nasality does not 
result in a phonemic contrast at the pharyngeal place of articulation, we can be confident that 
nasality is not a distinctive feature for pharyngeal consonants.  The degree of nasality found in 
the production of pharyngeal segments was less than that found for nasal segments; however, 
this low-level nasality degree was shown to be systematically and reliably present for the 
pharyngeal segments.  
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CHAPTER 3 - THE ACOUSTICS OF NASALITY IN MOROCCAN ARABIC !
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 This chapter investigates the properties of the acoustic patterning of vowel nasality in 
Moroccan Arabic and provides an in-depth investigation of the acoustics of nasality co-occurring 
with pharyngeal and nasal consonants in Arabic.  There have been several articulatory studies 
examining the co-articulation of a velum lowering gesture during the articulation of pharyngeal 
segments in Iraqi Arabic and Kurdish (Bladon and Al-Bamerni, 1982) and Egyptian Arabic 
(Elgendy, 2001).  Indeed, the study presented in Chapter 2 found a significant amount of nasal 
airflow present during the production of both pharyngeal consonants and adjacent vowels.  
However, thus far, there has been no in-depth acoustic investigation of the patterning of nasality 
coarticulated with these segments in any language.   
 Additionally, an acoustic investigation of coarticulatory nasality would be more germane 
to one objective of this dissertation, which is to examine nasality from the listener’s perspective.  
Numerous studies have indicated that the spectral properties of nasalization are directly related to 
the perception of nasality (Delattre, 1954; Fant, 1960; House and Stevens, 1956).  Thus, 
investigating the presence of nasality in the acoustic signal could illuminate whether nasality can 
be perceptually associated with the pharyngeal consonants.  Furthermore, an acoustic 
investigation is less invasive on speakers, compared even to the least invasive kind of 
articulatory study, which requires a voice-muffling mask to be placed over the nose and mouth.  
Thus, an acoustic study would theoretically provide us with the most natural and realistic speech 
signal which can further shed light on what speakers of MA do when talking naturally to 
listeners.   
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 There are two goals to this chapter: first, confirm the findings of articulatory studies 
where nasality was present during the articulation of nasal and pharyngeal consonants which was 
found to overlap on vowels adjacent to these segments using acoustic nasality measurements; 
and second, to compare the pattern of nasality coarticulated on vowels adjacent to pharyngeal 
consonants with the pattern of nasality coarticulated on vowels adjacent to nasal segments in 
order to determine whether the coarticulatory complexity results in distinct patterns of 
coarticulation of nasality for these two distinct segments.   
 
1.1. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
A critical question addressed in this dissertation concerns whether there is coarticulatory 
nasality on vowels adjacent to pharyngeal and nasal consonants that can be measured 
acoustically.  In order to determine this, nasality in vowels adjacent to pharyngeal, nasal and oral 
consonants was measured and compared, testing the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 1: There is greater nasality on vowels adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal 
consonants, compared to vowels adjacent to oral consonants.   
Furthermore, based on the fact that pharyngeal consonants are not contrastively nasal 
consonants, we can formulate a more specific hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 1a.: There is more nasality on pharyngeal-adjacent vowels than oral-adjacent 
vowels, but less nasality on pharyngeal-adjacent vowels than nasal-adjacent vowels.   
Additionally, we predict that the nasality present for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels would 
not be present for pharyngealized-, or emphatic-, adjacent vowels, since their primary place of 
articulation is in the oral cavity and the nasal passage would necessarily be closed in order to 
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build up pressure for an oral obstruent.  Thus, nasality is compared in vowels adjacent to 
emphatic consonants with vowels in the other contexts to test the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 1b.: Emphatic-adjacent vowels will not have a different degree of nasality 
compared to oral-adjacent vowels.   
These basic hypotheses refer to degree of nasalization.  However, the prediction is that 
nasality originating from two distinct segment types will cause the timing and extent of 
coarticulatory nasalization for these segment types to be different.  Thus, while the overall 
degree of vowel nasalization for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels is expected to be greater than for 
oral-adjacent vowels, but less than for nasal-adjacent vowels, the pattern is predicted to be 
something controlled by speakers to make the coarticulation of nasality as distinct as possible for 
pharyngeal and nasal segment types, for example, making the actual nasality coarticulation 
contours fundamentally different.  The following hypothesis will test this prediction: 
Hypothesis 2: The pattern of nasalization (e.g., degree of nasalization changing as a 
function of time) will be different for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels, compared to nasal-adjacent 
vowels. 
Finally, since we predict nasality present for pharyngeal segments to be a feature 
controlled by speakers, we predict that this nasality is present and additive when there is an 
additional source of coarticulatory nasality, for example when both a pharyngeal and a nasal 
segment are adjacent to a vowel.  This prediction will be tested as well. 
Hypothesis 3: Degree of nasality will be greater when there are two sources (i.e., one on 
each side of a vowel) of coarticulatory nasality present on either side of the vowel.   
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2. METHODS 
2.1. SPEAKERS 
Four native MA speaking participants were recruited for this study.  These participants 
were recruited from the Boulder area and were offered compensation of 5$ for their 
participation.  There were three males and one female.  Three participants, one female and two 
males, originated from the Rabat-Salé dialect region and one male originated from the Meknes 
region.  All participants spoke MA as their first language, but two participants were fluent in 
French and English; the other two were effectively monolingual MA speakers, though they 
understood French.  Two of the participants live currently in the US, while the other two 
participants live currently in France and Morocco.  The age range of the participants was from 34 
to 70 years old.   
 
2.2. PROCEDURES 
Participants were recorded in a sound-attenuated room on a Macintosh computer.  Sound 
files were digitized with a 44kHz-sampling rate.  Words were elicited orally, asking for the 
Moroccan Arabic equivalent for words in either English or French.   
 
2.3. STIMULI 
The stimuli consisted of 52 CVC and CCVC Moroccan Arabic words containing either a 
voiced pharyngeal /#/ (12 words, e.g., /#id/ “holiday”), voiceless pharyngeal /"/ (12 words, e.g., 
/"ut/ “fish”), a nasal /n, m/ (12 words, e.g., /mut/ “he died”), an oral (8 words, e.g., /dud/ 
“worm”) or an emphatic (8 words, e.g., /t$ab/ “it cooked”) consonant directly adjacent to the 
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vowel.  The words were balanced across consonant type (5 levels: voiced pharyngeal, voiceless 
pharyngeal, nasal, oral, emphatic), coarticulatory direction (anticipatory – VC, carryover – CV), 
vowel type (/a/, /i/, /u/), and syllable type (CVC, CCVC).  The place of articulation of the oral 
(non-target) consonant (on the opposite side of the vowel from the target consonant) for each 
word was matched as much as possible – in all instances the oral consonant was either a bilabial 
or alveolar segment to avoid any interaction with the velum that a velar or uvular consonant may 
contribute (Cohn, 1990).  An attempt to match these words for lexical frequency (i.e., chose only 
very frequent words) was not possible to do without corpus or lexical statistics, which are 
unavailable.  Nevertheless, all of the words were ultimately familiar to the participants.  
Participants repeated the stimuli twice around a carrier phrase, gul ___ daba “say ___ now,” 
designed to contain no nasal segments. 
Additional words were elicited to test the prediction that two sources of coarticulatory 
nasality will produce more measurable nasality than one source.  These words consisted of either 
an anticipatory or carryover pharyngeal and either an anticipatory or carryover nasal consonant.  
These two syllable types (PVN, NVP) were matched for pharyngeal consonant type (voiced 
pharyngeal, voiceless pharyngeal).  One additional item had both an anticipatory and carryover 
nasal (NVN).  A complete matched set for these conditions was only available for the vowel /a/.   
 
2.3.1.  SEGMENTATION 
Segmentation of vowels was done based on the spectrogram, with verification from the 
waveform.  The boundary between a pharyngeal segment and a vowel segment was taken to be 
the point at which there was an abrupt reduction in amplitude of the higher formant frequencies 
in the spectrogram.  Similar criteria were used to determine the boundary between a nasal 
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segment and a vowel segment.  An abrupt change in amplitude in the waveform, along with 
simplification of waveform cycles, was used to verify these measurements.   
 
2.4.  NASALITY MEASUREMENTS (A1-P0) 
Nasalization of vowels is one of the most complex configurations in speech production, 
since the lowering of the velum introduces the resonances of the nasal passage along with the 
resonances of the oral cavity.  In an acoustic model of speech production, both of these cavities 
have their own resonant frequencies that are predicted to be present as formants in a spectrum of 
a nasalized vowel (Johnson, 1997).  Consequently, nasalized vowels have more “formants,” i.e., 
relative spectral peaks, than non-nasalized vowels. 
The “nasal formants” introduced into the spectrum with the coupling of the nasal and oral 
tracts have been found to be relatively predictable with respect to their frequency range (Chen, 
1997).  Specifically, the first nasal formant is usually between 250–450 Hz in frequency, while 
the second nasal formant is usually around 1000 Hz in frequency (House and Stevens, 1965; 
Hattori et al., 1958; Chen, 1997).   
Chen (1997) demonstrates that as nasalization is introduced, the relative amplitude (in 
dB) of these nasal formant peaks increases–more nasalization leads to increased intensity of the 
nasal formants.  In addition, a dampening of the oral formant peaks (e.g., F1) often accompanies 
the increase in these nasal formants.  It is the relative difference in amplitude between the nasal 
formants and the oral formants that can give us a quantifiable measure of nasalization.  For 
example, subtracting the amplitude of F1 (called A1) from the amplitude of the first nasal 
formant (called P0) gives us the measure A1-P0, which decreases as nasality increases.   
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This is illustrated in Figure 3-1, where spectra from an oral vowel and a nasal vowel are 
given, with the spectral peaks that determine A1, P0 and P1 labeled.  Figure 3-1a. is an FFT 
spectrum of a non-nasal vowel in English and we calculate A1-P0 (dB) to obtain the ratio of the 
height of these peaks.  On the other hand, Fig. 3-1b. is an FFT spectrum of a nasalized vowel in 
English and we calculate A1-P0 to get a ratio that is substantially smaller than that in Fig. 3-1a.  
Thus, A1-P0 can be used as a relative metric for nasality. 
 
a. b. 
Figure 3-1: Spectrum of an oral vowel (left) and spectrum of a nasal vowel (right) from the same speaker 
(From Chen, 1997). 
 
 Figure 3-2 provides spectra that compare oral and nasal vowels from two speakers in the 
current study.   
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Figure 3-2: Speaker 1 (top) and Speaker 3 (bottom) FFT spectra of /mat/ (left) and /bat/ (right).  Spectral 
peaks determining A1 and P0 are indicated.   
 
 In Fig. 3-2a., a nasalized vowel, P0 would be the amplitude of the spectral peak 
heightened due to the introduction of nasality.  This same spectral peak amplitude is labeled in 
Fig. 3-2b.  The difference between these amplitudes and the amplitudes of the first formant (F1) 
peak (labeled as A1), we can see that A1-P0 in Fig. 3-2a. is less than A1-P0 in Fig. 3-2b.  The 
same is true for Speaker 3, shown in Fig. 3-2c. and Fig. 3-2d.   
 Figure 3-3 illustrates the same measure from the same speakers for a pharyngeal-adjacent 
vowel.  Comparing the relative heights of A1 and P0 from Fig. 3-3a. to those from the same 
speaker in Fig. 3-2a. and Fig. 3-2b., the spectral peak heights are most comparable to those in the 
nasal vowel (Fig. 3-2a.).  Similarly, comparing the relative heights of A1-P0 from Fig. 3-3b. to 
those from the same speaker in Fig. 3-2c. and Fig. 3-2d. reveals that the pharyngeal-adjacent 
vowel spectrum looks most similar to the nasal-adjacent vowel spectrum.  It can also be observed 
that in both Fig. 3a. and Fig. 3b. the pharyngeal-adjacent vowel spectrum has a lowered first 
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formant (F1) spectral peak amplitude, relative to oral vowels.  This is consistent with 
characteristic spectral properties when nasality is present (Chen, 1997). 
 
 
Figure 3-3: Speaker 1 (top) and Speaker 3 (bottom) FFT spectrum of /#ad/. 
 
 The nasality measurement for this study is A1-P0.  Nasality was measured automatically 
using Praat and the Automated Nasality Measurement Script Package written for Praat3.  After 
specifying the number of equidistant time points over the vowel duration, the script automates 
the procedure whereby Praat extracts a complete waveform cycle nearest to each time point and 
iterates this cycle until a duration of 500 ms is reached.  On this newly generated cycle iteration, 
Praat automatically estimates the frequency of the pitch (f0) and the first formant (F1) using a 
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) envelope.  Using the estimated frequency of f0 from the LPC, 
the actual frequencies and amplitudes of H1 (the first harmonic peak) and H2 (the second 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!$!This was developed at the CU Phonetics Lab by Will Styler, based on an earlier version by Rebecca Scarborough.!!!
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harmonic peak) are determined.  The same thing is done for the harmonic peaks under the LPC 
peak for F1, and from the relative highest spectral peak A1 is determined.  Duration of the 
original vowel is also measured.  These values are then stored in an output file for further 
analysis.  A1-P0 is calculated by subtracting A1 from the higher of the first two harmonic peaks 
(H1 or H2).   
 For the present study, seven time points per vowel were chosen since we want an 
accurate time-normalized representation of the pattern of vowel nasality.  Once the A1-P0 data 
was collected, data points where A1-P0 equals 0 were discarded as error since this indicates that 
the same spectral peak was selected as both the F1 peak and the first nasal formant peak.  No 
other data points were discarded.   
3. RESULTS 
3.1. VOWEL DURATIONS 
Figure 3-4 gives the average vowel duration by consonant from the data.  Note that the vowel 
duration, in general similar across consonant type, does differ for the voiceless pharyngeal 
consonant, which is much shorter in duration on average than the other segment types.   
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Figure 3-4: Average vowel durations (in milliseconds) for 5 consonant types, both preceding and following the 
vowel, across 52 token types4.   
 
However, a one-way repeated measures ANOVA indicated a marginally significant main 
effect of consonant on vowel duration [F(4,3)=3.1, p=.057].  Based on Figure 3-4, the average 
durations for vowels adjacent to the voiceless pharyngeal appear to be the shortest.  The vowel 
duration measurements are relevant when comparing the results over a time course for vowel 
nasality patterns in section 4.4, which are given as normalized time points (1, 2, 3, etc.) that were 
selected at equidistant intervals across the vowel duration. 
 
3.2. VOWEL QUALITY 
The average midpoint F1 and F2 for all vowels by consonant are given in Figure 3-5.   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!%!Note: Pvoiced and Pvoiceless refer to the voiced pharyngeal /#/ and the voiceless pharyngeal /"/, respectively.!
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Figure 3-5: Average midpoint formant values from 30 token types. 
 
While the goal of the present study does not involve analyzing these measurements, 
several observations can be made.  First, consistent with numerous studies examining the 
acoustic effect of emphasis (cf., Card, 1983; Zawaydeh, 1999; for Moroccan Arabic specifically: 
Yeou, 1997; Alioua, 1995), the present data suggest a lowering of F2 and a raising of F1 in 
vowels adjacent to emphatic consonants compared to oral-adjacent vowels.  Pharyngeal-adjacent 
vowels also show a relative rise in F1 compared to oral-adjacent vowels, consistent with 
previous studies (Alwan, 1996).   
Finally, note that, on average, the high vowels are relatively low with an average F1 
range of 450-550 Hz.  This pattern is consistent with findings from other languages where a 
vowel system with more phonemic vowels displays a more expanded acoustic vowel space 
compared to languages with fewer phonemic vowel systems (i.e., sufficient contrast, Lindblom, 
1986).  This is significant with respect to the present study since the nasality measure we are 
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using is A1-P0 (A1= amplitude of F1, P0 = amplitude of first “nasal” peak).  Studies have shown 
that the location of P0 is usually between 250-450 Hz in frequency (Hattori et al., 1958; Chen, 
1997).  We can justify using A1-P0 as the primary acoustic nasality measure for all phonemic 
vowels in our study of Moroccan Arabic, since the data show a tendency for the high vowels to 
have an average F1 below the natural range for P0.  Thus, while A1-P1 (P1, the second nasal 
peak, generally occurs around 1000 Hz) is a measure of nasality for the high vowels used to 
avoid interference of a low F1 frequency with the natural frequency range of P0, A1-P0 will be 
used for all vowel nasality measurements in the present study in the interest of homogeneity and 
comparability of nasality measurements.   
 
3.3. CREAK 
It is necessary to discuss the potential that creak may interact and affect these A1-P0 
nasality measures and how we can account for that.  Creaky voice can often accompany 
pharyngeal consonants (especially the voiced pharyngeal).  For example, creak can be observed 
in the spectrogram given in Figure 3-6 of the word /#ad/ as dark lines, representing glottal pluses, 
occurring irregularly and far apart in the beginning of the word during the articulation of the 
consonant and potentially persisting in the vowel.   
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Figure 3-6: Spectrogram of /#ad/ from Speaker 3. 
 
 Phonation differences can be articulatorily assessed by the portion of time in one glottal 
cycle that the vocal folds are open.  A commonly used measure for phonation type compares the 
relative amplitudes of the first two harmonic peaks (H1 and H2).  Creaky voice results in a 
weaker H1 relative to H2, as shown in Figure 3-7.  The creakier the voice, the lower the H1-H2 
value.   
 
 
Figure 3-7: Power spectra of synthetic glottal waveforms produced by varying the open quotient (oq) of the 
glottis in a speech synthesizer (From Johnson, 1997: 137). 
 
 Creak may accompany pharyngeal segments due to the nature of their articulation.  For 
example, Esling (1999) observed that the default position of the larynx during the articulation of 
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pharyngeal segments is raised.  Furthermore, he states that the glottis is likely to be closed (i.e., 
producing creak) when the larynx is raised and cites languages, like Mpi, where creaky voice is 
correlated with a raised larynx.  Thus, it is not unusual for creak be present during the 
articulation of pharyngeal segments.  Note that if it spreads to adjacent vowels, it should be 
present on the portion of the vowel that is directly adjacent to the pharyngeal.   
 Since creak affects the amplitude of the first two harmonics, it has the potential to affect 
our A1-P0 measure, which also uses the amplitude of one of the first two harmonics.  It is 
necessary determine whether there is a correlation between creak and our A1-P0 nasality 
measure.   
Simple linear regressions were run, one for each consonant type (nasal, oral, emphatic, 
pharyngeal voiced, pharyngeal voiceless) in order to determine whether there is a strong 
correlation between creak (H1-H2) as the explaining variable and nasality (A1-P0) as the 
dependent variable for this data.  For the nasal-adjacent vowel measurements, the R2=.034, 
indicating creak explains about 3.4% of the variability in the dependent variable, A1-P0.  For the 
oral-adjacent and emphatic-adjacent vowel measurements, R2= .06 and .051, respectively, 
indicating creak explains about 5-6% of the variability in A1-P0; for the voiceless pharyngeal, 
R2= .077, indicating creak accounts for 7.7% of the variability in A1-P0 for those measurements; 
for the voiced pharyngeal, R2= .079, indicating creak explains about 7.9% of the variability for 
those A1-P0 measurements.  An R2 of .034-.079 indicates there is a very low correlation between 
the dependent and underlying explaining variables.   
Nevertheless, creak appears to be a random effect, similar to the variability that comes 
with subject, which can be included in our statistical model in order to determine the true relation 
between consonant type and nasality.  In order to include both subject and creak as random 
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effects and determine whether there is an effect of consonant on A1-P0, a linear mixed-effects 
model is the statistical method for analyzing this data.   
 
3.4.  NASALITY (A1-P0) 
A spectral measure of nasality, A1-P0, was automatically measured for all tokens at 
seven equidistant, time-normalized, points for each vowel.  Lower A1-P0 values indicate greater 
degree of nasality.   
 
3.4.1. ANTICIPATORY (VC) 
Overall, the average A1-P0 value was lowest in CVN5 words with the average A1-P0 
value increasing from CVP to CVO to CVE words.  Figure 3-8 illustrates the average A1-P0 
values from all speakers for each consonant (Oral, Emphatic, Nasal, Pharyngeal) at each 
position.   
 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&!NB: N – Nasal Consonant; P – Pharyngeal Consonant; E – Emphatic (pharyngealized) Consonant; O/C – Oral 
Consonant; V - Vowel!
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Figure 3-8: Average A1-P0 measurements on vowels preceding oral, emphatic, nasal, and pharyngeal 
consonants, taken at 7 time-normalized points.   
 
It can be observed that A1-P0 values become smaller for nasal-adjacent vowels towards 
the end of the vowel, indicating that vowel nasality increases towards the nasal consonant.  A1-
P0 for oral-adjacent and emphatic-adjacent vowels remains relatively flat throughout the course 
of the vowel.  A1-P0 for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels is lowest at the beginning - the side 
adjacent to the non-pharyngeal consonant - and increases steadily throughout the course of the 
vowel, towards the position closest to the actual pharyngeal segment.  With respect to relative 
nasality degree for each consonant, A1-P0 values are greatest for the emphatic and oral vowels 
and lowest for the nasal-adjacent and pharyngeal-adjacent vowels, until approximately the 
midpoint. 
The results for anticipatory A1-P0 values were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects 
model with the lmer function in the lme4 package for R, with A1-P0 as the dependent variable 
and consonant type (Oral, Emphatic, Nasal, Pharyngeal) and Time point set as fixed effects.  
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Speaker and H1-H2 (creak) were included as random effects.  P-values were obtained using the 
pvals.fnc function in the LanguageR package for R (Baayen, 2008).   
Table 3-1 provides the fixed-effects predictors from the linear mixed-effects model on the 
anticipatory data.  Pharyngeal-adjacency has a strong effect on A1-P0, with a negative 
coefficient (-2.1310) and a relatively large t-value (t=-2.686, p=.004).  There is also a significant 
interaction of consonant type and time point.  Specifically, pharyngeal-adjacent vowel A1-P0 
over time has a positive coefficient (.5245) and this has a large t-value (t=3.017, p=.0012), 
indicating that A1-P0 increases (=nasality decreases) over the course of the vowel.  Meanwhile, 
nasal-adjacency also has a strong effect on A1-P0 – it is associated with a negative coefficient (-
.9435) and a large t-value (t=-4.890, p=.0001), indicating that A1-P0 decreases (=nasality 
increases) over the course of the vowel duration.   
 
Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept)    8.7253 1.4968 5.829 0.0004 
CtypeE 0.9894 0.8713 1.136 0.2984 
CtypeN 0.5280 0.8825 0.598 0.6272 
CtypeP -2.1310 0.7933 -2.686 0.0042 
Time 0.1788 0.1552 1.152 0.2822 
CtypeE:Time   -0.2124 0.1909   -1.113 0.2972 
CtypeN:Time   -0.9435 0.1930 -4.890 0.0001 
CtypeP:Time    0.5245 0.1738 3.017 0.0012 
Table 3-1: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the anticipatory linear mixed-effects 
model.  The model is based on 1,699 A1-P0 measurements of 30 token types.  “!” denotes the mean estimation 
of the coefficient; “Std.  Error” denotes the standard error in the estimation of the coefficient.   
 
 The results of this analysis indicate that A1-P0 is significantly lower (=nasality is greater) 
overall for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels.  The model also suggests that nasality significantly 
decreases over time in pharyngeal-adjacent vowels (becoming less nasal) closer to the 
pharyngeal segment and that nasality significantly increases over time in nasal-adjacent vowels 
(becoming more nasal) closer to the nasal consonant.   
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3.4.2. CARRYOVER (CV) 
Similar to anticipatory results, the average A1-P0 value was lowest in CVN words with 
the average A1-P0 value increasing from CVP to CVO to CVE words.  Figure 3-9 illustrates the 
average A1-P0 values from all speakers for each consonant (Oral, Emphatic, Nasal, Pharyngeal) 
at each vowel position.   
 
 
Figure 3-9: Average A1-P0 measurements on vowels following oral, emphatic, nasal, and pharyngeal 
consonants, taken at 7 time-normalized points.   
 
It can be observed that vowel patterns in A1-P0 in carryover contexts are similar to 
anticipatory contexts, but reversed.  Furthermore, A1-P0 values are smallest for nasal-adjacent 
vowels at the beginning of the vowel, again indicating greater nasality at points adjacent to the 
nasal consonant.  A1-P0 for oral-adjacent vowels and emphatic-adjacent vowels is relatively 
stable throughout the course of the vowel.  A1-P0 for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels is lowest 
towards the end of the vowel—the side adjacent to the non-pharyngeal consonant—but is highest 
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at the beginning, the position adjacent to the actual pharyngeal segment.  With respect to the 
relative height patterns for each consonant, A1-P0 values are highest for the emphatic-adjacent 
and oral-adjacent vowels and lowest for the nasal-adjacent and pharyngeal-adjacent vowels, 
except at the beginning. 
 
Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept)    8.96670 1.34372 6.673 0.0012 
CtypeE 1.18576 0.87110 1.361 0.1996 
CtypeN -3.72417 0.86158 -4.322 0.0001 
CtypeP 2.12090 0.78873 2.689 0.0062 
Time 0.18993 0.15464 1.228 0.2452 
CtypeE:Time   -0.29934 0.19031 -1.573 0.1358 
CtypeN:Time   0.08396 0.18994 0.442 0.6342 
CtypeP:Time    -0.79141 0.17373 -4.555 0.0001 
Table 3-2: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the carryover linear mixed-effects 
model.  The model is based on 1,677 A1-P0 measurements of 30 token types.  “!” denotes the mean estimation 
of the coefficient; “Std.  Error” denotes the standard error in the estimation of the coefficient.   
 
The results for carryover A1-P0 values were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model 
with A1-P0 as the dependent variable and consonant type (Oral, Emphatic, Nasal, Pharyngeal) 
and time point set as fixed effects.  Speaker and H1-H2 (creak) were included as random effects.  
P-values were obtained using the pvals.fnc function in R.   
Table 3-2 summarizes the fixed-effects predictors in the linear mixed-effects model for the 
carryover data.  A1-P0 for the pharyngeal-adjacent vowels is associated with a positive 
coefficient (2.12090) and a relatively large t-value (t=2.689, p=.006), A1-P0 for nasal-adjacent 
vowels is associated with a negative coefficient (-3.72417) and a large t-value (t=-4.322, 
p=.0001) indicating that A1-P0 is significantly smaller (nasality is significantly greater) in 
vowels adjacent to nasal consonants, overall.  There is also a significant interaction of consonant 
type and time point.  Specifically, pharyngeal-adjacent vowel A1-P0 over time is associated with 
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a negative coefficient (-0.79141) and this has a large t-value (t=-4.555, p=.0001), indicating that 
A1-P0 decreases over the course of the vowel duration (i.e., nasality increases).   
 
3.4.3. OVERALL NASALITY 
Figure 3-10 compares average nasality values in vowels adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal 
consonants only.  
 
 
Figure 3-10: Average A1-P0 values for vowels adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal consonants. 
 
 Table 3-3 lists the summary statistics for a linear mixed effects model run on the A1-P0 
data testing the effects of consonant type (nasal, pharyngeal) and direction (anticipatory, 
carryover) on nasality with subject set as a random factor.  
 
 
Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 6.2614 1.08337 5.78 .0056 
Pharyngeal 3.38061 0.28622 11.811 .0001 
Carryover 0.04266 0.33046 0.129 .5032 
Pharyngeal:Carryover -0.84845 0.40486 -2.096 .0092 
Table 3-3: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the linear mixed-effects model.  The 
model is based on 1,699 A1-P0 measurements of 24 token types.   
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 Pharyngeal consonant as a model predictor is associated with a positive coefficient and a 
high t value indicating A1-P0 is higher (=less nasality) in vowels adjacent to pharyngeal 
consonants than vowels adjacent to nasal consonants.  Carryover direction as a predictor does not 
have a high t-value.  However, the interaction of pharyngeal consonant and carryover direction 
has a negative coefficient and a high t value indicating vowels following pharyngeal consonants 
have lower A1-P0 (=more nasality) than vowels preceding pharyngeals.   
 
3.4.4. VOICED VS. VOICELESS PHARYNGEAL CONSONANTS 
In the great majority of languages that have nasal-oral stop contrasts, nasal stops are 
exclusively voiced, without a phonemic voicing distinction (Ladefoged and Maddieson, 1996).  
Therefore, nasality associated with both the voiced pharyngeal and the voiceless pharyngeal 
could be considered typologically unusual and unexpected. Furthermore, MA patterns with the 
majority of languages in that there are only voiced nasal stops.  Thus, it would be interesting to 
see if there is a difference in the degree and pattern of nasality between the voiced and voiceless 
pharyngeal consonants.   
A1-P0 patterns were analyzed according to type of pharyngeal consonant, either voiced 
or voiceless, in order to observe whether the coarticulatory pattern of vowel nasality differs for 
the voiced and voiceless pharyngeal consonants.  The results are shown in Figure 3-11. 
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Figure 3-11: Average A1-P0 measurements on vowels preceding (anticipatory) and following (carryover) 
voiced pharyngeal and voiceless pharyngeal consonants, taken at 7 time-normalized points.   
 
 It can be observed that for both anticipatory and carryover contexts the voiced pharyngeal 
consonant and the voiceless pharyngeal consonant have similar patterns, whereby the greatest 
degree of nasality occurs on the vowel position opposite the actual pharyngeal segment with 
decreasing nasality toward the pharyngeal.   
 Separate linear-mixed effects models were computed again on the anticipatory and 
carryover data with the voiced and voiceless pharyngeal segments as separate consonant types, 
along with the other consonants.  Table 3-4 summarizes the results using a linear mixed-effects 
model with anticipatory A1-P0 as the dependent variable and with consonant as a fixed effect 
(Oral, Emphatic, Nasal, P(haryngeal) voiced, P(haryngeal) voiceless) along with time point.  
Speaker and H1-H2 (creak) were included as random effects.   
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Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept)    8.7284 1.4955 5.837 0.0001 
Emphatic 0.9883 0.8718 1.134 0.2978 
Nasal 0.5264 0.8830 0.596 0.6372 
Pvoiced -2.1202 0.8684 -2.441 0.0082 
Pvoiceless -2.1477 0.8677 -2.475 0.0098 
Time 0.1786      0.1553 1.150 0.2505 
Emphatic:Time   -0.2121 0.1910 -1.111 0.2912 
Nasal:Time   -0.9433 0.1931 -4.885 0.0001 
Pvoiced:Time    0.5326 0.1914 2.782 0.0028 
Pvoiceless:Time 0.5186 0.1899 2.731 0.0032 
Table 3-4: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the anticipatory pharyngeal voicing 
linear mixed-effects model run on Anticipatory A1-P0.   
 
For this anticipatory model, the voiced pharyngeal and the voiceless pharyngeal pattern 
similarly with respect to A1-P0.  They are both associated with a negative coefficient (Pvoiced, -
2.1202; Pvoiceless, -2.1477) and these have large t-values (Pvoiced, t=-2.441, p=0.0082; 
Pvoiceless, t=-2.475, p=0.0098).  Additionally, both voiced and voiceless pharyngeal consonants 
have a significant interaction with time.  The coefficient for the voiced pharyngeal over time is 
positive (0.5326), which is significant (t=2.782, p=0.0028), and the coefficient for the voiceless 
pharyngeal over time is positive (0.5186), which is also significant (t=2.731, p=0.0032), 
indicating that nasality decreases over time for vowels preceding both pharyngeal consonants. 
 Table 3-5 summarized the results of a linear mixed effects model re-computed similarly on 
carryover A1-P0 data.   
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Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept)    8.9500 1.3501 6.629 0.0062 
Emphatic 1.1955 0.8704 1.374 0.1912 
Nasal -3.7048 0.8609 -4.303 0.0001 
Pvoiced 2.6656 0.8602 3.099 0.0012 
Pvoiceless 1.6218 0.8546 1.898 0.0570 
Time 0.1914 0.1545 1.239 0.2418 
Emphatic:Time   -0.3009 0.1902 -1.582 0.1288 
Nasal:Time   0.0817 0.1898 0.431 0.6526 
Pvoiced:Time    -0.9697 0.1913 -5.070 0.0001 
Pvoiceless:Time -0.6231 0.1899 -3.282 0.0014 
Table 3-5: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the carryover pharyngeal voicing 
linear mixed-effects model run on Carryover A1-P0.   
 
 For the additional carryover model, the voiced pharyngeal is associated with a positive 
coefficient (2.6656), which is significant (t=3.099, p=0.0012).  The voiceless pharyngeal shows a 
marginally significant effect on A1-P0.  With respect to the interaction between consonant type 
and time, for both the voiced and voiceless pharyngeal A1-P0 has a significantly negative 
coefficient (Pvoiced, " = -0.9697, t=-5.070, p=0.0001; Pvoiceless, " = -0.6231, t=-3.282, 
p=0.0014).  This model suggests that nasality increases over time on vowels following the both 
the voiced and voiceless pharyngeal segments.   
 When the pharyngeal consonants are analyzed separately by voicing, both the voiced and 
the voiceless pharyngeal-adjacent vowels have more nasality than oral consonants. The patterns 
are similar with most nasality opposite the actual pharyngeal.  The trends of nasality, where there 
is a downward pattern of nasality away from the pharyngeal consonants, are significant for both 
the voiced and voiceless pharyngeal segments.   
 
3.4.5. NASALITY RESULTS BY VOWEL 
The A1-P0 data from vowels adjacent to the pharyngeal and nasal consonants can also be 
examined by vowel type. MA has three phonemic vowels, /a/, /i/, and /u/, and the articulatory 
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data revealed that nasalance, the proportion of nasal airflow to overall airflow, patterns 
differently based on vowel type.  Further, it has been observed that a language like English that 
non-high vowels (e.g., /a/) have inherently more nasality than other vowels (Moll, 1962).  It has 
also been shown that low vowels require a greater degree of velum lowering in order to be 
perceived as nasal, compared to a high vowel (e.g., /i/).  Thus, it is relevant to examine whether 
there exist differences in nasality patterns by vowel in pharyngeal and nasal adjacent conditions.   
 
3.4.5.1.  PHARYNGEAL NASALITY PATTERNS BY VOWEL 
Figure 3-12 displays the patterns of nasality by vowel identity for vowels preceding and 
following pharyngeal consonants.   
 
 
 Figure 3-12: Average A1-P0 measurements by vowel type (/a/, /i/, /u/) in pharyngeal adjacent position 
for anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) contexts made at 7 time-normalized points.   
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 It can be observed that the points of lowest A1-P0 (greatest nasality) occur for the vowels 
/i/ and /u/ in both anticipatory and carryover directions.  On the other hand, the slope for /a/ is 
relatively flat and less nasal (A1-P0 is higher), comparatively.   
Table 3-6 and Table 3-7 summarize the results of the analysis of anticipatory and carryover 
A1-P0 from pharyngeal-adjacent vowels by vowel quality using a linear mixed-effects model.  
A1-P0 was the dependent variable with vowel identity as a fixed effect (3 levels: /a/, /i/, /u/) 
along with normalized time point.  Speaker and H1-H2 (creak) were included as random effects. 
 
Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 10.0201 1.7472 5.735 0.0004 
Voweli -6.1262 0.7616 -8.044 0.0001 
Vowelu -5.6965 0.7772 -7.329 0.0001 
Timepoint 0.2712 0.1153 2.353 0.0124 
Voweli:Timepoint 0.7701 0.1685 4.57 0.0001 
Vowelu:Timepoint 0.7597 0.1714 4.431 0.0002 
 Table 3-6: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the pharyngeal consonant 
anticipatory vowel identity linear mixed-effects model.   
 
Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 12.26321 1.93332 6.343 0.0001 
Voweli -1.35455 0.6149 -2.203 0.0296 
Vowelu -2.53559 0.61004 -4.156 0.0002 
Timepoint -0.02836 0.09452 -0.3 0.7904 
Voweli:Timepoint -1.33598 0.14064 -9.499 0.0001 
Vowelu:Timepoint -0.93923 0.13887 -6.763 0.0001 
 Table 3-7: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the pharyngeal consonant 
carryover vowel identity linear mixed-effects model.   
 
 Both the anticipatory and carryover models indicate that vowel type is a strong predictor 
of A1-P0.  In the anticipatory model, A1-P0 for vowel /i/ over time is associated with a positive 
coefficient (0.7701) that is significant (t=4.57), and A1-P0 for vowel /u/ has a similar positive 
coefficient (0.7597) and high t-value (4.431).  In the carryover model, A1-P0 for vowel /i/ over 
time is associated with a negative coefficient (-1.33598) which is significant (t=-9.499) and A1-
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P0 for vowel /u/ also has a negative coefficient (-0.93923) and high t-value (-6.763).  These 
models indicate that pharyngeal-adjacent /i/ and /u/ have much greater overall nasality, and the 
slopes of nasality are steeper, than that for pharyngeal-adjacent /a/.   
 
3.4.5.2.  NASAL NASALITY PATTERNS BY VOWEL 
Figure 3-13 displays the patterns of nasality by vowel identity for vowels preceding and 
following nasal consonants.   
 
 
Figure 3-13: Average A1-P0 measurements by vowel type (/a/, /i/, /u/) in nasal adjacent position for 
anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) contexts made at 7 time-normalized points. 
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A1-P0 from nasal-adjacent vowels by vowel quality using a linear mixed-effects model.  A1-P0 
was the dependent variable with vowel identity as a fixed effect (3 level: /a/, /i/, /u/) along with 
normalized time point.  Speaker and H1-H2 (creak) were included as random effects. 
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(Intercept) 13.3188 1.8113 7.353 0.0004 
Voweli -9.6151 1.2775 -7.526 0.0001 
Vowelu -6.1507 1.1618 -5.294 0.0001 
Timepoint -1.104 0.1718 -6.427 0.0001 
Voweli:Timepoint 0.9083 0.2735 3.32 0.0018 
Vowelu:Timepoint 0.405 0.2582 1.568 0.1192 
Table 3-8: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the nasal consonant anticipatory vowel 
identity linear mixed-effects model. 
 
Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept) 6.8533 1.855 3.695 0.0032 
Voweli -3.8378 1.0294 -3.728 0.0004 
Vowelu -2.7518 0.9729 -2.828 0.0064 
Timepoint 0.5873 0.1494 3.93 0.0001 
Voweli:Timepoint -0.4763 0.2296 -2.074 0.0354 
Vowelu:Timepoint -0.531 0.218 -2.436 0.0134 
Table 3-9: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the nasal consonant carryover vowel 
identity linear mixed-effects model. 
 
 Both models for nasal-adjacent vowels show that vowel identity is a strong predictor of 
A1-P0.  In the anticipatory direction, both /i/ and /u/ are associated with negative coefficients and 
large t-values, indicating that the high vowels have significantly more nasality (smaller A1-P0) 
than /a/.  In the carryover direction, the high vowels also have significantly more nasality 
(smaller A1-P0) than /a/.  Over time and in both directions, both /i/ and /u/ have steeper slopes 
than /a/.   
 
3.4.6. TWO COARTICULATORY SOURCES OF NASALITY 
Next, data containing two different sources of nasality flanking a single vowel were 
examined.  Words containing either two nasal consonants (e.g., sman “fat”) or a pharyngeal and 
a nasal consonant (e.g., !am “year”) on either side of the vowel are predicted to have greater 
measurable nasality compared to words where only one of these sources of nasality is present.  
Furthermore, based on the characterization of MA being coarticulatorily complex, it is predicted 
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that there might be special timing patterns of nasality in vowels that have dual nasal and 
pharyngeal coarticulatory nasality requirements to keep these separate sources distinct and 
salient.  The conditions examined here include vowels with two nasal consonants (NVN), vowels 
with a preceding pharyngeal consonant and a following nasal consonant (PVN), and vowels with 
a preceding nasal consonant and a following pharyngeal consonant (NVP).  The data examined 
in this section only contain the vowel /a/, since a balanced wordlist containing all these 
conditions was only produced for /a/.   
Figure 3-14 compares A1-P0 for vowels where there is no predicted nasality (OVO) to 
contexts where vowels would have two sources of coarticulatory nasality: either two flanking 
nasals (NVN), or a flanking pharyngeal a flanking nasal consonant (PVN, NVP).   
 
 
Figure 3-14: Average A1-P0 vowel measurements for syllable types OVO, NVN, NVP, and PVN over 
normalized time. 
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with syllable type as a fixed effect (OVO, NVN, NVP, PVN) along with normalized time point.  
Speaker and H1-H2 (creak) were included as random effects.  The OVO data were a filtered 
subset of those in section 4.4, containing only data from vowel /a/.   
 
Predictor " Std.  Error t value p-value (MCMC) 
(Intercept)    12.23246 1.37167 8.918 0.0001 
Stype NVN -6.37459 1.31565 -4.845 0.0001 
Stype NVP -5.96459 1.10122 -5.416 0.0001 
Stype PVN -1.81174 1.10440 -1.640 0.0698 
Time 0.04420 0.17151 0.258 0.9254 
Stype NVN:Time -0.06964 0.28488 -0.244 0.8418 
Stype NVP:Time 0.61334 0.23518 2.608 0.0086 
Stype PVN:Time -0.58885 0.23655 -2.489 0.0168 
Table 3-10: Summary of coefficients of the fixed effects predictors from the linear mixed-effects model run on 
A1-P0 from two coarticulatory sources.  The model is based on 425 A1-P0 measurements of 7 token types. 
 
 The two coarticulatory sources model indicates that NVN and NVP have strong effects 
on overall A1-P0.  NVN is associated with a negative coefficient (-6.37459), which is highly 
significant (t= -4.845, p=0.0001), as well as NVP (" =-5.96459, t=-5.416, p=0.0001).  PVN does 
not have a significant effect on A1-P0.  Yet, there is a significant interaction of syllable type by 
time, which includes PVN.  NVP has a positive coefficient (0.61334) and a large t value 
(t=2.608, p=0.0086), indicating A1-P0 is increasing over time (nasality decreases).  PVN has a 
negative coefficient (-0.58885), which is also significant (t=-2.489, p=0.0168), indicating A1-P0 
is decreasing over time (nasality increases).  NVN does not affect A1-P0 over time.   
 The two coarticulatory sources model indicates that the patterns of nasality for two 
sources of nasality coarticulation are similar to when there is just one source.  Interestingly, 
when there is both a nasal and pharyngeal source of coarticulatory nasality on a vowel, in these 
cases, the patterns of nasality do not conflict—they are similar.  For example, carryover nasal 
coarticulation produces a downward nasality cline that is similar to the pattern of nasality for an 
anticipatory pharyngeal consonant.  Rather, as suggested by the NVN pattern of overall more 
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nasality, it may be that NVP and PVN have overall more nasality that when there is a single 
source. Therefore, next we examine NVP and PVN to contexts where there is a single source of 
nasality, and to the contexts that we have observed similar patterns of nasality to those observed 
for NVP and PVN, respectively, to confirm this.  
First, we can confirm that being adjacent to two sources of nasal coarticulation results in 
greater overall vowel nasality.  Figure 3-15 shows the nasality pattern, for the vowel /a/, with 
anticipatory nasality (CVN), carryover nasality (NVC), and nasality from both directions (NVN).  
Anticipatory and carryover nasality are similar, but reversed, patterns with nasality increasing 
closer to the nasal consonant.  It can be observed that there is more nasality present in the 
anticipatory context, compared to the carryover context, which is consistent with what is found 
cross-linguistically (cf., Cohn, 1990).  As expected, the degree of nasality for the NVN condition 
is greater across the entire duration of the vowel. 
 
 
Figure 3-15: Average A1-P0 measurements on the vowel /a/ before a nasal (CVN), between two nasals (NVN) 
and following a nasal (NVC), taken at 7 time-normalized points.   
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 Next, we can compare the contexts where there are two sources of coarticulatory nasality 
to contexts where there is only one.  Figure 3-16 shows the nasality pattern, for the vowel /a/, with 
pharyngeal coarticulation (PVC, CVP) and nasal coarticulation (CVN, NVC) compared to dual 
pharyngeal and anticipatory nasal coarticulation (PVN, NVP). Conditions were compared where 
the patterns of nasality should be similar with nasality highest at the beginning of the vowel and 
decreasing throughout, as demonstrated in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.  We can observe that 
throughout the duration of the vowel PVN has greater relative degree of nasality that PVC.  CVN 
has less degree of nasality than PVC and PVN during the first half of the vowel, but then crosses 
to have more or equal degree of nasality to PVN.  Overall, NVP appears to have the greatest 
degree of nasality, NVC has slightly less nasality and CVP has the lowest degree of nasality.   
 
Figure 3-16: Average A1-P0 measurements on the vowel /a/ adjacent to a pharyngeal (PVC, CVP), or a nasal 
(CVN, NVC), or between a pharyngeal and a nasal (PVN, NVP) taken at 7 time-normalized points. !
 The results of the acoustic study are discussed in the section that follows.  
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4. DISCUSSION  
4.1. SUMMARY 
Regarding the hypotheses concerning acoustic nasality on vowels in MA, the results of 
this study confirm the first predictions: there is greater measurable nasality on vowels adjacent to 
nasal and pharyngeal consonants than on vowels adjacent to oral consonants.  Further, vowels 
adjacent to the emphatic, or pharyngealized, consonants do not differ from vowels adjacent to 
oral consonants with respect to nasality, as predicted. 
The prediction that there is coarticulatory nasality on vowels adjacent to nasal consonants 
has also been borne out.  As we would expect, nasal coarticulation yields nasality that is greatest 
on the portion of the vowel directly adjacent to the nasal segment.  In carryover contexts, nasality 
is also strong on the position of the vowel opposite from the actual nasal segment, as well, while 
in anticipatory contexts the nasality is not strong opposite the nasal.   
While, the results of this study support the prediction that there is acoustically-
measurable nasality on vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants in MA, this nasality is greatest 
on the portion of the vowel not directly adjacent to the pharyngeal segment.  Rather, acoustic 
nasality is greatest on the part of the vowel opposite the pharyngeal consonant, then steadily 
decreases towards the pharyngeal.  This pattern was found in both anticipatory and carryover 
directions for both the voiced and voiceless pharyngeal consonants.  The patterns for vowels 
adjacent to all segment types are schematized in Figure 3-17. 
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Figure 3-17: Schematized summary of the nasality patterns found on vowels adjacent to Pharyngeal (P), Oral 
(O), Emphatic (E) and Nasal (N) consonants in both anticipatory (Left) and carryover (Right) direction. 
 
 The patterns of nasality for nasal and pharyngeal-adjacent vowels are in contrast with the 
nasality patterns for vowels adjacent to oral and emphatic consonants, which were relatively flat 
and overall less nasal.   
 The results of this acoustic study are similar to the nasalance results from the 
aerodynamic study—where greatest percent nasalance was reported, we also find greatest degree 
of acoustic nasality.  That the acoustic findings parallel the data from the articulatory study 
strengthens this work since the findings from the first study are replicated in the second.  That 
acoustic nasality, A1-P0 would pattern with nasalance is not surprising since they are both 
essentially ratios—relative measures.  Nasalance is calculated as proportion of nasal airflow to 
total airflow.  A1-P0 is basically the ratio of the first nasal resonant frequency’s intensity to the 
first oral resonant frequency’s intensity.  Thus, it is logical that as the proportion of noise through 
the nose increases, so does the intensity of the nasal resonances relative to the oral cavity 
resonances.   
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The present acoustic results indicate that another main prediction of this study has also 
been borne out: the patterns of acoustic nasality on vowels adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal 
segments are fundamentally different.  In the same coarticulatory direction, the slope of nasality 
for nasal-adjacent vowels is reversed from that of pharyngeal-adjacent vowels.  
 The coarticulatory patterns observed on vowels adjacent to nasal segments are intuitive: 
on vowels both preceding and following nasal segments, we get greatest nasality directly 
adjacent to the nasal.  The patterns for contextual nasal coarticulation have some contextual 
variation.  Specifically, in contexts where the vowel follows the nasal segment (carryover), the 
nasality overlaps to a considerable degree throughout the entire portion of the vowel and the 
degree of nasality decreases slightly but the overall cline remain relatively flat.  On the other 
hand, in contexts where the vowel precedes the nasal segment, there is greater change of degree 
of nasality—the vowel starts slightly nasalized but gets heavily nasalized throughout its duration 
to be most nasal adjacent to the nasal segment.  These patterns of nasal coarticulation are 
consistent with coarticulatory overlap of a velum lowering gesture. 
 On the other hand, the coarticulatory patterns observed on vowels adjacent to pharyngeal 
segments are not intuitive with respect to the phonetic implementation of the velum gesture 
associated with pharyngeal consonants.  The patterns indicate that acoustic nasality is greatest as 
we get further away from the pharyngeal segment.  What we observe is the greatest degree of 
nasality on the other side of the vowel, the side adjacent to an oral consonant, which steadily 
decreases through the vowel to be least nasal at the portion adjacent to the pharyngeal consonant.   
 Yet, these acoustic patterns parallel the nasalance patterns.  Pharyngeal-adjacent vowels 
had greatest nasalance opposite the pharyngeal consonant, since that was the position of greatest 
oral constriction so airflow was diverted through a slightly opened velopharyngeal port—the 
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result of overlap from pharyngeal articulation.  The articulatory explanation for a decrease in 
nasalance over the duration of the vowel towards the pharyngeal segment was the increase in 
oral airflow.  Oral airflow increases as the jaw lowers and the mouth opens in anticipation for, or 
carryover from, the pharyngeal articulation, which has a substantially lowered jaw and oral 
airflow.  Thus, there is a trade-off between a greater proportion of airflow through the nose to a 
greater proportion of airflow through the mouth, decreasing the ratio of nasal-to-overall airflow 
despite the fact that the velum continues to lower towards the pharyngeal.  Since the acoustic 
nasality measure A1-P0 is a ratio measure of the relative intensities of the spectral energy from 
the nasal and oral passage, it makes sense that it would pattern with the proportional measure of 
airflow.    
 The patterns of nasality in pharyngeal-adjacent vowels are similar in pattern in 
anticipatory and carryover contexts, but mirror images.  Vowels adjacent to the voiced and the 
voiceless pharyngeal individually also exhibit this same trend in decreasing nasality away from 
the target segment—this may be unexpected since nasality associated with voiceless consonants 
is cross-linguistically rare, cf., Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996).   
 
4.2. COARTICULATORY NASALITY AS SPEAKER-CONTROLLED 
 The results of coarticulatory nasality on vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants 
support the working hypothesis presented in chapter 2 that velum lowering associated with the 
pharyngeal consonants may be mechanical in origin but is currently being controlled by speakers 
as an active, sub-phonemic feature for pharyngeals.  An alternative explanation is that provided 
by e.g. Elgendy (2001) who suggests that the velum lowering gesture is simply a mechanical 
process resulting from the musculature involved in pharyngeal articulation which parallel 
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swallowing.  Yet, the coarticulatory spread of nasality on adjacent vowels observed both in the 
present study and in Elgendy (2001) is not consistent with this explanation.  As described by 
Elgendy, in swallowing the velum lowering movement occurs in the pharyngeal phase, not when 
the bolus is in the oral cavity.  It is not clear how this explanation would account for the 
coarticulatory spread of velum lowering since this gesture is observed before the “pharyngeal 
phase” of pharyngeal consonant articulation is initiated.  Furthermore, both Elgendy and the 
present study observed variation in the degree of velum lowering during pharyngeal consonants 
based on phonetic context.  
  For example, further support that the nasality present adjacent to pharyngeal consonants 
are active patterns, rather than purely mechanical, is the evidence that the degree of nasality is 
stronger in PVN (or NVP) conditions compared to PVC (or CVP) conditions.  If the nasality is 
due to simply a mechanical velum lowering gesture associated with pharyngeal consonants, there 
would be no need for speakers to lower the velum even more in a condition where the velum was 
already being lowered for a nasal consonant.  A passive velum lowering gesture for a pharyngeal 
would be smaller than the velum lowering gesture for a nasal consonant, evidenced by the 
greater degree of nasality in the nasal context.  Thus, the latent velum movement from a 
preceding or anticipatory nasal would presumably preclude the need for the velum to lower any 
further if this gesture was a passive movement from the pharyngeal articulation.  Indeed, in 
French, for example, it does not appear that contextual nasalization from two flanking nasal 
consonants (NVN) is greater in magnitude than carryover contextual nasalization from one nasal 
(NV) (Delvaux et al., 2008).  However, in the context of both a nasal and a pharyngeal 
consonant in MA we show additional nasality.  This indicates that speakers are actively 
exaggerating this velum lowering gesture in these contexts.   
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 Finally, this study provides evidence for how MA nasality compares to cross-linguistic 
patterns of nasal coarticulation.  Specifically, I argue that nasality from nasal consonants patterns 
like English—contextual nasality is great in both directions—while nasality from pharyngeal 
consonants patterns like French—pharyngeal nasality is constrained in anticipatory context.  It 
was reported here that MA, overall nasality is of similar degree in vowels both following and 
preceding nasal consonants.  Meanwhile, nasality is greater in vowels following pharyngeal 
consonants than in vowels preceding pharyngeal consonants.  These patterns can be compared to 
cross-linguistic nasal coarticulation patterns in languages that differ based on the phonemic 
status of vowel nasality.  For example, in French anticipatory nasal coarticulation is greatly 
constrained to avoid confusability with underlying nasal vowels, but this is not the case in 
English (Cohn, 1990).  Figure 3-18 summarizes the language-specific coarticulation patterns found 
in French and English, as reported by Cohn (1990).   
 
 
French 
(N)! 
/n!"/         /b!"te/ 
“dwarf”      “goodness” 
 
 
French 
NV             VN 
/ne/            /b,n/ 
“nose”               “good” 
 
 
 
English 
NV             VN 
/n-d/            /d-n/ 
“Ned”                  “den” 
  
Figure 3-18: Nasal aiflow tracings of words, with phonemes segmented, illustrating phonemically nasal 
vowels in French (top), contextual nasal coarticulation in French (middle), and contextual nasal 
coarticulation in English (bottom).  Data from Cohn, 1990.   
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In MA, nasality from nasal consonants is unconstrained since vowel nasality is not 
contrastive in the language.  In both coarticulatory directions we see greater overall nasality, and 
there was not statistically significant difference between carryover and anticipatory contextual 
nasal coarticulation.  On the other hand, nasality from pharyngeal consonants patterned 
differently.  There was less nasality than in vowels adjacent to nasal consonants and there were 
significantly different patterns in the separate coarticulatory directions: vowels following 
pharyngeal consonants had greater nasality than vowels preceding pharyngeals.  In MA, nasality 
from pharyngeal consonants is constrained—there is less nasality than from nasal consonants and 
there is less nasality in anticipatory pharyngeal coarticulation.  Basically, pharyngeal nasality in 
MA patterns like French nasal coarticulation.  MA nasality from pharyngeal consonants is 
constrained to avoid potential confusability with nasality from nasal consonants.  
Another finding of this study was that the high vowels, /i/ and /u/, showed overall greater 
nasality than the low vowel /a/, in both nasal- and pharyngeal-adjacent positions.  This is an 
interesting finding since numerous studies have demonstrated that /a/ has a lower intrinsic velum 
position than higher vowels due to the physiological connection between the soft palate and the 
jaw (Moll, 1962).  Yet, this finding parallels the vowel-specific airflow patterns—the high 
vowels had greater nasalance and steeper changes in nasalance—which was attributed to a 
greater constriction in the oral cavity for high vowels, compared to the low vowel, diverting 
more airflow through the nose before the jaw lowers in anticipation of the pharyngeal consonant.  
Yet, it is still possible that the degree of velo-pharyngeal port opening is greater in high vowels 
compared to low vowels, as suggest by the greater nasality values across the board.  
If the vowel /a/ had greater nasality than the other vowels, this would suggest a 
mechanical connection between the velum activity and nasality.  In fact, it has been reported that 
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in numerous languages there is “a tendency for the velum to open more during a low vowel than 
during a high one” (Clumeck, 1976: 337).  Further, there is a tendency for low vowels to have 
greater percentage of vowel nasalization than high vowels (Ibid.).  There have been some reports 
of the opposite pattern: In a study of 6 languages, only one, Brazilian Portuguese, exhibited 
greater percent contextual nasalization on high vowels compared to mid and low vowels (Ibid.).  
The Clumeck study examined French and reported low vowels to have greater percent contextual 
nasalization, but a more recent study using the nasalance measure has reported that high vowels 
have greater degree and percent nasalization than low vowels in French.  
It is worth mentioning that all of these languages with high vowels found to display 
greater contextual nasalization than low vowels do contain contrastive vowel nasalization.  A 
priori, this is odd considering that high vowels have greater susceptibility to perceived nasality 
with a smaller velic opening (Maeda, 1993) and that high vowels undergo a more marked 
acoustic change than low vowels when nasalized (Lubker, 1968).  We might predict that 
language with contrastive vowel nasality would want to avoid perceived nasality in contextual 
contexts since the maintenance of contrast between coarticulated oral and nasal vowels is critical, 
and the high vowels would be the most perceptible to nasality perceptions with smaller degree of 
nasality.  However, in French the high vowels do not have a nasal counterpart (*/!/, */"/), so 
perhaps it is not so perceptually critical in that language for the high vowels to have constrained 
degree of nasal coarticulation.  In fact, the high vowels in French would be the least susceptible 
to confusability between contextual nasalization and inherent nasalization since there are no high 
nasal vowels.  This would be further support that the constrained degree of nasality in 
anticipatory low vowels is indeed speaker-controlled for the avoidance of perceptual confusion.   
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MA has exhibited similar patterns of nasality by vowel quality: the high vowels have 
greater nasalization than the low vowels in the context of both nasal and pharyngeal consonants.  
Perhaps, the answer for this pattern lies in the vowel quality patterning of /a/ in nasal and 
pharyngeal contexts.  For instance, the vowel quality chart by context given in Figure 3-5 in this 
chapter shows that nasal and pharyngeal /a/ are much closer together than nasal and pharyngeal 
/i/ and /u/.  The degree of nasality must be constrained in the context of both nasal and 
pharyngeal contexts for /a/ in order to avoid keep them as distinct as possible.  This would 
suggest, further, that the nasality is a feature actively controlled by speakers for both the 
pharyngeal and nasal consonants in MA.  This hypothesis needs further investigation. 
That systematically and reliably present acoustic nasality occurs on vowels adjacent to 
pharyngeal consonants in MA is a significant finding.  It has been suggested that velum lowering 
is not precluded on any consonant where the place of articulation is further back from the velum 
since pressure build-up in these consonants is not affected by velopharyngeal port opening.  
Indeed, spontaneous or contextual nasalization has been documented on non-buccal consonants 
in a variety of languages (e.g., Shosted, 2007; Matisoff, 1975).  The articulatory study 
demonstrated that nasal airflow is reliably present during the articulation of the pharyngeal 
consonants.  The study presented in this chapter demonstrates that acoustic nasality is 
systematically produced on vowels adjacent to the pharyngeal consonants.  While there is no 
evidence that nasality can serve a contrastive function for non-buccal obstruents, this study 
indicates it can be a systematic secondary feature.  This study provides further support that MA 
speakers are systematically and intentionally exploiting nasality for pharyngeals as a sub-
phonemic feature. 
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CHAPTER 4 - THE PERCEPTION OF NASALITY ASSOCIATED WITH 
PHARYNGEAL AND NASAL CONSONANTS !
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aerodynamic and acoustics experiments demonstrated that vowels adjacent to 
pharyngeal consonants are produced with nasality in Moroccan Arabic.  Whether this nasality is 
perceived and used by MA listeners in identifying pharyngeal consonants is the main question 
examined here.  This chapter presents the findings of three perception experiments (specifically, 
a lexical naming paradigm, a forced-choice gating task, and a forced-choice lexical preference 
task), which were designed to examine whether the presence of vowel nasality found in the 
production of pharyngeal and nasal consonants in MA is perceptually associated with pharyngeal 
and nasal consonants in MA.  To determine this, these experiments collectively examine whether 
vowel nasality facilitates lexical perception of words with pharyngeal consonants and nasal 
consonants and whether the coarticulatory complexity of nasality (nasality as coarticulation from 
two distinct phonemic sources) results in confusability between words with pharyngeal and nasal 
consonants in MA. 
 
1.1.  CURRENT STUDY 
 This chapter examines the perception of nasality in MA.  The most obvious question with 
respect to the perception of nasality is whether nasality is perceptually associated with an 
adjacent nasal consonant.  This question has not been explicitly addressed, to our knowledge, for 
MA.  The next question examined in this chapter is: considering that pharyngeal consonants have 
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been shown to be co-articulated with some degree of velum lowering, is vowel nasality 
perceptually associated with an adjacent pharyngeal consonant?  This question has not been 
addressed, to our knowledge, in any study of any language.  Related to both of these fundamental 
questions is a more subtle one: if vowel nasality is found to be a perceptual cue to both nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants, can vowel nasality potentially result in ambiguity as to whether an 
upcoming segment is a nasal or a pharyngeal?  The perception experiments outlined in this 
chapter were designed to explore these questions.   
 In order to examine the whether nasality is a perceptual cue to nasal and/or pharyngeal 
consonants, a lexical repetition task was utilized.  It is important to note that while the questions 
outlined here address nasality as perceptually associated with particular consonants, the decision 
was made to examine this aspect of speech perception in the context of words, specifically 
lexical perception, rather than sounds isolated from lexical context.  The reason for this decision 
was to give listener participants tasks that reflect real speech as much as possible.  Furthermore, 
coarticulation is best perceived in context.  Recall that in the production experiments, the 
patterns of nasality observed for pharyngeals and nasals were in the context of lexical items, 
therefore, this provides the context for the perceptual study in this chapter.  The lexical repetition 
task used here presented listeners with real MA words and gave instructions to repeat the word.  
The response time between the presentation of stimuli and repetition by the listener was 
recorded.  Studies have shown that response times in lexical repetition tasks are significantly 
faster when stimuli contain information consistent with segmental and/or lexical context and 
slower when stimuli contain information inconsistent with context.  The lexical repetition task 
presented listener participants with MA lexical items containing a voiced pharyngeal, voiceless 
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pharyngeal, or nasal consonant, each of which differed in the presence or absence of 
coarticulatory vowel nasality. 
 Whether nasality is perceptually associated with pharyngeal consonants is the most 
significant question addressed in this study.  Thus, a forced-choice preference task tested 
listeners’ preferences among stimulus pairs of a lexical item containing a voiced or voiceless 
pharyngeal consonant as the target consonant, which differ in the presence or absence of 
coarticulatory vowel nasality.  Here, this task can reveal whether listeners can explicitly judge 
nasality as more natural associated with pharyngeal consonants, compared to no nasality.  An 
explicit preference measure, as opposed to a reaction time measure from the lexical decision 
task, can further provide support the prediction that vowel nasality is more natural, hence, 
preferred, in pharyngeal consonant contexts.  
 Stimuli for the lexical repetition and forced-choice preference tasks were created either to 
have no coarticulatory vowel nasality (i.e., the “oral” condition) or to have a greater than 
contextually natural degree of coarticulatory vowel nasality (i.e., the “nasal” condition), as is 
discussed in more detail in section 2.2.  Both conditions were manipulated so as to avoid any 
effect of naturalness that may arise from unaltered stimuli.   
To test whether nasality as a perceptual cue to both nasal and pharyngeal consonants 
results in lexical ambiguity, we designed a forced-choice gating paradigm where listener 
participants heard a spliced section of a C$VX word (where X is a nasal “/N/” or pharyngeal 
“/P/” consonant) and were instructed to decide whether the stimulus came from a C$VN word or 
a C$VP6 word.  Subsequent increments of the word were presented to participants in order to see 
if perception varied (i.e. became easier or more difficult) over time.   !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 NB: V = Vowel; C = Oral Consonant; N = Nasal Consonant; P = Pharyngeal Consonant (either of the pharyngeal 
consonants /#/ or /"/); C$ = Pharyngealized Consonant 
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These experiments examine whether the systematic variation in the degree of vowel 
nasality found in production of pharyngeal and nasal consonants in Arabic can serve as a 
perceptual cue to both pharyngeal and nasal consonants.  In particular, we examine whether 
vowel nasality facilitates lexical perception of words with a pharyngeal consonant in Moroccan 
Arabic, in addition to whether vowel nasality facilitates lexical perception of words with a nasal 
consonant in Moroccan Arabic.  To this end, we compare repetition times for monosyllabic 
words with either a pharyngeal consonant or a nasal consonant directly adjacent to the vowel 
(either anticipatory or carryover direction), modified to have a vowel with no coarticulatory 
nasality or a vowel with slightly more than natural coarticulatory nasality.  If nasality is a cue to 
a segment type, either nasal or pharyngeal consonants, repetition times will be faster, indicating 
the nasality has facilitated lexical access.  These experiments will be the first to provide a 
comprehensive account of the perception of low-level vowel nasality in Moroccan Arabic. 
 
1.2.  RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
Research has shown that in languages where nasal stops exist and are phonemic, vowel 
nasality is a perceptual cue to a nasal consonant, whereby the presence of vowel nasality 
facilitates perception of an adjacent nasal.  For example, when a final nasal or non-nasal 
consonant was removed from a monosyllabic word, listeners could reliably predict the missing 
segment in the remaining part of the word (Ali et al., 1971).  Also, listeners can correctly 
identify whether a vowel in isolation is nasal coarticulated or not (Bond, 1975).  Similar findings 
are predicted for MA.  Hence, with respect to the lexical repetition task, the following hypothesis 
is forwarded: 
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Hypothesis 1a.: Vowel nasality facilitates perception of an adjacent nasal consonant in 
MA with faster reaction times for conditions where vowel nasality is present, compared to 
conditions where vowel nasality is not present. 
 Meanwhile, a less obvious question is whether vowel nasality is a perceptual cue to a 
pharyngeal consonant.  As was shown in the acoustics chapter, the degree of nasality in vowels 
adjacent to pharyngeal consonants is less than in vowels adjacent to nasal consonants.  Yet, this 
low-level nasality is systematically present, thus, we predict that listeners perceive it and that it 
facilitates perception similarly to nasal coarticulation.  Thus, the following hypothesis is 
forwarded to test this prediction:  
Hypothesis 1b.: Vowel nasality facilitates perception of an adjacent pharyngeal 
consonant in MA, with faster reaction times for conditions where vowel nasality is present, 
compared to conditions where vowel nasality is not present. 
 Next, a forced-choice preference task was utilized to determine explicit preference for 
either condition for lexical items containing a pharyngeal consonant.  The following hypothesis 
about listener responses to this task is forwarded: 
Hypothesis 2: Listeners associate vowel nasality with adjacent pharyngeal consonants: 
listeners will prefer “nasal” over “oral” stimuli as indicated by response times and preferences. 
 A subtler question raised earlier is whether vowel nasality, as a presumed perceptual cue 
to both a nasal consonant and a pharyngeal consonant, results in ambiguity when present in 
anticipatory coarticulatory contexts as to the identity of the upcoming segment.  Also, perhaps 
this is particularly true when other cues may be masking the highly salient pharyngeal place 
cues, for example if a pharyngealized, but non-nasalized, consonant is present.  A gating task 
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allows us to see how listeners respond to a vowel before the final consonant is heard, where the 
lexical ambiguity would arise.  To test for this effect, the following hypothesis is forwarded: 
Hypothesis 3: Anticipatory vowel nasality is a potential cue to both an upcoming nasal 
and pharyngeal consonant. There is lexical ambiguity over the perceptual time course of the 
vowel for minimal pairs containing these features I predict listeners should give both C$VP and 
C$VN words as responses, with relative equal frequency, when they encounter an initial portion 
of either of these words.   
These hypotheses were designed to address the questions of whether vowel nasality is 
perceptually associated with nasal and/or pharyngeal consonants in lexical perception and 
whether the presence of nasality with two different segment types results in lexical ambiguity.   
2. METHODS 
2.1.  PARTICIPANTS 
 Ten native MA speaking volunteers were recruited for this study.  These listener 
participants were recruited from the Boulder area and were offered compensation of 5$ for their 
participation.  There were two females and eight males; all were right-handed.  Four participants 
originated from the Rabat-Salé dialect region, three from the Meknes region, two from the 
Casablanca region, and one from the Fes region.  All participants spoke MA as their first 
language, but most participants were fluent in several other languages, including French and 
English.  Seven of the participants live currently in the US, while the other three participants live 
currently in France.  The average age of participants was 44, with the age range from 30 to 70 
years old.  The average time spent living in the US was ten years, with the time range from less 
than one to 27 years.  None of the participants reported any hearing problems.   
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2.2.  STIMULUS MATERIALS  
2.2.1. LEXICAL REPETITION AND FORCED CHOICE PREFERENCE TASKS 
The stimulus materials were created from monosyllabic MA real words spoken by a 
single native speaker (male, age 39; from the Rabat/Salé dialect region) containing a pharyngeal, 
voiced /#/ or voiceless /"/, or a nasal /n, m/.  The stimulus pairs for the lexical repetition task 
were matched for consonant type (/#/, /"/, /n or m/), coarticulatory direction (anticipatory, 
carryover), vowel (/i/, /a/, /u/), and syllable type (CVC, CCVC).  The place of articulation of the 
oral (non-target) consonant for each word was matched as much as possible—in all instances the 
oral consonant was either a bilabial or alveolar segment to avoid any interaction with the velum 
that a velar or uvular consonant may contribute (cf. Cohn, 1990).  An attempt to balance these 
words for lexical frequency (i.e. choosing only very frequent words) was not possible to do 
without corpus or lexical statistics, which were unavailable. 
For these tasks, two conditions per word were needed: an “oral” condition and a “nasal” 
condition.  To this end, each word was duplicated and cross-spliced with another part of a 
nonsense word differing in the target consonant.  For the “oral” condition the pharyngeal 
consonant was excised from the original word (i.e., CV[P]).  Meanwhile, a matching consonant-
vowel sequence was spliced out of a nonsense word containing a pharyngealized alveolar [d$] 
segment in place of the original pharyngeal (i.e., [CV]C$).  Next, the original pharyngeal was 
cross-spliced with the pharyngealized vowel-consonant sequence re-creating the target MA real 
word with pharyngealized coarticulatory information on the vowel, but with no nasality (i.e., 
[CV$]+[P]).  For the “nasal” condition, the pharyngeal consonant was cross-spliced with a vowel-
consonant sequence spliced from a nonsense word with an alveolar nasal [n] segment in the 
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place of the original pharyngeal (i.e., [C!]n + [P] = [C!]+[P]).  Figure 4-1 illustrates the cross-
splicing procedure for “ nasal” and “oral” condition pharyngeal consonant stimuli. All prepared 
stimuli were cleaned of any inconsistencies or discontinuities and the “oral” and “nasal” 
conditions for each word were made to match for vowel length.  All original files (real and 
nonsense words) were batched together and scaled to have the same average intensity.   
 
 
Figure 4-1: Summary of cross-splicing procedure for “nasal” and “oral” condition stimuli for target 
pharyngeal consonant words. 
 
The nasal consonant stimuli were cross-spliced differently than the pharyngeal consonant 
words.  First, unlike the pharyngeal stimuli, the “oral” and “nasal” conditions for each word were 
cross-spliced at different consonant-vowel boundaries.  Specifically, for the “oral” condition the 
cross-splicing boundary was between the target nasal consonant and the adjacent vowel, while 
for the “nasal” condition the cross-splicing boundary was between the non-target consonant and 
the vowel.  Second, for the “nasal” condition the added nasality comes from a different 
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coarticulatory direction than the target nasal consonant—the “nasal” condition pharyngeal 
stimuli added nasality from the expected coarticulatory direction.  Figure 4-2 demonstrates the 
cross-splicing method procedure for nasal target consonant stimuli.  
 
 
Figure 4-2: Summary of cross-splicing procedure for “nasal” and “oral” condition for target nasal consonant 
stimuli. 
 
There are several reasons justifying this altered methodology for the nasal stimuli.  First, 
parallel to the pharyngeal stimuli, we want to address the question of whether nasality is a cue to 
a nasal consonant, and we manipulate this by adding presumably more nasality than expected in 
the “nasal” condition.  One solution for adding additional nasality, parallel to the pharyngeal 
stimuli condition, is by cross-splicing with vowel from a context where the nasal consonant is on 
the opposite side of the vowel (see Figure 4-2).  Second, the acoustic experiment demonstrated that 
nasality is greatest in vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants on the side of the vowel opposite 
the actual pharyngeal segment.  When we cross-splice nasal consonant words with vowels 
adjacent to nasals on both sides of the vowel, the vowel nasality pattern is not parallel to what we 
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find in production.  In other words, neither condition is identical to the patterns of nasality that 
we find in production, yet the prediction is that the “nasal” condition will still facilitate 
perception.  In both “nasal” condition stimuli, for the pharyngeal consonant words and the nasal 
consonant words, we are creating stimuli with a greater and a categorically different pattern of 
nasality on the vowel than what we find in production.  However, the prediction is that vowel 
nasality is a feature that facilitates perception of both a nasal and a pharyngeal consonant despite 
the fact that it is different in degree than in natural production, compared to the “oral” condition 
where nasality is not present.   
Finally, nasality was measured for all the stimuli at a vowel midpoint to confirm that 
relative degrees of nasality were greater for the “nasal” condition and less for the “oral” 
condition for each word.  Table 4-1 lists the average A1-P0 values for each condition.  
 
 
Table 4-1: Average A1-P0 (lower=more nasal) vowel midpoint values for cross-spliced stimuli by each 
consonant, condition and context. 
 
The average A1-P0 values at vowel midpoint in the “nasal” condition are significantly 
less than that in the “oral” condition, [F(1,66)=13.9, p<.001].   
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2.2.2.  GATING TASK 
 The hypothesis that nasality as a perceptual cue to a nasal and pharyngeal results in 
lexical ambiguity was tested with a forced-choice gating paradigm where listener participants 
heard a spliced section of a C$VP or C$VN word (the stimulus item) and were instructed to 
choose whether the stimulus came from an auditorily presented C$VP word or a C$VN word (the 
response items). 
Stimuli for the gating task were prepared from a single repetition for each lexical item.  
The response items were taken from a different repetition than the stimuli items chosen.  The 
word list for the gating task was much shorter than other gating experiments in the literature due 
to the fact that finding monosyllabic C$VN~C$VP minimal pairs that actually matched in vowel 
quality was difficult.  The words used in this gating task consisted of one minimal triple (/s$a"/, 
/s$a#/, /s$am/) and one minimal pair (/r$a"/, /r$am/).  This was a forced-choice gating task, thus 
there was a closed response set following the presentation of each stimuli.  Following Ohala and 
Ohala (1995), this procedure was employed in order to allow statistical analysis of the results, 
which would not have been possible if an open-response set was allowed due to the fact that 
polysyllabic, nonsense, or unrelated words may be responses, as was reported by Lahiri and 
Marslen-Wilson (1991).  For the pharyngeal stimuli, the closed response set options were either 
the actual word or the nasal minimal pair competitor.  For the nasal stimuli, the options were 
either the actual word or the voiceless pharyngeal minimal pair competitor.   
 Subsequently, the gating sequences were organized following Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson 
(1991): The zero gate number was set at the vowel offset for all words.  Then, the first gate 
boundary, a negative gate number, was set at the end of the 4th glottal pulse after vowel onset.  
Subsequent gates were set at 40 ms increments with ascending negative numbers.  The last gate 
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before vowel offset was set between 10 ms and 50 ms, since the vowel offset gate (the zero gate) 
was not exactly 40 ms from the last vowel gate.  Gates after the vowel offset, positive gate 
numbers, were set at 40 ms increments until the end of the word (or at gate 6 if it took longer).   
 The stimuli were prepared using Praat: the lexical items were text gridded with one tier 
for each gate.  The words were then automatically segmented for all tiers using a Praat 
segmenting script, illustrated in Figure 4-3.   
 
 
Figure 4-3: Complete gating sequence for the stimuli word /s$a#/.  Gate 0 marks the vowel offset. 
 
Additionally, A1-P0 (nasality) measures were taken on the stimuli used for the gating 
task.  These results are shown in Figure 4-4.  
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Figure 4-4: Average A1-P0 (nasality) values for vowels from the stimuli used in the Gating Task over vowel 
duration (beginning and end points shown). 
 
 It can be observed that for this speaker for these stimuli, the pattern of nasality in the 
pharyngeal-final stimuli follows the results presented in the acoustics study where nasality is 
greatest opposite the pharyngeal segment and decreases towards the end of the word, toward the 
pharyngeal.  For the nasal-final stimuli, nasality is relatively flat.  
 
2.3.  PROCEDURES 
 Psyscope X was used to present the prepared stimuli to listener participants for a timed 
auditory lexical repetition task, forced-choice gating task, and a timed auditory forced-choice 
preference task.  Each listener participated in all three tasks.  Breaks were organized between 
each task, and participants could pause as long as they requested.  Since there is some overlap in 
a sub-set of lexical items being presented in the lexical repetition and forced-choice preference 
task, as discussed below, the lexical repetition task was selected to be the first task to avoid any 
affect of previous mention on reaction time.  Further, the gating task was selected to be the 
intermediary task.  Since there is no overlap of lexical items from the gating task and the 
preference task, the time between the presentation of lexical items in the lexical repetition task 
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and the preference task was considered enough time to avoid possible effects of condition heard 
in the first task to condition preferred in the final task.   
Participants listened to stimuli over headphones in a quiet room.  All responses were 
recorded on an iOLabs response box, with an external microphone connected to the response box 
to record repetition times for the lexical repetition task.   
 
2.3.1.  LEXICAL REPETITION TASK 
For the lexical repetition task, listener participants heard 12 monosyllabic MA real words 
containing a voiced pharyngeal consonant /#/, 12 monosyllabic MA real words containing a 
voiceless pharyngeal consonant /"/, and 12 monosyllabic MA real words items containing a nasal 
stop /n or m/.  The stimuli were balanced for equal number of anticipatory and carryover 
contexts of the target consonant, vowel identity (/i/, /u/, /a/) and syllable type (CVC, CCVC); 
half from the “oral” condition and half from the “nasal” condition.  The participants were 
instructed (in English or MA, depending on their preference) to repeat the word they heard.  The 
order of word presentation was randomized and the version heard, either the “nasal” or the “oral” 
condition, was counterbalanced between two groups of participants.   
 
2.3.2.  FORCED-CHOICE GATING TASK 
 Following the lexical repetition task, the forced-choice gating task was presented to 
listeners, with complete gating sequences presented from randomized lexical items.  After each 
gate, participants were then subsequently presented, auditorily, the forced choice pair options 
(pharyngeal option or nasal option) for a response.  Participants heard one minimal triple (/s$a#/, 
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/s$a"/, /s$am/) and one minimal pair (/r$a"/ and /r$am/) gated at 11 to 13 increments each.  Each 
participant was presented the same gating stimuli and sequence.   
 
2.3.3.  FORCED-CHOICE PREFERENCE TASK 
 Following the gating task, was the forced-choice preference task where participants heard 
both “oral” and “nasal” versions of each pharyngeal consonant real word in pairs (24 pairs) and 
instructed to indicate which version they felt was a better pronunciation.  Participants were also 
asked to indicate their degree of preference (on a scale of one to three).  The order of version 
heard, either “oral” first or “nasal” first, was randomized and counterbalanced between two 
groups of participants.   
 
3. RESULTS 
3.1.  LEXICAL REPETITION TASK 
 Reaction, specifically repetition, times (RTs) to the lexical repetition task were log-
transformed and analyzed.  A three-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
tested listeners’ response times for effects of nasality (“nasal,” “oral”), coarticulatory direction 
(anticipatory, carryover), and consonant type7 (/#/, /"/, /n or m/).  The analysis revealed 
significant main effects of consonant type [F(2, 9)=7.452, p=.005] and direction [F(1, 9)=22.78, 
p=.001].  There was also a significant interaction between nasality, consonant, and directionality 
[F(6, 9)=11.88, p=.003].  No other main effect or interactions were significant.   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Since nasality associated with voiceless consonants is cross-linguistically rare (cf. Ladefoged and Maddieson, 
1996), the decision was made a priori to analyze these as separate categories.   
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 For nasality, listeners responded marginally significantly faster for the “nasal” condition 
than the “oral” condition.  Figure 4-5 illustrates the significant main effects of consonant type and 
directionality.   
 
 
 
Figure 4-5: Average reaction times (RTs) illustrating significant main effects of consonant type (left) and 
directionality (right). Asterisk indicates significance at the p <.05 level or less.  
 
 For the significant main effect of consonant type, post-hoc t-tests revealed that there is no 
significant difference in RT between voiceless /"/ and nasal /N/ (t(238)=.734, p=.23), indicating 
that the overall RTs to voiced /#/ (1193 ms) are significantly shorter than average RTs to the 
other consonant types (1070 ms for voiceless /"/ and 1099 ms for /N/).  For the significant main 
effect of directionality, a post-hoc single factor ANOVA showed that Carryover contexts (CV) 
had significantly faster RTs (1068 ms) than Anticipatory contexts (VC) (1173 ms) [F(1, 
358)=6.88, p=.009].   
Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (two-tailed) performed on the log-transformed RTs 
indicated significant comparisons within the interaction of nasality, consonant type, and 
direction.  For anticipatory coarticulation, vowel nasality resulted in faster RTs, indicating 
facilitated perception for voiced /#/, the “nasal” condition average RT was 1084 ms, while the 
“oral” condition average RT was 1688 ms, (t(59)=3.52, p=.0004).  For voiceless /"/, the result 
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was significantly faster RTs for the “nasal” condition (1009 ms) compared to the “oral” 
condition (1128 ms), (t(59)=2.51, p=.04).  For the carryover coarticulation, vowel nasality 
resulted in faster RTs for /"/ (1035 ms) compared to the “oral” condition (1108 ms), (t(59)=2.48, 
p=.008), but not for /#/ (“nasal” condition: 970 ms, “oral” condition: 1029 ms) (t(59)=.796, 
p=.21).  Vowel nasality resulted in faster RTs for nasal consonants in the “nasal” condition 
(Anticipatory: 1042 ms vs. 1089 ms (t(59)=2.18, p=.01); Carryover: 1109 ms vs. 1158 ms 
(t(59)=1.76, p=.04)).   
These results indicate that listeners responded faster to nasal and voiceless pharyngeal 
lexical items for “nasal” condition in both directions.  Reaction times for voiced pharyngeal 
lexical items in the “nasal” condition were faster in the anticipatory direction, but not 
significantly different from “oral” in the carryover direction.  As Figure 4-6 illustrates, listeners 
responded significantly faster in the “nasal” condition for all consonant types in all conditions, 
except voiced pharyngeal where the difference did not reach significance.   
 
 
Figure 4-6: Average RTs illustrating significant interaction of directionality, consonant type, and nasality.  
Carryover (CV) is given on the left and anticipatory (VC) is given on the right.  The bars are grouped by 
consonant type and labels indicate condition (nasal or oral).  Asterisk indicates significance at the <.05 level 
or less from comparisons of “nasal” vs. “oral” condition for each consonant type. 
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An additional two-way repeated-measures ANOVA tested listeners’ response times for 
effects of nasality (“nasal,” “oral”) and vowel type (/a/, /i/, /u/), since the production studies 
revealed greater nasality was present for the high vowels than for the low vowels.  This analysis 
revealed a marginally significant main effect of nasality [F(1, 9)=5.01, p=.054] and a significant 
main effect of vowel type [F(2, 9)=13.42, p<.001].  There was a significant interaction of 
nasality by vowel type [F(4, 9)=1.9, p=.016].  Figure 4-7 illustrates the main effects of nasality 
(“nasal” faster than “oral”) and vowel type (/a/ faster than /i/ and /u/).  
 
  
Figure 4-7: Main effects of nasality (marginally significant, left) and vowel type (right) on listener RTs. 
 
 Figure 4-8 displays the significant interaction of nasality by vowel type.  
 
 
 
Figure 4-8: Significant interaction of nasality by vowel type.  
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 The vowel type analysis reveals that listeners responded faster when they encountered the 
high vowels in the nasal condition.  This result mirrors the finding of the production studies 
where the high vowels were found in all coarticulatory contexts to have greater nasality than the 
low vowel.  In fact, the decreased size of the effect (even reversed) for the low vowel can be 
related to other studies that have found nasality to be more perceptually salient in high vowels 
than in low vowels (Maeda, 1993).  Indeed, the patterns of RTs by vowel type in this study 
mirrors the patterns of nasality in production:  in MA high vowels are produced with greater 
nasality in contexts adjacent to both nasals and pharyngeals and perception is facilitated greatest 
in these vowels when nasality is present.   
 
3.2.  FORCED-CHOICE PREFERENCE TASK 
 The forced-choice preference task revealed a slight bias in preference for the “nasal” 
condition version of a word containing a pharyngeal than the “oral” condition version (53% to 
47%), however, a binomial test did not find any significant effect of listener preference to 
“nasal” stimuli over “oral” stimuli, relative to chance.   
Actually, this result is not completely unexpected.  Specifically, there are many studies 
that have found evidence for perceptual compensation wherein listeners compensate for the 
acoustic effects of coarticulation by associating these effects with their coarticulatory source 
(e.g., Krakow et al., 1988; Manuel, 1995).  In other words, listeners cannot always, or accurately, 
judge a vowel in the context of a nasal consonant as nasalized.  This can be related to the lack of 
significant finding in the preference task since the task is requiring listeners to make an explicit 
judgment based on the presence or absence of nasality in the presence of the coarticulatory 
source.  The compensation literature indicates that listeners are not good at making these kinds of 
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awareness judgments in context.  In fact, the literature suggests that coarticulatory compensation 
is ‘partial’ in that listener responses often reflect some perception of improper coarticulatory 
effects (Beddor, Krakow, and Lindemann, 2001).  Hence, the lack of significant finding in the 
forced-choice preference task can be interpreted together with the significant effect in the lexical 
decision task as evidence of partial compensation. 
 
3.3.  FORCED-CHOICE GATING TASK 
 The responses to the forced-choice gating task were calculated into percent correct 
responses (based on the actual stimulus word) and grouped according to target segment type (/"/, 
/#/ or /N/).  Only responses up to the 3rd gate after vowel offset were analyzed.  Overall results 
are given in Table 4-2 and Figure 4-9.   
 
 
Table 4-2: Results for gating task grouped by target segment.  Raw numbers for each response type, given 
with percentages in parentheses and !2 probability levels for the correct response given as a p-value.   
 
 For C$V" stimuli, the majority of responses were for correct C$V", a result which was 
highly significant (!2=58.32 (df=3) (p<.0001)).  Similarly for C$VN stimuli, the majority of 
responses were for C$VN, a result which was also significant (!2=9.44 (df=3) (p=.02)).  The 
results suggest that listeners do not find C$V"~C$VN minimal pairs ambiguous.   
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 Meanwhile, C$V# stimuli only had 53% correct C$V# responses and this result was not 
statistically significant (!2=.22 (df=1) (p=.637)).  This result indicates that when listeners 
encounter gated stimuli from a C$V# word there was ambiguity as to whether it came from a 
C$V# or a C$VN word.   
   
 
Figure 4-9: Percent correct response results for each gate grouped by target segment. !
It can be observed that in Figure 4-9 there is a clear spike in percent correct responses for 
both the voiced pharyngeal and voiceless pharyngeal early on in the gating increments, 
specifically, at gate -4.  The acoustics and articulatory data revealed that early on in a vowel 
preceding a pharyngeal consonant nasality is greatest.  This gating task suggests that at this early 
point the level of nasality, or the fact that at this point in the vowel the pattern of nasality is 
decreasing, may be an indicator to listeners that the upcoming segment is a pharyngeal.  
However, the percent correct, especially for the voiced pharyngeal, decreases to at or below 
chance after this point, indicating confusability with the nasal.  Additionally, though the statistics 
revealed that only the voiced pharyngeal in final position results in ambiguity in the gating task, 
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Figure 4-9 indicates that percent correct response is at times at or below chance when the 
following consonant is nasal, suggesting some ambiguity with the voiceless pharyngeal may 
occur.   
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1.  NASALITY PERCEPTUALLY ASSOCIATED WITH PHARYNGEALS AND NASALS  
The results of the first task outlined in this study confirm the prediction that vowel 
nasality facilitates perception of a nasal consonant as well as a pharyngeal consonant, compared 
to conditions with no vowel nasality.  The lexical repetition task demonstrated that in certain 
contexts listeners respond faster when shadowing lexical items that contain a pharyngeal 
consonant when there is coarticulatory vowel nasality than when the word does not contain 
nasality but rather pharyngealization.  More specifically, in anticipatory contexts—when the 
coarticulatory information on the vowel would be a signal to the identity of an upcoming 
segment—listeners shadowed significantly faster in the “nasal” condition when the target 
consonant was either the voiced or the voiceless pharyngeal consonants.  Meanwhile, in 
carryover contexts—when the coarticulatory information on the vowel should reinforce the 
identity of a segment already heard—listeners shadowed significantly faster in the “nasal” 
condition only for the voiceless pharyngeal segment.  There was no significant difference in 
reaction time in the “nasal” or “oral” condition for the voiced segment.  Listeners responded 
significantly faster in the “nasal” condition in both directions for words with nasal target 
consonants, which was as predicted since coarticulatory vowel nasality should also reinforce or 
signal the identity of a nasal consonant.  Table 4-3 summarizes these findings: 
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Target Consonant Anticipatory (VC) Carryover (CV) 
Voiceless Pharyngeal /"/ “nasal” condition faster “nasal” condition faster 
Voiced Pharyngeal /#/ “nasal” condition faster no significant difference 
Nasal consonant /n or m/ “nasal” condition faster “nasal” condition faster 
Table 4-3: Summary of significant results from the lexical repetition task. 
 
These findings provide support for hypotheses 1a. and 1b., namely that since several 
production studies revealed that nasality is found in vowels adjacent to pharyngeal and nasal 
consonants we predict that listeners would respond faster when nasality is present in vowels 
adjacent to these segments.   
The lexical repetition experiment also revealed that listeners responded significantly 
faster in all contexts when the target consonant was the voiceless pharyngeal /"/ and /n or m/ 
than when the target consonant was the voiced pharyngeal /#/.  One possible explanation for this 
difference is the fact that listeners were very slow in responding to the “oral” condition lexical 
items with /#/ in anticipatory contexts.  Potentially, this one condition may have been so 
unnatural for listeners, since it both contained no vowel nasality and was cross-spliced with a 
non-pharyngeal coarticulated vowel, that it skewed the average response time for all /#/ stimuli 
conditions.  
There was also a significant main effect of directionality: listeners responded to carryover 
context stimuli significantly faster than anticipatory context stimuli.  Interestingly, this same 
main effect was found by Scarborough, Styler, and Zellou (2011).  We found a significant main 
effect of directionality where listeners responded faster to carryover contexts than anticipatory 
contexts – the same significant pattern found in the present study.  Note that the stimulus 
creation methodology was different for the two studies—here we use cross-splicing while the 
neighborhood density study used waveform mixing, which also involved splicing.  Thus, this 
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effect may be a product of the stimulus preparation (i.e., a more unnatural VC transition 
boundary when cross-splicing compared to CV).  This would also not be an explanation for the 
effect of directionality in the present study alone as the pharyngeal and nasal stimuli were cross-
spliced at different consonant-vowel boundaries (see section 2.2 for this discussion).   
A reasonable explanation is that misleading coarticulatory information is more difficult to 
process in lexical access when there is a mismatch with an upcoming segment than with a 
preceding segment.  There has been research suggesting this is true.  Cohn suggests that 
anticipatory nasal coarticulation in English may be phonological and, further, that anticipatory 
nasalization is “perceptually more salient than carryover nasalization” (1990: 147).  Further, 
most of the original studies examining the perception of vowel nasality (Ali et al., 1971; Bond, 
1975) examined only the effect of anticipatory nasalization as a perceptual cue to a following 
nasal consonant.  Also, production studies examining coarticulation have demonstrated that, 
while carryover coarticulation is mechanical in nature, anticipatory coarticulation is largely 
planned by speakers (e.g., Whalen, 1990).  All this would at least suggest that listeners, as 
speakers, may not behave equally to anticipatory compared to carryover coarticulatory effects; 
hence, they would not react equally to mismatches in anticipatory compared to coarticulatory 
effects.  More about the directional asymmetries are discussed in Chapter 5. 
Finally, there was a significant effect of vowel type and nasality condition which mirrors 
the finding from the production studies.  It was found in production that the high vowels have a 
greater degree of nasality than the low vowel.  Based on previous studies which have found 
listeners to be more sensitive to the presence of nasality in high vowels (Maeda, 1993), it might 
be predicted that listeners are more sensitive to the presence or absence of nasality in the high 
vowels.  Indeed, that was the finding here.  Listeners were shown to be highly sensitive to the 
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absence of nasality in the high vowel—resulting in slower responses—and when nasality was 
present in the high vowels, perception was facilitated.  
 
4.2.  EVIDENCE FOR PARTIAL COMPENSATION FOR NASALITY WITH PHARYNGEALS 
The findings from the lexical repetition task support the claim that coarticulatory 
information is actively used by listeners in lexical access and that nasality, specifically, is used 
by listeners to facilitate perception of pharyngeal and nasal consonants.  Yet, the forced-choice 
preference task did not reveal a solid bias for the “nasal” condition over the “oral condition for 
pharyngeal lexical items.  This finding might be taken to support the opposing stance that 
coarticulation is not critical, or even detrimental, to perception.  For instance, since the nasality 
present on the vowel due to overlap with the adjacent pharyngeal in a MA word like ba! ‘he 
appeared’ is not critical because there is not minimal pair of words [ba#] and [bã#] whose 
discrimination relies on hearing the nasality, the acoustic consequences of the nasality might 
make the word sound “bad” to a listener and thus harder to interpret.  There is some evidence of 
this in studies of perceptual compensation wherein listeners compensate for the acoustic effects 
of coarticulation by associating these effects with their coarticulatory source and dissociating 
them from the coarticulatory target, e.g. the vowel (Krakow and Beddor, 1991; Manuel, 1995).  
In other words, listeners do not always, or accurately, judge a vowel in the context of a nasal 
consonant as nasalized. 
The forced-choice preference task did not find a significant effect of listener preference 
to “nasal” stimuli over “oral” stimuli, relative to chance.  However, this lack of finding can be 
interpreted as a result of perceptual compensation.  This task requires listeners to make an 
explicit judgment based on the presence or absence of nasality in the presence of the 
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coarticulatory source—the literature indicates that listeners are not good at making these kinds of 
judgments. The forced-choice preference lack of result is actually similar to what has been found 
in languages like English and Thai for the perception of coarticulatory nasality—in MA, there is 
evidence of perceptual compensation for nasality wherein in the context of pharyngeal 
consonants.  Just like what studies have shown for coarticulatory nasality in English and Thai, in 
MA listeners show patterns that suggest they do not “hear” vowel nasality but attribute it to its 
source (Beddor and Krakow, 1999).   
The results of the lexical repetition task and the forced-choice preference task seem to 
conflict with one another, supporting different views of the perceptual value of coarticulation.  
However, the perceptual compensation literature suggests that coarticulatory compensation is 
‘partial’ in that listener responses often still reflect some perception of improper coarticulatory 
effects (Beddor and Krakow, 1999).  There is evidence of partial compensation in the forced-
choice preference task wherein listeners retain sensitivity to vowel nasality as revealed by faster 
response times when preferring lexical items where the nasality is present: in other words, 
listeners were faster when preferring the “nasal” condition, suggesting that listeners retain some 
sensitivity to vowel nasality as a naturally occurring feature with pharyngeal consonants, since it 
facilitated the selection in terms of reaction.  Together, the findings of the lexical repetition task 
and the forced-choice preference task suggest that nasality facilitates perception of lexical items 
that contain a pharyngeal—nasality is perceptually associated with pharyngeals—yet, it is not a 
conscious decision.  Like in English, listeners have a hard time identifying a felicitous 
coarticulatory condition when it is the context of the coarticulatory source.  In other words, 
coarticulation is perceptually helpful, but at a different level of sub-conscious.  
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Finally, the forced-choice gating task does suggest that there is some degree of 
confusability between minimal pairs containing either a final pharyngeal or a final nasal 
consonant.  Specifically, it was increasing increments of the voiced pharyngeal-final word that 
resulted in the most overall relative equal frequency between C$VP and C$VN words as 
responses.   
 
4.3.  NASALITY PERCEPTUALLY ASSOCIATED WITH PHARYNGEAL CONSONANTS 
The results of these experiments are revealing for several reasons.  Together, as I argue 
above, they indicate vowel nasality is a feature perceptually associated with pharyngeal 
segments, as well as nasal segments, in MA.  Additionally, these results suggest that nasality is 
included at some abstract level of representation of words containing a nasal or pharyngeal 
consonant in MA.  For example, in two of the experimental tasks presented here, the lexical 
repetition and preference tasks, the “nasal” condition stimuli were created to contain more vowel 
nasality than has been found to be typically present in natural speech for these segments—
pharyngeals were cross-sliced with nasal coarticulated vowels and nasals were cross-spliced with 
vowels surrounded by two nasal consonants.  Yet, in most cases this facilitated lexical perception 
compared to a condition where nasality was not present (the “oral” condition).  Therefore, 
nasality facilitated perception when it occurred in a greater-than-naturally-attested degree, as 
opposed to a less-than-naturally attested degree (i.e., when it is actually absent).   
One interpretation is that nasality is an abstract perceptual cue that, when it is present in 
some form, listeners use to help them in lexical access for words with nasal and pharyngeal 
segments.  An opposing viewpoint, specifically an exemplar-like representational model, would 
argue that words are most easily perceived when they match their most frequently encountered 
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pronunciations, and tokens differing from those usually heard will be more difficult to process.  
Arguably, the prediction for this perspective would be that since neither the “nasal” nor the 
“oral” condition stimuli in the present study match exemplars of pharyngeal or nasal consonant 
lexical items, they should be equally difficult to perceive.  However, this is not the result of the 
present study.  Rather, a representational model is supported whereby listeners use a critically 
non-distinctive feature, like vowel nasality, to understand words even if this feature is greater in 
degree than previous experiences of that word.    
While the results of the lexical naming task can be interpreted as evidence that nasality is 
abstractly perceptually associated with nasal and pharyngeal consonants (since the actual stimuli 
had greater-than-natural degree of nasality), it is not evidence against an exemplar-type model.  
For example, it might be predicted that stimuli with more naturally occurring degree and patterns 
of vowel nasality would be facilitate perception over the present stimuli.  In that scenario, we 
might predict that listeners would be facilitated by the degree and pattern of nasality they have 
previously experienced with pharyngeal and nasal lexical items.  Additionally, if the stimuli were 
modified to have an extreme degree of nasality it is predicted that such a condition might not 
facilitate production over an oral condition.  Here, it might be predicted that nasality is present at 
some abstract representation for pharyngeal and nasal consonants, yet as the degree and pattern 
of nasality get further away from naturally-occurring the less beneficial to perception the 
coarticulation becomes. 
 
4.4.  PHARYNGEAL CONSONANTS AS [+ NASAL]? 
Bladon and Al-Bamerni, who found nasality co-occurring with the pharyngeal 
consonants in Iraqi Arabic and Kurdish in an articulatory study, suggested that these segments 
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“should be specified as [+nasal]” (1982: S104).  In other words, they argue that pharyngeal 
consonants should be classified as phonologically nasal segments.  However, this claim needs to 
be substantiated.  Even if nasality has been found to be consistently associated with the 
pharyngeal segments both in production and perception MA, and even nasality is abstractly 
represented, does this constitute evidence that pharyngeals have [+nasal] as a distinctive feature?  
It might be argued that pharyngeal segments should not be considered to have the feature 
[+ nasal].  This is probably true due to the fact that there is no evidence that nasality results in a 
contrast at the pharyngeal place of articulation.  Specifically, the experiments in this dissertation 
have demonstrated that nasality facilitates the perception of pharyngeal consonants, and, in some 
cases, that this nasality results in lexical confusability between words with final pharyngeal and 
nasal consonants; however, since there is no contrast in nasality for these segments, this is just 
evidence for labeling nasality as a sub-categorical feature of pharyngeal consonants.  This sub-
categorical feature must be present to some form in the representations of pharyngeal 
consonants, or words with pharyngeal consonants, for listeners.  Since the “nasal” condition, 
which was faster for both pharyngeal consonants and nasal consonants, contained a degree of 
nasality greater than would normally be present in natural speech, there is an indication that the 
representation for this sub-categorical feature is abstract.  Listeners are not just mapping a lexical 
item onto an exemplar-type representation or previous experiences, but rather they are 
abstracting away from the specific degree of nasality that is present naturally and using the 
greater amount of nasality in lexical identification as a cue to identify an underlying pharyngeal 
or nasal segment.  These experiments reveal the importance of low-level, but specifically non-
contrastive, phonetic detail in speech perception.  Further discussion concerning the 
phonological status of nasality for pharyngeal consonants is taken up in Chapter 5.   
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CHAPTER 5 - GENERAL DISCUSSION !
 
 The goal of this chapter is to interpret the findings from the experiments outlined in this 
dissertation through theories about the interface between phonetics and phonology in order to 
determine the role of sub-phonemic nasality examined in Moroccan Arabic in production and 
perception.  I also aim to reflect on the relation between production and perception in speech 
communication.  
1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Experimental studies of the aerodynamics, acoustics, and perception of nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants and their adjacent vowels were conducted to test the hypotheses that 
nasality is present during the production of pharyngeal and nasal segments, that this nasality 
overlaps as coarticulation on adjacent vowels, and that vowel nasality is perceptually associated 
with adjacent nasal and pharyngeal segments.  
An aerodynamic study of airflow demonstrated that nasal airflow is present during the 
production of pharyngeal consonants.  While the presence of nasal airflow was reliable and 
systematic, the degree was less than in a phonemically nasal segment.  There was also nasal 
airflow present during the production of vowels adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal segments.  
Additionally, this study indicated that the patterns of nasal airflow in relation to total airflow 
(i.e., nasalance = nasal airflow / [nasal + oral airflow]) during the production of vowels adjacent 
to pharyngeals was such that the greatest degree of nasality was present on the portion of the 
vowel opposite the actual pharyngeal segment.  Vowels adjacent to nasal consonants, 
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meanwhile, show expected patterns of nasality: increasing nasality over the vowel to be greatest 
directly adjacent the nasal consonant. 
An acoustic study of coarticulatory vowel nasality indicated that the spectrally measured 
vowel nasality patterns in the context of pharyngeal segments indeed parallel these nasalance 
patterns.  Acoustic vowel nasality is systematically present on vowels adjacent to nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants: for nasal-adjacent vowels, acoustic nasality is greatest directly adjacent 
to the nasal then decreases over the vowel duration, while for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels, 
acoustic nasality is greatest on the portion of the vowel opposite the actual pharyngeal and 
decreases toward the pharyngeal consonant.  
The results of the articulatory study and the acoustic study were very similar.  
Furthermore, both studies found the degree of nasality differed across vowel types and direction.  
For vowels in both nasal and pharyngeal contexts, vowel nasality was greater in carryover (CV) 
direction compared to anticipatory (VC) and the high vowels exhibited significantly greater 
degree of nasality than the low vowel.  Also, nasality was greater in magnitude when both a 
pharyngeal and nasal consonant flanked a vowel, compared to when just a nasal or pharyngeal 
was present. 
A perception study revealed that vowel nasality is perceptually associated with 
pharyngeal and nasal consonants, speeding perception of adjacent pharyngeals and nasals in a 
lexical repetition task.  Meanwhile, a preference task of pharyngeal consonant lexical items with 
and without vowel nasality did not reach significance.  These findings together were interpreted 
to be evidence of partial compensation: the presence of nasality facilitates perception of 
pharyngeal consonants, yet listeners do not “hear” the nasality when in the context of the 
pharyngeal—meaning the nasality is attributed to the source, not considered as a quality intrinsic 
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to the vowel.  The perceptual findings are consistent with the behavior of listeners who encounter 
nasal coarticulation, cross-linguistically.  An additional perceptual gating task suggested that 
there is some confusability between nasal and pharyngeal segments due to the fact that nasality 
co-occurs with both segment types.  
2. COARTICULATORY COMPLEXITY 
The experiments presented in this dissertation explore the patterning of non-contrastive 
nasality in MA.  Nasality has been shown to co-occur on vowels adjacent to both nasal 
consonants and pharyngeal consonants.  Nasal consonants are primarily phonologically 
contrastive with other segments in that the velum is lowered during an oral obstruction to 
produce sound through the nose.  The velum lowering gesture, and nasality, substantially 
overlaps with adjacent segments in speech.  With respect to an articulatory basis for nasality 
associated with pharyngeal consonants, this is less straightforward.  While pharyngeal segments 
are not considered primarily nasal, they have been found in several languages and studies to be 
articulated with velum lowering which spreads to adjacent vowels.  
Because the nasality on vowels adjacent to both nasal and pharyngeal segments in MA is 
non-contrastive (that is, not encoding information critical to discriminating between words), we 
might assume that its production is relatively less important and less careful (perhaps weaker or 
more variable, etc.).  In fact, coarticulation more generally is often viewed in this way.  
Lindblom (1990; also Moon and Lindblom, 1994) describes coarticulation as a result of “target 
undershoot,” occurring in greater magnitude in less careful, spontaneous speech. 
Relatedly, because non-contrastive nasality (and coarticulation more generally) is non-
contrastive, we might assume that its perception is also not critical, or in fact, that its presence 
could even be perpetually detrimental if the non-contrastive feature is not factored out or ignored 
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by the listener.  For instance, the perception of nasalization on the vowel in the Moroccan Arabic 
word ban “he appeared” is not critical since there is no minimally different pair of words [ban] 
and [bãn] whose discrimination relies on hearing the vowel nasality.  And in fact, for a listener 
who knows that contrastively nasal vowels do not occur in Arabic, the acoustic consequences of 
the nasality might just make the vowel sound “bad” (less like the canonical oral version of the 
vowel) and thus harder to interpret. 
On the other hand, coarticulation is a systematic and predictable overlapping of 
articulations, and its acoustic consequences are potentially “perceptually informative variants.”  
If vowel nasality always and only occurs in the context of a nasal consonant, the presence of 
vowel nasality provides reinforcing evidence for the presence of a nasal consonant.  In other 
words, “coarticulation structures the acoustic signal in ways that 
[may] assist listeners in determining what speakers are saying and in making linguistic 
decisions” (Beddor, 2009: 787). 
In MA, two different segment types (pharyngeals and nasals) yield similar non-
contrastive nasality on adjacent vowels.  So a listener who encounters a nasalized vowel in MA 
either has to factor it out altogether or figure out whether the nasality is the result of an adjacent 
nasal or an adjacent pharyngeal.  And speakers may have to produce these two cases differently.  
Hence, nasality is, what I term, a coarticulatorily complex feature in MA, where two phoneme 
types (pharyngeal segments and nasal segments) yield similar non-contrastive coarticulatory 
information (nasality) on adjacent vowels.  
The implication of nasality being a coarticulatory complex feature in MA is two-fold.  
First, this dissertation has demonstrated that speakers pattern the degree and extent of 
nasalization co-occurring with nasal and pharyngeal segments differently.  In other words, it was 
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shown that a coarticulatory complex feature has systematically different surface realizations in 
production of nasal and pharyngeal consonants.  To the extent that coarticulation structures the 
speech signal to be perceptually informative to listeners, speakers might pattern the nasality 
overlapping from nasal and pharyngeal articulations differently for the benefit of listeners.   
Second, nasality as a coarticulatory complex feature might result in perceptual 
confusability between its two sources: nasal and pharyngeal consonants.  Thus, despite the fact 
that the nasalization patterns are dispersed in production, there may remain some amount of 
confusability between nasal and pharyngeal segments since they both co-occur with nasality.  
While I have termed nasality in MA to be coarticulatorily complex, there are somewhat 
analogous situations, cross-linguistically, where a single acoustic (or articulatory) property is 
associated with two separate distinctive features: for example, contrastive tone and contrastive 
non-modal phonation types in the Otomanguean languages.  Tonal and non-modal phonation 
properties are kept perceptually distinct in these languages through different timing patterns on 
the vowel.  When a vowel is specified for both contrastive tone and a non-model phonation type 
(i.e. creak or breathiness) that have conflicting requirements on the vocal folds, these properties 
may be timed differently so both surface on some portion of the vowel.  For example, in Jalapa 
Mazatec the non-modal laryngeal property is sequenced first on the vowel, then the tone property 
is realized on the second portion of the vowel in model phonation; Copala Trique has a reverse 
pattern (Silverman, 1997: 236).  Essentially, the Otomanguean cases can be compared to the 
patterns of nasality in MA: there are instances where a vowel is fully specified as, for example 
breathy, but this property is timed so as to avoid interference with another laryngeal requirement, 
thus, breathiness does not surface on the entire portion of the vowel.   
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2.1. LANGUAGE-SPECIFIC COARTICULATION PATTERNS 
 
As discussed in Chapter 1, one prediction about the language-specific patterns of nasal 
coarticulation is that if a language has a phonemic contrast for vowel nasality, the degree of 
contextual nasal coarticulation on oral vowels will be constrained since the contrast between 
underlying oral and nasal vowels is critical to maintain (cf. Manuel, 1990).  The distinct nasal 
coarticulation patterns observed in languages that vary by the phonemic status of nasality (e.g. 
French vs. English nasal coarticulation as discussed in Chapter 3) has been argued to be evidence 
that there is a direct relationship between the phonemic status of vowel nasality and the observed 
patterns of contextual nasalization.  In order to maintain the contrast between underlying nasal 
vowels and underlying oral vowels adjacent to a (following) nasal consonant in French, the 
degree of contextual nasalization is constrained so that phonemically oral and nasal vowels are 
kept as distinct as possible on the surface.  Meanwhile, in English all vowels are underlying oral 
vowels, so the degree of surface nasality will not affect contrast and does not need to be 
constrained.  
However, as Manuel notes, not all the differences in coarticulatory patterns of a feature 
“are readily explainable by the notion of contrast” (1999: 198).  Indeed, in MA vowel nasality is 
relevant not because of its phonemic status; rather, we are examining the patterns of non-
contrastive nasality in vowels and how these patterns affected by the production of nasality 
originating from two separate segment types.  If coarticulation provides perceptually informative 
phonetic variation, we might predict that coarticulation patterns from distinct segment types, if 
they involve the same acoustic feature, would be actively controlled in the same way 
coarticulation is constrained to avoid conflict between coarticulatory and contrastive nasality.  In 
other words, is there evidence that MA has language-specific “output constraints” on the 
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patterning of nasality coarticulation from nasal and pharyngeal consonants (in the same way that 
languages constrain nasal coarticulation to avoid conflict with phonemic nasality)?  
The overall nasality patterns in MA can be compared to these cross-linguistic nasal 
coarticulation patterns that differ based on the phonemic status of vowel nasality.  To the extent 
that the hypothesized interactions with contrast may be generalizable, they have implications for 
non-contrastive nasality in MA that is investigated by the studies presented here.  In MA, there is 
no contrast for nasality in vowels, so we might expect greater coarticulatory nasality on vowels 
in nasal contexts (analogous to the case in a language like French with contrastive vowel 
nasalization).  But there is another potential source of coarticulatory nasality—pharyngeal 
consonants.  The potential conflict between these two sources of non-contrastive nasality could 
play a similarly constraining role. 
The results of the overall nasality reported in Chapter 3, repeated again here in Figure 5-1, 
compares average nasality values in vowels adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal consonants only.  
 
 
Figure 5-1: Average overall nasality (A1-P0) values in vowels adjacent to nasal and pharyngeal consonants by 
coarticulatory direction. 
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Both the articulatory and acoustic studies demonstrated that contextual nasal 
coarticulation (nasality from nasal consonants) does not appear to be constrained; contextual 
nasal coarticulation is greater in magnitude than that from pharyngeals and there is no difference 
in degree in carryover or anticipatory direction.  Basically, nasality from nasal consonants can be 
described as analogous to English coarticulation—contextual nasality is less constrained, 
compared to nasality from pharyngeals.  Meanwhile, coarticulatory nasality from pharyngeal 
consonants can be characterized as constrained: it is less in degree compared to nasal 
coarticulation and there are directional differences—carryover pharyngeal coarticulation has 
more nasality than anticipatory pharyngeal coarticulation.  In MA, pharyngeal nasality 
coarticulation can be described analogous to French nasal coarticulation—it is more constrained 
in degree than MA nasal coarticulation.   
These language specific patterns of coarticulation can be explained by the perceptual 
strains potentially posed by the coarticulatory complex situation of nasality in MA.  It was 
hypothesized that nasality as coarticulation from both nasal and pharyngeal segments might 
result in perceptual confusion between these segments.  Overall, it was shown that vowels 
adjacent to nasal consonants have a systematically greater degree of nasality than vowels 
adjacent to pharyngeal consonants.  With respect to nasality in contexts of pharyngeal 
consonants, the degree of nasality is most constrained in anticipatory contexts.  Similar to the 
French case of contextual nasalization being constrained in anticipatory contexts to avoid 
confusion with underlying nasal vowels, in MA anticipatory nasalization from pharyngeals is 
constrained to avoid confusion with anticipatory nasalization from nasals.   
Anticipatory coarticulation is potentially the more perceptually critical coarticulatory 
context since it provides listeners with information about upcoming segments not yet heard and 
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thus reveals how these patterns may be structured for perceptual reasons.  It has been argued that 
carryover coarticulatory effects are more “mechanical” compared to anticipatory coarticulation 
(Whalen, 1990: 174).  Further, it has been argued that carryover nasal coarticulation is 
articulatory in nature (as it is found extensively in French) while anticipatory is more 
phonological in nature (Cohn, 1990).  In fact, both Cohn and Whalen argue that anticipatory 
coarticulation is the most perceptually crucial.  The reasoning is that “talkers structure their 
utterances to include coarticulation, presumably since it serves a communicative function” 
(Whalen, 1990: 175).   
Hence, there is evidence in MA that the patterns of nasality reflect its status as a 
coarticulatory complex feature—and, are grammar-specified, intentional patterns.  Since nasality 
is non-contrastive, that is, not critical to maintain a distinction between words, coarticulation 
from nasal consonants is unconstrained.  However, since there is a need to maintain the 
distinction between nasality from nasal consonants and nasality from pharyngeal consonants, 
pharyngeal nasality is constrained.  Why pharyngeal nasality is constrained, as opposed to nasal 
consonant nasality, is probably that nasality is not a primary feature associated with pharyngeals, 
while it is for nasals.  Further support of this interpretation is that pharyngeal consonant nasality 
is most constrained in anticipatory contexts where the need to maintain the distinction between 
nasality from pharyngeals and nasals is most critical since the coarticulation is informing 
listeners about what is upcoming, hence, the context with greatest confusability between the two 
segments.  
Finally, it is worth noting that not only is the degree of nasality from pharyngeals and 
nasals significantly distinct in MA, but so are the slopes, or timing of peak nasalization.  The 
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vowel nasality patterns as schematized for the pharyngeal and nasal contexts in the acoustics 
chapter are given in Figure 5-2.  
 
 
Figure 5-2: Schematized summary of the nasality (A1-P0) patterns found on vowels adjacent to pharyngeal 
(P) and nasal (N) consonants in both anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) directions. 
 
As discussed in Chapter 2, these patterns can be explained by the articulation of 
pharyngeal and nasal consonants.  For nasal-adjacent vowels, nasality is greatest directly 
adjacent to the nasal consonant since the velum is in the process of lowering in anticipation for, 
or carryover from the nasal.  On the other hand, pharyngeal-adjacent vowels have greatest 
nasality on the point opposite the actual pharyngeal since the jaw is actually lowering 
substantially over the duration of the vowel towards the pharyngeal, which diverts more overall 
airflow through the oral cavity rather than through the nasal passage.  So, point of peak 
nasalization is categorically different for pharyngeal- and nasal-adjacent vowels.   
Some studies have found evidence that peak nasalization, as opposed to degree of 
nasalization, is something that speakers vary systematically based on the phonemic status of 
vowel nasality in the language.  For example, one study compared degree and timing of 
contextual nasal coarticulation in two languages that differed in the phonemic status of vowel 
nasalization (Akan vs. Agwagwune).  The prediction was that Akan, which has phonemic vowel 
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nasalization, would pattern like French where contextual nasal coarticulation would be 
constrained and that Agwagwune, which does not have phonemic vowel nasalization, would 
pattern like English where the contextual nasal coarticulation would not be constrained 
(Huffman, 1988).  Yet, it was shown that both languages had similar, not constrained, degrees of 
contextual nasal coarticulation.  However, what differed was where peak nasalization (the point 
of greatest nasal airflow) occurred.  In Akan—phonemic vowel nasality—the peak of 
nasalization was earlier (anticipatory contexts only were examined in this study) relative to 
Agwagwune—non-phonemic vowel nasality.  Thus, in the case of these languages, the phonemic 
status of vowel nasality affected where peak nasalization occurred.  
So again, we see that pharyngeal nasality patterns follow those found in language where 
vowel nasality is contrastive—in the phonemic nasality language peak contextual nasalization 
was earlier (in anticipatory) than the non-phonemic nasality language.  For MA, pharyngeal 
anticipatory peak nasality is earlier than the peak nasal anticipatory coarticulation.  While it is 
not clear whether there is a perceptual reasoning for this pattern—there is no study examining 
the perception of peak nasalization, and there is an articulatory explanation for the specific peak 
nasalization patterns in MA, this evidence simply confirms that the patterning of nasality in 
vowels adjacent to pharyngeal and nasal consonants in MA is categorically distinct.  
 
2.1.1. MORE EVIDENCE THAT MA COARTICULATION PATTERNS ARE GRAMMAR-SPECIFIED 
There are other findings from the production study that speak to the grammar-specified 
nature of MA coarticulatory nasality.  First, the vowel-specific patterns for nasality from both 
nasal and pharyngeal segments do not follow from generally considered universal nasal 
coarticulation patterns.  It has been observed in numerous languages that the degree of intrinsic 
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velum height in low vowels is lower, hence, the velic opening greater, compared to high vowels 
(Clumeck, 1976; Moll, 1962; Al-Bamerni, 1983).  The physiological connection between the jaw 
and the soft palate is the explanation for this connection: as the jaw lowers to produce the low 
vowels, so does the velum.  The present study found in all instances of coarticulatory nasality, 
the low vowel had the least degree of nasality compared to the high vowels.  This was explained 
by the relationship between the degree of constriction in the oral cavity and amount of nasal 
airflow to total airflow: high vowels have tighter oral constriction allowing more total airflow to 
be diverted out of the nasal passage.   
However, this is only part of the explanation for greater nasality in high vowels.  It was 
suggested that this pattern results in the vowel quality patterning of /a/ in nasal and pharyngeal 
contexts.  Specifically, the acoustic study showed that nasal and pharyngeal /a/ are much closer 
together than nasal and pharyngeal /i/ and /u/.  The degree of nasality must be constrained in the 
context of both nasal and pharyngeal contexts for /a/ in order to keep them as distinct as possible.  
This supports nasality as a feature actively controlled by speakers for both the pharyngeal and 
nasal consonants in MA.   
Another finding of this study that potentially speaks to the non-universal nature of 
coarticulation in MA is the difference in directional effect in relation to the preferred syllable 
structure of the language.  In MA, anticipatory nasalization is less in both nasal and pharyngeal 
contexts.  This is also contrary to a cross-linguistic tendency that languages tend to prefer open 
syllables generally have less extensive anticipatory contextual nasalization (Diakoumakou, 
2004).  Indeed, closed syllable languages, like English, tend to have greater anticipatory 
contextual nasalization.  Yet, MA prefers closed syllables (Hamdi, Ghazali and Barkat-Defradas, 
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2005) and has less extensive anticipatory nasalization.  Hence, the patterns of nasality are 
somewhat contrary to generally considered universal aspects of coarticulation.  
Finally, the production data from MA showed that vowels flanked by both a pharyngeal 
consonant and a nasal consonant (i.e., NVP or PVN) have significantly greater nasalization than 
vowels adjacent to a nasal or pharyngeal consonant only—and this is not a property of 
coarticulation that is universal.  It is not the case that this falls from mechanical principles of 
articulation.  For example, NVN vowels in French do not exhibit categorically more nasality than 
NV vowels (Delvaux et al., 2008).  And, perhaps in French it is not perceptually critical to 
distinguish NVN and NV words—the NV and N! distinction is already neutralized, so there is 
really a three-way neutralization between NV, N! and NVN with respect to degree of 
nasalization.  Yet, in MA it is perceptually critical to distinguish between, for example PVC and 
PVN.  It has been shown that nasality is perceptually associated with both nasal and pharyngeal 
consonants; hence, it is perceptually critical to signal the presence of both sources of 
coarticulatory nasality—achieved by increasing the magnitude of nasality when both sources are 
adjacent to a single vowel. 
There is no doubt that coarticulatory nasality is language-specified and highly controlled.  
Indeed, in his study of the patterns of nasal coarticulation in 6 languages, Clumeck concludes 
that “the timing of velic lowering can be controlled rather precisely, and the resulting degree of 
coarticulated nasality is language-specific” (1976: 349).  In the present work, I have argued on 
the basis of articulatory facts in MA that the patterns of nasality in vowels adjacent to (both 
preceding and following) pharyngeal consonants and in vowels preceding a nasal consonant are 
grammar-specified and (for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels) controlled.  The observation that 
languages have unique and individual coarticulatory patterns has certainly been confirmed. 
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Further, the prediction that these coarticulatory patterns may be explained by the specific facts 
about that language has further been supported.  In MA, the facts that affect the coarticulatory 
patterns in question are not purely about contrast—vowel nasality is not phonemic.  Rather, it is 
indirectly related to the contrast between nasals and pharyngeals.  Next, we will examine what 
the implications of this coarticulatory nasality are for vowel quality similarity and perceptual 
distinctiveness in MA.  
 
2.1.2. CONTEXTUAL VOWEL SPACE EXPANSION ADJACENT TO PHARYNGEALS 
Another piece of evidence in support of my claim that the coarticulation patterns are 
active, intentional patterns is that vowels in these contexts display vowel space expansion, as 
outlined briefly in this section.  
The acoustic realization of vowels can differ due to contextual factors.  As discussed 
previously, vowel-to-vowel coarticulation has been shown to vary in languages as a function of 
vowel inventory—languages with more phonemic vowels display less vowel-to-vowel 
coarticulation than languages with fewer phonemic vowels.  There has also been great interest in 
how the size of the acoustic vowel space varies due to context.  For example, it has been shown 
that the acoustic vowel space can expand in “clear” speech, where the speaker explicitly aims to 
be understandable to the listener, compared to casual speech (Moon and Lindblom, 1994).  Also, 
cross-linguistic comparison has revealed that English monosyllabic vowels (i.e., in CVC words) 
display an expanded vowel space relative to Spanish and Greek vowel spaces (but not for 
English CVCV vowels) (Bradlow, 1995).  
Vowel nasalization reduces the perceptual distinctiveness of vowels, cross-linguistically: 
nasalized vowels show more contracted vowel space size (reduced dispersion) than non-
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nasalized vowels (Beddor, Krakow and Goldstein, 1986).  Also, there may be vowel category 
overlap due to perceptual lowering of F1 in nasalized vowels.  This is further supported by the 
fact that languages that have contrastive nasal vowel inventories often have fewer distinctions in 
the nasal vowels than in oral vowels (Hajek, 2005).  
It is also well-documented that speakers adjust their speech in order to compensate for the 
perceptual difficulty of “hard” words—words with more lexical neighbors are considered 
perceptually “hard” words since they have many similar-sounding competitors vs. “easy” words 
with fewer competitors.  For example, “hard” words are produced with more expanded vowel 
spaces than “easy” words (Wright, 1997; Scarborough, 2004).  Also, “hard” words are produced 
with greater degree of nasal coarticulation and greater degree of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation 
than “easy” words (Scarborough, 2004).  In these cases, more perceptually difficult words are 
produced with both greater hyperarticulation and greater nasal coarticulation, which a priori 
might be hypothesized to conflict considering the effect of nasality on vowel quality (i.e., vowel 
space contraction).  Thus, it would be germane to investigate whether hyperarticulation 
correlates to contexts where we find nasality in MA since we might hypothesize them to pattern 
together in cases where there is perceptual similarity. 
For contexts in MA where coarticulatory nasality occurs on vowels, i.e. adjacent to both 
nasal segments and pharyngeal segments, it has been assumed that this contextual nasality makes 
vowels adjacent to both nasal and pharyngeal segments more alike.  It might be also predicted 
that vowels in these contexts show more contracted vowel spaces due to the coarticulatory 
effects of nasality.  To this end, vowel space areas were calculated and examined for vowels in 
the specific consonantal contexts in question and compared to vowel space areas for vowels in 
other consonantal contexts (with no measured contextual nasality) using the same data collected 
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for the experiment in the acoustics chapter.  All formant values were transformed from Hertz into 
Bark; Bark auditory scaling was used to more accurately represent perceptual distance and 
dispersion since Bark is a psycho-acoustic metric (Traunmüller, 1997).  
For the purposes of this discussion of vowel space dispersion, the beginning and end 
points were examined since they displayed the most extreme degrees of nasality for pharyngeal 
and nasal adjacent vowels.  Vowel system area is defined as the area of the vowel triangle 
between the phonemic vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/.  Vowel area measurements were calculated using 
Heron’s Formula.  The vowel area measures for beginning and end points of vowels in 
anticipatory and carryover context for all consonant types are given in Table 5-1.  
 
Area (Bark2) Anticipatory Carryover 
Pharyngeal Beginning 0.250810939 1.577427477 
End 0.902911317 0.396904503 
Nasal Beginning 1.128594287 0.298517606 
End 0.390262004 0.010584229 
Emphatic Beginning 0.252223587 0.478100243 
End 0.225910421 0.320603125 
Oral Beginning 0.254543565 0.254543565 
End 0.322773274 0.322773274 
 Table 5-1: Vowel space areas (in Bark2) in both directions at beginning and end points for vowels 
adjacent to Pharyngeal, Nasal, Emphatic, and Oral consonants. Bolded values indicate the most expanded 
vowel spaces.  
 
The most expanded vowel spaces in MA occur in vowels adjacent to nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants.  Figure 5-3 displays the vowel spaces at beginning and end points for 
vowels preceding pharyngeal consonants. 
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Figure 5-3: Vowel quality in Bark and vowel space areas for beginning and end point measures in 
anticipatory (left) and carryover (right) contexts for pharyngeal-adjacent vowels. Red (circles) indicate vowel 
start point, blue (triangles) indicate vowel endpoint.  
 
The vowel space calculations at the beginning and end points of consonant-coarticulated 
vowels reveal that the most expanded vowel spaces, which are bolded (.9 Bark2 or higher—
almost twice as large as the next largest vowel space context, .478 Bark2) occur at the beginning 
points for carryover pharyngeal coarticulation and anticipatory nasal coarticulation and the end 
point of anticipatory pharyngeal coarticulation.  Adjacent to pharyngeal and nasal consonants 
were the environments where nasality was found in the acoustic experiment and these are the 
coarticulatory contexts that were argued here to demonstrate the grammar-specified phonetic 
nasality patterns.  
One point to be made from this observation is that contexts where we find the greatest 
points of vowel space dispersion are the contexts that were predicted to be most confusable due 
to the dual sources of nasality: vowels adjacent to pharyngeal and (following) nasal consonants.  
It was predicted that the nasality present on vowels adjacent to both pharyngeal and nasal 
consonants would result in those vowels being more perceptually similar.  Here, we find that 
these vowels display the greatest degree of hyperarticulation.  This suggests that the nasality 
does indeed result in reduced perceptual distance between vowels adjacent to nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants, and, consequently, vowels are hyperarticulated in order to shift the 
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perceptual distance of vowels in these two conditions away from one another, maximizing their 
difference.   In other words, I have argued that nasality is grammar-specified and controlled by 
speakers.  That vowels are hyperarticulated in contexts where nasality is controlled suggests that 
the hyperarticulation is also a controlled property of these vowels, for example to compensate for 
the acoustic effects of nasality.  
 
2.1.3. COARTICULATORY COMPLEXITY IMPLICATIONS 
Coarticulatory complexity, defined here as a single coarticulatory feature from two 
distinct phoneme types, has implications for the phonetics-phonology interface besides just the 
patterning of nasality in MA.  Indeed, coarticulatorily complex situations can exist cross-
linguistically and for different features than nasality only.  For example, as discussed in Chapter 
2, low vowels have been reported to have some degree of inherent nasality due to the connection 
between the jaw and the velum.  Hence, it is predicted that there might be a coarticulatory 
complex situation with coarticulatory nasality and intrinsic nasality for a non-coarticulated low 
vowel /a/ in English.  A study examining how these facts affect the coarticulatory patterns by 
vowel in English is worth pursuing.   
Another example of a potentially coarticulatorily complex situation might be found in for 
example an Otomanguean language, or another language, where creak is phonemic.  How does 
that fact interact with the patterning of glottalization, or laryngeal coarticulation, that often 
accompanies voiceless stop codas.  And, as discussed previously, the spectral properties of creak 
(or breathiness) may interact with the spectral properties of nasalization.  Creak and breathiness 
affect the height of the first two harmonics and acoustic nasality (A1-P0) uses one of the first 
two harmonic amplitudes.  How do creak or breathiness interact or affect the patterning of nasal 
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coarticulation?  Examining these cases of potential coarticulatory complexity could shed further 
light on the interaction between language-specific patterns of coarticulation and the phonetic-
phonology interface.  Coarticulatory complexity, thus, may not be limited to MA or nasality.  It 
is predicted to be one fact about the phonetic-phonology interface in a language that affects 
language-specific coarticulatory patterns.  
 
3. INTERIM SUMMARY 
 Thus far, I have examined the coarticulatory nasality patterns in MA from the perspective 
of two broad theoretical perspectives relating the phonetic properties of a language to its 
phonological patterns.  First, I discussed how the fact that nasality co-occurs with both 
pharyngeals and nasals might cause a lack of distinction between these two sounds.  Therefore, 
there are grammar-specified and different nasality patterns in various contexts.  Next, I showed 
that there are similarly grammar-specified patterns of vowel space dispersion which might work 
to further exaggerate the perceptual distance of vowels adjacent to pharyngeal and nasal 
consonants.  Yet, both of these perspectives imply that the nasality co-occurring with pharyngeal 
segments is somehow detrimental to speech communication—that the nasality is 
disadvantageous to listeners trying to parse the speech signal.  In other words, the nasality makes 
pharyngeals and nasals more alike and may potentially cause confusability between these 
segments.  
 However, there is also a beneficial aspect that can be examined for the nasality co-
occurring with pharyngeals.  For example, the results of the perception study revealed that 
nasality facilitates perception of words with pharyngeal segments.  In the next section, I examine 
nasality associated with pharyngeal consonants as an enhancement feature that is used to actually 
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accentuate the perceptibility of pharyngeal segments with respect to the complete consonantal 
inventory of the language.  !
4. QUANTAL/ ENHANCEMENT THEORY 
Quantal theory (Stevens, 1972; 1989) proposes that articulatory-acoustic relations are 
quantal, i.e. discontinuous, in nature and the “relatively stable acoustic attributes” along an 
articulatory parameter define the presence or absence of a distinctive feature (Stevens and 
Keyser, 2010: 11).  In other words, ideal articulatory and acoustic parameters naturally work 
together to make sounds distinctive, while non-ideal parameters tend to be avoided since they 
would cause less distinction between sounds.  For example, Stevens proposes that the vowel /i/ is 
highly acoustically stable because for this vowel F2 and F3 are close.  This creates a spectral 
region—a strong frequency area—above 2000 Hz, which results in high acoustic and perceptual 
stability.  
 
4.1. PHARYNGEALS IN QUANTAL THEORY 
Stevens also describes a similar strong frequency region that is present for the pharyngeal 
consonants.  Pharyngeals are characterized by a high F1 and a low F2—closely spaced formants, 
as illustrated in Figure 5-4—producing a strong spectral region that “is expected to be relatively 
insensitive to perturbations of the constriction position in this lower pharyngeal region” (1972: 
18).   
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Figure 5-4: From Stevens (1972: 18): Spectrograms of the syllables /#i/ and /#a/ spoken by a speaker of 
Arabic.  The proximity of F1 and F2 in the initial pharyngeal consonant is evident. 
 
Quantal theory can be useful in understanding the role of nasality as it co-occurs with 
pharyngeal consonants, specifically, in MA.  Recall from Chapter 1 that Quantal Theory 
proposes enhancement features which are added to a distinctive feature to increase its perceptual 
saliency: first, an enhancement feature can be superimposed to increase the perceptual distance 
between the distinctive feature and its neighbors; and second, an enhancement feature can 
introduce a new acoustic attribute which adds perceptual cues to the distinctive feature.  
Instances of enhancement are also evidence for maximization of distinctiveness.  As discussed 
previously, the acoustic properties of nasality consist of information in the lower frequencies of 
the spectrum. Pharyngeals are characterized as having a prominent F1-F2 formant region—this is 
hypothesized to contribute to their stability.  Nasal coupling introduces information in the lower 
frequency range which has the effect of lowering the first formant.  In lowering F1, the F1-F2 
frequency region of pharyngeals becomes more wide, thus, more prominent.  Hence, nasality 
serves to enhance the acoustic stability of pharyngeal consonants. 
Nasality with pharyngeals in MA is an example of both types of enhancement feature.  
This evidence suggests that nasality with pharyngeals provides an additional perceptual cue that 
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is used by a listener to identify these segment types and nasality can be hypothesized to increase 
the perceptual distance between pharyngeals and other types of similar consonants, as is 
discussed in the next section.  
 
4.2. PHARYNGEALS IN NATURAL CLASS OF  “GUTTURALS”  
Yet, the main question that arises is why are pharyngeals being enhanced? Pharyngeals 
are arguably very salient and perceptually distinct segment types.  Why is there a need to 
“enhance” their primary features?  The answer to this question lies in the phonological inventory 
of Arabic.  Specifically, there have been many proposals in the literature for a natural 
phonological class called “guttural” consonants in Arabic.  The guttural consonants consist of the 
pharyngeals [# "], the laryngeals [( h], and the uvulars [q . x].  It has been argued that these 
three segment types form a natural class for articulatory, acoustic, and phonological reasons.  For 
example, these three consonant types all have a primary place of articulation in the 
larynx/pharynx region of the vocal tract (McCarthy, 1994).  The laryngeals are produced very 
low down in this region (with the glottis fully open or constricted).  The pharyngeals are 
produced near the mid point of this region.  The uvulars are produced at the top of this region 
(with a retracted and raised tongue body).  Another perspective of their similar articulatory 
nature is that they are all produced with active participation of the pharynx, rather than just their 
primary locus (Bin-Muqbil, 2006).  
There is also a plethora of phonological evidence that gutturals are a natural class 
consisting of these segment types.  For example, a well-cited principle in Semitic phonology (the 
OCP) states that tri-consonantal lexical roots tend to not contain identical segments.  
Consequently, there are very few Arabic roots that contain more than one guttural segment 
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(McCarthy, 1994).  There is also evidence that vowels have similar lowering processes in the 
context of gutturals and there is a tendency for gutturals not to be in syllable-final position.  
These patterns support gutturals as a natural phonological class in Arabic.  
There is also evidence that the acoustic properties of pharyngeals and uvulars, 
specifically, are similar.  For example, F2 is very similar for pharyngeal [#] and uvular [.].  F1 is 
high for both, but not as high in [.] as it is for [#] (Alwan, 1989).  
Essentially, pharyngeals are two consonants in a natural class of seven total guttural 
consonants in MA which behave alike and have similar acoustic properties.  Nasality, however, 
serves as an enhancement feature to reinforce the contrast between pharyngeals and the other 
members of the guttural segment class.   
It has been observed that consonant inventories do not behave like vowel inventories with 
respect to dispersion.  For instance, Dispersion Theory proposes that the distinctive vowels of a 
language tend to be structured in the articulatory-psychoacoustic space so as to maintain 
sufficient perceptual contrast (Liljencrants and Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom, 1986).  This explains 
why three-vowel systems generally have /a/, /i/, and /u/, since they are sufficiently dispersed 
along the perceptual vowel space.  On the other hand, languages tend to have somewhat 
symmetrical consonant inventories, i.e. /p t k b d g/ not // 0 k! G/.  This tendency has been 
described as a “maximum exploitation of compatible feature combinations” (Maddieson, 1996).  
In other words, consonant inventories evolve to exploit the features available in the language 
system, not to be maximally dispersed along the range of articulatory possibilities.  If nasality is 
a property associated with the pharyngeal consonants, it is along these lines of maximum 
exploitation of available properties that nasality can evolve as an enhancing property of 
pharyngeals in Arabic.  
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Nasality as an enhancement feature for pharyngeals can also be tied back to perceptual 
confusability between pharyngeals and nasals.  Stevens and Keyser state that in cases such as 
this, the timing and extent of the enhancement attribute is “under speaker control” in order to 
maintain perceptual distance.  They cite examples of Australian aboriginal languages with nasal 
murmur and examples were discussed above, such as the tone/non-modal phonation interaction 
in the Otomanguean language group, where timing and extent of a feature is controlled by the 
speaker.  As has been demonstrated, different degree and timing patterns of nasality are 
employed by speakers of MA to keep enhancement nasality distinct from distinctive nasality.  
Examples that have been discussed in the literature of enhancement features, similar to 
how I characterize nasality as an enhancement for pharyngeals in MA, include f0 manipulation 
adjacent to voiced consonants, cross-linguistically (Kingston and Diehl, 1994).  Here, it is 
claimed that f0 lowering is a grammar-specified feature, speaker-controlled, for the purpose of 
enhancing the contrast between voiced and voiceless segments.  Similarly, the lip-rounding that 
accompanies the alveo-palatal segment /1/ in many languages, including English, has been 
argued to serve as an enhancement feature in order to further distance it from a /s/, occurring 
with no lip-rounding (Keyser and Stevens, 2006).  In both of these examples, the enhancement 
feature has been argued to serve to make articulatorily similar segments acoustically more 
distinct.   
5. PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
The findings from the production and perception studies presented in this dissertation can 
shed light on a general debate as to the role of coarticulation in speech communication: whether 
coarticulation is listener-directed or speaker-internal.  More specifically, though, the findings 
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presented in this study can contribute to the debate about the relationship production and 
perception in speech communication.  
The former argument, coarticulation as listener-directed, is that speakers control the 
degree of coarticulation (and other aspects in the phonetic detail of speech) in order to be best 
understood by listeners.  In other words, speakers supervise the production of their speech on-
line, altering phonetic or coarticulatory detail in an attempt to aid the listener in avoiding 
confusion.  This account has been suggested to be supported by evidence examining how 
phonetic properties of words differ based on their neighborhood density.  Wright (1997, 2004) 
found that hard words are produced with more acoustically dispersed vowel qualities and easy 
words are produced with more acoustically retracted vowel qualities.  Scarborough (2004) 
examined contextual nasalization and found that hard words have systematically more nasal 
coarticulation than easy words.  Studies like Wright’s and Scarborough’s suggest that 
coarticulation is listener-directed.  Critically, hard words are more perceptually confusable due to 
their large number of similar-sounding competitors; hence, these are the words that are 
articulated with more extreme vowel qualities and greater nasal coarticulatory information in 
order to make their features more perceptually salient to listeners.  
 Another account, coarticulation as being motivated by speakers, argues that the speaker-
internal cognitive processes at work when speakers produce words causes the systematic 
variability in phonetic detail seen in production.  Cognitive models of speech production suggest 
that when a lexical item is activated for production, similarly-sounding lexical items are also 
activated (through cascading activation and feedback), for example, “cat” also activates “hat” 
and “bat” (Baese-Berk and Goldrick, 2009).  The activation of phonological competitors to the 
target word makes the cognitive system respond by boosting the activation of the target word 
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which would result in a boost in the activation of the phonetic representation of the word and 
cause the phonetic realization of the word become more extreme.  Studies of speech errors also 
support cascading activation as a mechanism which causes interaction between phonological and 
phonetic representations in speech production (Goldrick and Blumstein, 2006; Pouplier and 
Goldstein, 2010).  
Easy words have fewer phonological competitors, thus less activation, hence less extreme 
phonetic realizations.  In other words, the systematic variation in coarticulation is a product of 
speaker-internal cognitive reactions to language-internal structures.  This view has been 
supported by evidence from the production of VOT length: speakers produce longer VOTs in 
words with a direct minimal pair competitor, whether or not that minimal pair competitor was in 
sight as speakers produced the words, i.e. speakers could presumably make a stronger effort to 
disambiguate for listeners from a minimal pair competitor that is in sight, than if the minimal 
pair competitor was not present (Baese-Berk and Goldrick, 2009).  
The evidence provided in this dissertation would be argued to support a listener-directed 
model of speech production.  The production studies revealed that nasality associated with 
pharyngeal consonants is controlled by speakers in such a way that might be beneficial to 
listeners: pharyngeal nasality patterns like French nasal coarticulation where it is constrained in 
anticipatory contexts potentially to avoid perceptual conflict with nasal coarticulation (or, in 
French underlying nasal vowels).  Additionally, it was shown that nasality is augmented when 
there is more than one coarticulatory source; in other words, there is a perceptual need to make 
both coarticulatory sources present in the acoustic signal rather than one just masking the 
mechanical effects of the other.  Additionally, this chapter explored vowel space expansion, or 
hyperarticulation, in contexts where nasality is present.  It was shown that vowels adjacent to 
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pharyngeal consonants, and in some nasal consonant contexts, are hyperarticulated.  
Hyperarticulation has been shown to pattern with systematic variation in degree of nasal 
coarticulation (Scarborough, 2004) and has been argued to be a listener-directed phenomenon 
(Wright, 1997; Scarborough, 2004).  Thus, this is further support that the nasality coarticulation 
in vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants in MA to be controlled by speakers for the benefit 
of listeners.   
Indeed, the perception study demonstrated that listeners are aided in the perception of 
pharyngeals by vowel nasality in MA.  There was evidence of perceptual compensation of 
nasality—listeners cannot consciously “hear” the nasality.  So, the preference of nasality in 
pharyngeal contexts is not a conscious decision.  This follows the patterns of perceptual 
compensation in other languages, like English, where listeners factor out the effect of nasal 
coarticulation when making conscious decisions (Beddor, Krakow and Lindemann, 2001), but 
nasality does facilitate the perception of a nasal consonant (e.g., Ali et al., 1971).  The perception 
study also found some evidence of the confusability between nasal consonants and pharyngeal 
consonants, though this was not categorical suggesting the coarticulatory patterns indeed help to 
keep these sounds separate.   
Finally, the interpretation of nasality associated with pharyngeals as an enhancement 
feature implies listener-directedness, to some extent.  The discussion of nasality as providing 
enhancement of pharyngeals from the other guttural class of segments invokes the listener and 
their perceptual constraints as a major player contributing to the patterning of the sub-categorical 
properties of language. 
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSION !
1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
This dissertation investigated several questions with respect to nasality in MA:  First, is 
there nasality present during the production of pharyngeal consonants in MA?;  Further, what are 
the patterns of nasality overlap on vowels adjacent to both nasal and pharyngeal consonants in 
MA?;  Finally, do MA listeners use vowel nasality to facilitate the perception of nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants? 
 
1.1. PRODUCTION STUDIES 
The production studies outlined in this dissertation demonstrated that nasality is present, as 
nasal airflow and acoustic nasality, during the production of nasal and pharyngeal consonants in 
MA.  Furthermore, nasal airflow and acoustic nasality was shown to overlap as coarticulation on 
vowels adjacent to these segments.  
With respect to consonant production, nasal airflow was substantial for nasal consonants.  
Nasal airflow was also found to be present during the production of the pharyngeal consonants, 
though systematically less than that for nasals.  However, if we take into account the fact that 
pharyngeal consonants are approximants that were shown to be produced with substantial 
amount of oral airflow, compare to nasal consonants which are produced with complete oral 
closure thus not oral airflow, nasal airflow as an indicator of velum height for pharyngeals is not 
direct.  In other words, we cannot compare the amount of nasal airflow from pharyngeals to that 
of nasal consonants to make a claim about the degree of velopharyngeal port opening.  Rather, 
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we can only be certain that there is velum lowering, and sound through the nose, during the 
production of pharyngeal consonants in MA.  
On the other hand, the aerodynamic data taken from vowels adjacent to both nasal and 
pharyngeal segment can be compared, since both have been shown to be produced with nasal and 
oral airflow.  Specifically, the proportion of nasal airflow to overall (nasal + oral) airflow, or 
nasalance, is an important measure for vowels, providing information about degree of nasal 
airflow independent from changes in overall airflow.  For vowels adjacent to nasal consonants, 
nasalance patterns as we expect—nasalance is greatest right after the release of the nasal stop 
then decreases steadily over the course of the vowel.  This pattern exemplifies coarticulatory 
overlap: the velum lowering gesture from the consonant is realized on adjacent segments due to 
the dynamic movement of articulators in speech.  
Interestingly, for vowels adjacent to pharyngeal consonants, the reverse patterns of 
nasalance was observed—nasalance is lowest directly adjacent to the pharyngeal segment and 
increases steadily over the duration of the vowel.  Nasalance is greatest on the portion of the 
vowel opposite the actual pharyngeal segment.  This pattern can be explained with pharyngeal 
place of articulation coarticulation wherein the jaw is lowering over the production of the vowel 
in anticipation of (or carryover from) the pharyngeal segment.  The jaw lowering results in an 
increase in the constriction in the oral cavity and an increase in airflow through the mouth, which 
diverts airflow from the nose.  The velum is also dynamically opening over the duration of the 
vowel in anticipation for (or carryover from) the pharyngeal consonants, but there is a trade-off 
of airflow from the nose to the mouth as the jaw is lowering.  
This explanation is supported by the vowel-specific nasalance patterns where the high 
vowels /u/ and /i/ (with the tighter oral constrictions) have the greatest degree of nasalance on the 
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portion of the vowel least affect by the pharyngeal place articulation—the opposite side.  They 
also have the greatest change in degree of nasalance over time, indicating a greater difference in 
the degree of constriction from the start of the vowel to the end.  Meanwhile, the low vowel /a/ is 
most pharyngeal-like in jaw position and this is reflected in the lowest and most flat nasalance 
patterns.  These vowel-specific patterns are evidence that the velum-lowering gesture is an 
active, speaker-controlled pattern.  Specifically, we might expect the least degree of 
velopharyngeal port opening with the high vowels and the greatest with the low vowel due to the 
anatomical connection between the jaw and the soft palate: as the jaw lowers so, intrinsically, 
does the soft palate.  In fact, low vowels have been observed to have the lowest velum position, 
cross-linguistically.  Yet, the high vowels in Ma are observed to have the greatest degree of 
nasalance, hence, the velum lowering cannot be attributed to physiologically motivated 
mechanisms only.  
Comparing the nasalance patterns of nasal-adjacent vowels and pharyngeal-adjacent 
vowels, there are comparable directional patterns.  Specifically, nasalance is greatest for both the 
nasal-adjacent and pharyngeal-adjacent vowels in carryover (CV) contexts.  Further, the 
nasalance values were similar: range of 10-65% nasalance for NVC; range of 20-60% nasalance 
for PVC.  Nasalance was overall less for both nasal-adjacent and pharyngeal-adjacent vowels in 
anticipatory (VC) contexts.  
The results of the articulatory study led to questions about the perceptibility of nasality 
from pharyngeal consonants to listeners.  The data examined aerodynamic nasality, but what do 
the patterns of nasality in MA look like in the acoustic signal, which is what listeners receive 
directly.  Hence, an acoustic study of nasality was conducted in order to determine the extent to 
which nasality could be perceived by listeners through the acoustic signal.  
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Interestingly, the results of the acoustic study of nasality on vowels adjacent to nasal and 
pharyngeal consonants revealed patterns very similar to the nasalance results.  Actually, this is 
intuitive since, like nasalance, A1-P0 (acoustic measure of nasality) is a ratio of the relative 
intensities of the nasal to oral tract properties.  Still, A1-P0 is a spectral measure of nasality and 
potentially more reflective of what is in the acoustic signal and thus highly informative.  
The acoustic results showed similar patterns of nasality to those in the articulatory study: 
nasal adjacent vowels have greatest nasality next to the nasal segment and decreases over the 
duration of the vowel; meanwhile, pharyngeal adjacent vowels have greatest acoustic nasality on 
the portion of the vowel opposite the actual pharyngeal segment and decreases over the duration 
of the vowel.  Again, coarticulatory nasality is lowest at the point of the vowel directly adjacent 
to its pharyngeal source.  Another important finding from the acoustic study was that emphatic-
adjacent vowels do not have acoustic nasality, supporting the prediction that emphatic 
(pharyngealized) consonants are not produced with velum lowering since the pressure build-up 
required to produce an oral stop prevents velopharyngeal port opening.  This finding also 
suggests that the tongue-backing gesture that is associated with both emphatic and pharyngeal 
consonants is not related to velum activity.  
 
1.2. PERCEPTION STUDIES 
In light of the production studies revealing nasality present during pharyngeals and 
overlapping on adjacent vowels in MA, several perception studies tested whether nasality is 
perceptually associated with pharyngeal and nasal segments.  Furthermore, whether nasality on 
vowels adjacent to two distinct segment types results in perceptual confusability between nasal 
and pharyngeal segments was tested.  
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A lexical repetition task demonstrated that listeners responded significantly faster when 
words with pharyngeal and nasal consonants had nasality present on the vowel, compared to 
when nasality was not present on the vowel.  In other words, vowel nasality facilitated 
perception of pharyngeal and nasal consonants.  This result was taken to indicate that vowel 
nasality is perceptually associated with pharyngeal, as well as nasal, consonants in MA.  
Furthermore, the facilitated nasal condition contained a degree of nasality that was greater than 
naturally attested (i.e., in natural production), which was a result of the splicing methodology to 
create the stimuli.  This result suggests that nasality is present at an abstract level of 
representation for nasal and pharyngeal segments in MA.  
Additionally, a forced-choice preference task tested listener preferences for nasal 
condition vs. oral condition words with pharyngeal consonants.  While there was no significant 
preference for nasal over oral stimuli, when listeners preferred the nasal condition they 
responded faster than when they preferred the oral condition.  We take this to indicate that 
nasality is perceptually associated with pharyngeal consonants as a sub-conscious, abstract level 
and that there is possibly not explicit knowledge for listeners that nasality is associated with 
these segments.  
Finally, a forced-choice gating task was designed to test whether the nasality present on 
vowels adjacent to both pharyngeal and nasal consonants results in some confusability between 
words with these segments.  The results indicated that for the voice pharyngeal /#/, there is 
confusability between a word containing it and a nasal minimal pair.  There was also some initial 
confusability for all words with pharyngeal consonants, but for other words this became greater 
than chance.  These results suggest that in some contexts there is confusability due to nasality 
being present for both nasal and pharyngeal segments in MA.  
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1.3. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS 
The findings of this dissertation have been made relevant to theories about the sub-
phonemic, phonetic patterning of languages.  First, the basic coarticulatory patterns outlined in 
the production studies are the first to illustrate the patterning of coarticulatory nasality from two 
distinct segment types—nasals and pharyngeals.  It was demonstrated that MA has language-
specific patterns of coarticulatory nasality.  Further, the patterns of coarticulatory nasality from 
the distinct segment types are fundamentally different.  It was suggested that the distinct patterns 
of coarticulatory nasality for each segment type is an attempt from speakers to make the phonetic 
properties of nasal and pharyngeal consonants as distinct as possible from one another.  This was 
further supported by observing the vowel dispersion patterns for vowels in the various 
coarticulatory contexts.  Vowels in the conditions where confusability due to nasality 
coarticulation is possible display the most hyperaticulated vowel spaces.  
All this would suggest that nasality associated with pharyngeal consonants is detrimental 
to listeners-causing pharyngeal and nasal consonants to be more perceptually similar.  Therefore, 
if it is under speaker control, why would they systematically use it? 
Nasality associated with pharyngeal segments can instead be viewed as an enhancement 
feature which speakers are employing to provide a cue that can be used by listeners in identifying 
pharyngeals.  Nasality as an enhancement feature for pharyngeal consonants would be very 
perceptually valuable when we consider pharyngeal consonants as two out of seven guttural 
segments in Arabic.  
Guttural is a natural phonological class of segments comprised of the uvular, pharyngeal, 
and glottal consonants.  They have been shown to pattern together phonologically and have 
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similar effects of the quality of adjacent vowels.  Hence, it would be beneficial to listeners if 
speakers exploited velum lowering, which may have mechanical associations with pharyngeal 
articulation, in order to utilize nasality as an enhancement feature for pharyngeal consonants.  
Finally, the role of nasality associated with pharyngeal consonants in MA was related to 
the larger debate on the role of coarticulation in speech communication.  Undoubtedly, 
coarticulation originates in the needs of the speaker—overlap in articulation of discrete segments 
is unavoidable in natural speech.  Yet, the systematic variation in the coarticulation patterns that 
has been reported in various languages, contexts, and lexical conditions cannot be attributed 
solely to speaker-internal mechanisms.  Rather, the results of this study indicate that 
coarticulatory nasality is not only exploited by listeners to understand the speech signal, but also 
potentially manipulated systematically by speakers for the benefit of listener comprehension.   
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1 
 
List of Abbreviations 
 
O Buccal consonant – place of articulation in oral tract 
P Pharyngeal consonant 
N Nasal consonant 
E Emphatic, or pharyngealized, consonant 
Pvoiced Voiced Pharyngeal consonant /#/ 
Pvoiceless Voiceless Pharyngeal consonant /"/ 
V Vowel 
C Consonant 
C$ Emphatic, or pharyngealized, consonant 
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APPENDIX 2 
 
Wordlist for Airflow Experiment 
 
 
Word Gloss Syllable Type Direction Target Consonant Vowel 
ba# he sold CVC Anticipatory # a 
ba" it disappeared CVC Anticipatory " a 
ban he appeared CVC Anticipatory N a 
#ad just CVC Carryover # a 
"abb he loved CVC Carryover " a 
mat he died CVC Carryover N a 
bat he spent the night CVC both O a 
3u# hunger CVC Anticipatory # u 
lu" wood plank CVC Anticipatory " u 
tum garlic (sing.) CVC Anticipatory N u 
#ud wood CVC Carryover # u 
"ut fish CVC Carryover " u 
mut death CVC Carryover N u 
dud worm CVC both O u 
bi# a sale/ selling CVC Anticipatory # i 
4i" type of plant CVC Anticipatory " i 
bin between CVC Anticipatory N i 
!184 
#id holiday CVC Carryover # i 
"it because CVC Carryover " i 
nif nose CVC Carryover N i 
bit room CVC both O i 
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APPENDIX 3 
 
Wordlist for the Acoustics Experiment  
 
Word Gloss Syllable Type Direction Target Consonant Vowel 
ba# he sold CVC Anticipatory # a 
ba" it disappeared CVC Anticipatory " a 
ban he appeared CVC Anticipatory N a 
bat$ armpit CVC Anticipatory E a 
#ad just CVC Carryover # a 
"abb he loved CVC Carryover " a 
mat he died CVC Carryover N a 
t$ab it (got) cooked CVC Carryover E a 
bat he spent the night CVC both O a 
4ba# he was satiated CCVC Anticipatory # a 
qba" mean CCVC Anticipatory " a 
klam words CCVC Anticipatory N a 
byad$ become white/ whiteness CCVC Anticipatory E a 
l#ab he played CCVC Carryover # a 
s"ab friend CCVC Carryover " a 
kma4 wrinkles CCVC Carryover N a 
rt$ab it became soft/ smooth CCVC Carryover E a 
ktab book CCVC both O a 
3u# hunger CVC Anticipatory # u 
!186 
lu" wood plank CVC Anticipatory " u 
tum garlic (sing.) CVC Anticipatory N u 
r(y)us$ head (plural) CVC Anticipatory E u 
#ud wood CVC Carryover # u 
"ut fish CVC Carryover " u 
mut death CVC Carryover N u 
t$ub brick CVC Carryover E u 
dud worm CVC both O u 
qlu# he cheated/ copied CCVC Anticipatory # u 
4lu" Berber CCVC Anticipatory " u 
sxun hot CCVC Anticipatory N u 
ft$ur$ breakfast CCVC both E u 
t(e)s#ud nine CCVC Carryover # u 
k"ul black CCVC Carryover " u 
4mus suns CCVC Carryover N u 
ktub books CCVC both O u 
bi# a sale CVC Anticipatory # i 
4i" type of plant CVC Anticipatory " i 
bin between CVC Anticipatory N i 
bid$ egg CVC Anticipatory E i 
#id holiday CVC Carryover # i 
"it because CVC Carryover " i 
nif nose CVC Carryover N i 
!187 
t$ib aroma, fragrance CVC Carryover E i 
bit room CVC both O i 
xli# scary event; a type of dish CCVC Anticipatory # i 
dbi" slaughtering CCVC Anticipatory " i 
qdim old CCVC Anticipatory N i 
bs$it$ simple, easy CCVC both E i 
b#id far CCVC Carryover # i 
k"ib mean CCVC Carryover " i 
snit he went in between CCVC Carryover N i 
ktir a lot, many CCVC both O i 
 
 
Two Sources of Nasality wordlist 
 
word gloss 
#am year 
na" he wailed/ expressed sorrow 
l"am meat 
sma# he heard 
smi# a hearing event 
smi" tolerant, forgiving 
"in immediately 
#in eye 
sman fat (pl) 
smin fat (sg) 
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APPENDIX 4 !
List of stimuli and matching nonword items used in cross-splicing for Perception Experiments–
Lexical Naming (only words with pharyngeal, nasal, and oral consonants) and Preference Task 
(only words with pharyngeal consonants) !
Word Cross-splicing “oral”  
condition nonword foil 
Cross-splicing “nasal”  
condition nonword foil 
ba# [bad$] [ban] 
ba" [bad$] [ban] 
ban [bab] [man] 
#ad [d$ad] [nad] 
"abb [d$abb] [nabb] 
mat [bat] [man] 
4ba# [4bad$] [4ban] 
qba" [qbad$] [qban] 
klam [klab] [knam] 
l#ab [ld$ab] [lnab] 
s"ab [sd$ab] [snab] 
kma4 [kba4] [kman] 
3u# [3ud$] [3un] 
lu" [lud$] [lun] 
tum [tub] [num] 
#ud [d$ud] [nud] 
"ut [d$ut] [nut] 
mut [but] [mun] 
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subu# [subud$] [subun] 
4lu" [4lud$] [4lun] 
sxun [sxud] [smun] 
ts#ud [tsd$ud] [tsnud] 
k"ul [kd$ul] [knul] 
4mus [4bus] [4mun] 
bi# [bid$] [bin] 
4i" [4id$] [4in] 
fin [fid] [min] 
#id [d$id] [nid] 
"it [d$it] [nit] 
nif [dif] [nim] 
xli# [xlid$] [xlin] 
dbi" [dbid$] [dbin] 
qdim [qdib] [qnim] 
b#id [bd$id] [bnid] 
k"ib [kd$ib] [knib] 
snit [sdit] [snin] !! !
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APPENDIX 5: SPEAKER AND NASALITY MEASURE COMPARISONS 
 
 Speaker and measure-specific measures are displayed in Figure A- 1.   
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Figure A- 1: Blue = CVN – NVC, Red = CVP – PVC; A1-P0 axis flipped to match nasalance 
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